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ABSTRACT
This report provides a comprehensive account of an eleven week, full time
counselling internship completed from April 1.5, 1991 10 June 28, 1991 at the

Newfoundland School for the Deaf and a two week placement from July t, 1991 to
July 12, 1991 at the Newfoundland Coordinating Council on Deafness (NeeD), St.
John's, Newfoundland.

This report encompasses two areas:
1.

a statement of the internship ntionale and objectives. as well as a
description of the internship selting and activities conducted to fulfill the
objectives. Details of supervision and evaluation at the Newfoundland
School for the Deaf setting are also described.

2.

an evaluation study of a pilol distance career counselling intervention

programme (or teen:lge mothers and pregnant teens. A discussion of
the results and a list of recommendations for improvements in !he
programme are also described.
The internship setting at the Newfoundland School for the Deaf was considered
appropriate by the intern and supervisors for seven! reasons; (1) supervision could be

on·going, (2) an opponunity could be provided for an experience in a variety

or

student counselling services, and (3) it would provide further overall eltperiences
related to an area that the intern has great interest in and in which she will eventually

be employed.

iv

As a result or lhe internship lhe intern gained new and worthwhile insights inoo
the helping relationship. Moreover, a feeling or greater competence in using these

insights was also achieved.
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CRAPI'ERI

RATIONALE
For some time, the writer has had great interest in individuals with special

needs. especially adolescents. In order for these special needs to be addressed and

met, one has to be well aware of the importance of good communication. good
listening and attending skills, patience, caring and the necessity of providing for an
overall non-threatening situation in which to discuss these needs.

:Because of an ignorance about, resulting in an interest in, hearing-impaired
adolescents the intern decided to familiarize herself and expand her knowledge about

their special needs by doing a counselling internship at the Newfoundland School for
the Deaf. The main objective was to gain experience in counselling skills specifically,

as they apply to hearing-impaired adolescents.

Since there are many other special needs areas it was decided that research
would be completed in an area other than hearing·impairmenls. Thus, to broaden the

intern's knowledge and fulfill another interest, the research component focused on the
special needs of teenage mothers and/or pregnant teenagers. This work is detailed in

a separate section of this report.
INTRODUCTION
As a graduate student in Educational Psychology the writer chose the option of
doing an internship. The internship was thirteen weeks in duration in a stimulating
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environment thai promoted professional development of skills necessary for
counselling.
An intemship was chosen for several reasons. The internship provided:
(a)

the opportunity to observe a professional in a situation comparable 10
those in which a guidance counsellor works and to discuss how different

counselling techniques apply in different situations.
(b)

the opportunity and lime to develop a more focused view of counselling
in a setling where various types of counselling occur, eg., individual

and group counselling.
(e)

the intern an opportunity to put into practice individual and group

guidance skills acquirt:ti during academic study creating increased self-

confidence in their use.
(d)

direct supervision which allowed for assessment and improvement of

counselling skills.
(e)

the opportunity for the intern to learn more about using any community

resources and how

.~upport

systems are implemented both in the setting

and outside in other areas of the province.
(f)

the intern the lime to further develop her own theory of counselling.

mE INTERNSHIP SETflNG
The guidelines for the Internship Programme outlined by the Faculty of
Education (1915) state that the intern should work with a variety of clients under
conditions that protect the interest of the counselee. as well as contribute to the
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competence of the intern. Furthennore. the setting should provide experiences that
are related to tasks judged to be part of the role contemplated by the intern in hi~her
initial vocational placement. There should be provision for assistance to the intern in

integrating theory and practice. The experiences and time allotment should be
sufficient to enable personal and professional growth and to develop an appropriate
level of skills.
The following are

10

be considered in selecting an internship setting.

The quality of professional supervision.
2.

The quality of learning opportunities and experiences.

3.

The relevancy to, and usefulness of such experiences in the actual setting in

4.

The availability of time for full-time involvement of the intern for a minimum

which the intern ultimately expects 10 work.

of thirteen consecutive weeks.
supervisor~.

5.

Availability of a qualified field

6,

Ready access to the university supervisor.
The Faculty of Education (1975) states that the field supervisor should:
hold a Master's Degree or its equivalent appropriate to the worle. of the intern;
or have appropriate experiences as determined by the Faculty of Education;

2.

have a minimum of two years experience in the field or its equivalent as
determined by the Faculty of Education;

3.

be involved full-time in the placement setting;
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4.

have sufficient time, as determined by the Faculty of Education to consult
regularly with the graduate student.

Following the same guideline!:. the university supervisor should:
1.

be professionally trained in the area of guidance and counselling and indicate

an interest in counsellor training;
2.

have sufficient time as determined by the Faculty 10 consult regularly with the

intern;
3.

be responsible, in consultation with the field supervisor, for directing the

4.

supervise flO more than one intern during a semester in which he has full-time

preparation and evaluation of the report on intern activities;

teaching responsibilities.

The Newfoundland School for the Deaf was approved as the setting for the internship.
Dr. Norman Garlie, Professor - Educational Psychology, and Mr. Jack Jardine (M.
Ed.), Guidance Counsellor at the School for the Deaf, agreed to co-ordinate the

internship and to provide the learning opportunities necessary to acquire the required
knowledge and skills.
INTERNSHIP SE'ITING SERVICES

The intern's placement al the Newfoundland School for the Deaf commenced
April 15, 1991 and continued until June 28, 1991. In order to complete thirteen
weeks. the intern also spent the following two weeks ~ July 1 to July 12, 1991 - at the
Newfoundland Coordinating Council on Deafness (NCeD). NeeD provides support
services for those who are hearing-impaired not attending the Newfoundland School
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(or the Draf. The Newfoundland School for the Deaf offers a variety of educational
s~pport

$Crvices to students attending the institution as well as students integrated in

the regular school system. These services include the following:
A.
8.

Coo_III01 Services - this includes pre-entrance and personal counselling.
Orientation and

ID~Seryicjng

or FaCulty/lmtructlona! Penonoel - in-

servicing personnel on how to better facilitate an optimal leaming environment

for deaf individuals in the classroom, as well as instruction on how to use a
group amplification system.
C.

Group Amplification System - individuals can be provided with a 440 - Series

Phonic Ear System, along with the appropriate common cord accessories.
D.

Note-taking Sery!CC;5 - notetakers are available for any deaf or hard of hearing

student who relies on visual clues for understanding.
E.

Tutorial Serykcs - appropriate tutorial services are provided if needed as well

as arrangement of tutoring schedules 10 fit the needs of the individual client.
F.

Follow.up CounseUin, Services· counselling services can be provided to
ensure that support services are running smoothly and that students do nol
encounter any difficult personal, social or academic problems during the course
of their programme. Follow-up after completion of an individual's course of
study can include development of job readiness skills, resume writing and
assistance in job placement.

G.

Igtemreth, Services ~ professional interpreters who have been trained 10

facilitate communication between deaf and hearing people are provided.

IS

Interpreters work closely with both the instructor and student to help create an
effective learning environment for the deaf individual (NeeD Pamphlet).

The Newfoundland School for the Deaf attempts 10 offer as complete a service
as possible to all areas of Newfoundland. All of the services offered by the

Newfoundland School for the Deaf are designed 10 ensure that a person is offered the
opportunity to reach his/her true potential. Moreover, the services are designed to

offer these students the necessary support to ensure a successful integration in the

regular school system.
INTERNSHIP OBJECTIVFS
An internship setting should provide an on-the-job experience under systematic
supervision and

~valuation

that will increase the intern's competence level. To ensure

such a competence level the following objectives and activities were stated in advance.
To obtain appropriate and adequate professional development.
Adl,ilies:
(a)

Meet at least once a week with the on-site supervisor to discuss clients

and review audio and video tapes of counselling sessions.
(b)

Meet on a regular basis with the university supervisor to discuss

progress and to review tapes to evaluate and improve skills.
(e)

Create a bibliography of reading material on counselling individuals
who are

2.

hearing~impaired.

To learn more about the provision of counselling services to individuals who
are hearing-impaired.
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Activities:

(a)

Take an active pan in the day-to-day counselling activities of the

(b)

Discuss present programmes and how they function, with the field

Newfoundland School for the Deaf.

supervisor.
(e)

Develop guidelines for the implementation of a peer counselling

programme for the school year, 1991-92.
3.

To improve, further develop and evaluate the intern's individual counselling

skills.
Activities:

(a)

Observe various sessions conducted by the field supervisor.

(b)

Counsel a minimum of five students on a one-to-one basis.

(e)

Review and discuss a minimum of five video and audio tapes of

counselling sessions with supervisors.
(d)

Review and discuss the daily journal with the supervisors.

(e)

To read new, and re-read previously read materials on counselling
skills.

4.

To gain further experience in group counselling and assess to what extent
group counselling is an effective method of increasing self-esteem for
individuals who are h::aring-impaired.
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Adlvkies:
(a)

Lead or co-lead a minimum of one group for individuals who are

(b)

DiscU$S with supervisors a variety of approaches/techniques to group

hearing-impaired.

counselling.
(e)

Administer a self-esteem inventory before and immediately after a eight

session group.
(d)

5.

To read articles and books written on group counselling.

To gain further experience and competence in administering different
diagnostic tests used with individuals who are hearing-impaired.

Activities:

(a)

Actual administrations of Intelligence, Achievement and Aptitude

instruments.
(b)

Scoring and interpreting the results of tests administered.

(c)

Completing at least one assessment report in detail.

A discussion of how objectives were met is detailed in a later section of this
report.
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CHAPI'FJl n
This chapter details the actual activities of the thinten week internship. A

detailed description of the extent to which the various objectives were met is also
included.

DF.'iCIlIPI'ION OF ACfIVI'fml
As an intern at the Newfoundland School for the Deaf there was a great
opJX)rtunity given

10

perform many of the same duties/roles of an actual counsellor.

The duties consisted of individual counselling, group counselling, assessments,

observations, teacher and parent consultations. and attending rannal
workshops/meetings given by professionals in the area of hearing·impainnent. There
was also an opportunity to work and consult with a professional who is highly
respected in counselling hearing impaired individuals.
The individual counselling case load consisted predominately of adolescents,
with the exception of one client who was a little younger. Through assessments
experience was gained in working with all ages attending school. Moreover, through
group counselling the intern gained experience working wilh adults. Experience
extended broadly from a kindergarten level to a university level and provided much
diversity to lhe overall experiences during lhe internship.
Staff at the Newfoundland School for lhe Deaf were very supportive, gave
advice and assisted in any way they possibly could in order 10 encourage and generate
new positive learning for the intern.
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j

Meetings were held separal£ly, with the exception of one, with Jack Jardine,
!he field supervisor, and Norman Garlic. the university supervisor. Progress

regarding all clients was discussed. any questions were asked, and feedback was
provided during these meetings. It was also a time to gain new insights into possible
approaches for each client. This was definitely a time during which much information
intake and learning occurm:l.
Through audio and video taping and the feedback received as well as
observations of sessions conducted by the supervisors, an awareness of personal

counselling strengths and weaknesses became evident. Moreover, it developed an

increase in the intern's confidence level, both in personal style of counselling as well
as putting professional theory inw practice.
INDIVIDUAL COUNSELIJNG

During the internship six different clients received counselling. Four of them

were seen regularly whereas the other two were seen for a shorter period of time. Of
the six, two were male and

fOUf

were female. The problems experienced by the

clients varied. They ranged from problems living at the dormitory, quitting school,
coping with homosexuality, boyfriend/girlfriend disputes, friendship problems, coping
with homework, family relationships, career do:;:ision making, disruptive behaviors in
class and at the donnitory, past suicidal attempts, to problems living at a boarding
house,
Following is a brief case descripdon of the various clients counseUed during
theintemship.

Ii

.,j
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Client number one was a 17 year old male seen for a very soon period of
time. He was hard of hearing with fairly good speech. He had been seeing the

counsellor at various times for many years. As a result. when the internship began,
he became one of the clients on this caseload. At that point, in time. he was doing
well in all areas of his life except for problems at his boarding house. He wanted to

move out but had no place to go and <mly two months of the school year left to
attend. He spent most of his time alone in his room because none of the other

residents wanted anything to do with him. They picked on him, at times, but
generally left him alone 10 do his own thing. He wanted, desperately, to go to the

school's dormitory to live for the rest of the year. If not, he would quit school until
the next school year. At one point, in the past, he had lived in the dormitory.

However, due 10 his problems with sexual identity and his consequent behaviors
around other boys, it was decided by the counsellor and school social worker that he
be put in a boarding house. As a result. there is no chance that he will be considered
for dormitory placement again even though he seems to now understand his sexual
identity. He has, in the past, quit school for a couple of weeks at a time. However.
this time he quit for the final two months of the school year. Where IJe will be placed
next school year has not been decided. however, he will not be placed at the school's
dormitory.
Client number two was a 15 year old female, The counsellor thought she
should be part of this caseload to have someone to talk with and build up a trusting
relationship. She had been seeing the counsel1or up through her school years. She
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comes from a vcry low income family, in a rural community, and as a result. is
placed in a boarding house in St. John's. This was done so she could attend school
and gain an understanding of a normal home environment. She

was placed in the

dormitory. However, due to temper tantrums and aggressive behavior she was
removed. She seemed t\appy to have someone to talk to and genen.lly appeared quite
well adjusted. Because of an unfit family life, her and heT brothers and sisters were

taken from the home three years ago. They were placed in Presentation House and

Mount Cashel in St. John's. She felt quit burdened and responsible· at the age of 12
- to take care of her sisters. She worries that the same thing may happen again in the

near future. Family life has, reportedly. not improved. She wonders what she could
do to make things belter at home so that her worries will not become reality. She

goes home on the weekends, for vidts, and spends her time cleaning the house and
taking care of her younger siblings. She was, also, experiencing a break-up with her
boyfriend during the Jast few counselling sessions. She had been seeing him for three
years. He was four years older than her, from her :-'ome lown and accepted by her
parents, especially her mother. The relationship ended because she found out that her
mother and her boyfriend had, apparently, been having an affair, This was
detrimental to her and she became quite confused, upset and discouraged with
everything and everyone, She is a bright student who was writing final exams at the
time of the interview. She found that many of the relaxation te(hniques suggested to
her worked to lower anxiety, She still sees her mother as being the best mother in the
world, while hating her ex-boyfriend. The police recently became involved, Social
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services will go to visit the family during the summer 10 keep a

nocc: on

her actions

and duties at home. AJ a result, she is presently burdened with this wony for the

entire summer.
Client number three, a 17 year old female was referred by her senior
aNflStllor at the donnitory because of mood swings. temper tantrums and paranoia
(e.g., others talking about her behind her back). She did not like living in the
dormitory and only had a few friends. She talked a lot about her boyfriend and

family and reported she had real close friends at home. Initially, she reported
problems with an c:Il-boyfriend who was also living in the dormitory. He was
tormenting and hanging around her which she did not like. She tried avoiding him

and ignoring him and after a few weeks it worked. In discussing her temper and
paranoia, about friends talking about her. she shared about the time she tried 10
commit suicide. Apparently. shc thought one of the girls at the dormitory

was

spreading rumours about her and it seemed like she had no friendJ. thus she fclt
suicide was the only way out. She said she oow realizes how ·stupid that was* and
that she should have confronted the girls instead. as she would do now. She no

longer has any of these thoughts. She also has foond, to control her temper tantrums,
that leaving the room and getting away from the situation worb for her. Sit.: just tells

the person that she will be back when she feels she can talk reasonably. Because she
will soon be graduating, the issue of career choices came up. As a result the
'Choices' programme was administered and we found her to be interested in
mathematics. She felt the report to be accurate and hopes to do something in this atQ
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after goouation. She went home quire content (or the summer holidays and hopes

&0

SW1 the Dell school year with her quick temper under greater control.

Client number four was a 16 year old female referred, by her senior counseUor
at the dormitory, because of problems coping with her relationship with her boyfriend.
The counsellor felt she needed someone oulSide the donnitory with whom to talk.

Apparently, she has always had difficulty coping with matters relaltd to relationships
and friendships. For example, in the past, she had dimculty coping with argumentJ

with her boyfriend over other girls in his life. She once left school and went home
for 2 weeks, since she could not deal with the situation. It seems that she cannot

confront issues directly and would rather avoid or ignore the person with whom she is
in conflict. When the counselling sessions began her and her boyfriend had just
decided to begin datine aeain, but only orr and on. Her boyfriend. however. wishes

it wert: more stady and said he would hurt himself if she did not

~o

out with him.

At that point, she was scared that be really would do something to harm himself and
decided 10 date him again. Meanwhile, one of her closest friends - supposedly swted ignoring her and talking to the other girls at the donnitory about her and

telling lies. She did not Ialow what to do. She thought she would go home. It seenu
as though it came down to 'jeak"USy,' on the pan of her friend, over her and her
boyfriend. Her main problem was whether she should confront her friend or

igno~

the gossip. She was losing her friends and her boyfriend was the only one who wu

talking to her. She decided that her friend was not going to be in control of this

situation like she usually had been in past situations. This time she would confront
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the problem instead of runninK away and going home. From this, she learnt that

having courage to confront someone., even though everyone and everytl1ing .seemed

against her, pays in the long run. She said she was happy that she did

not

leave for

home because everything worked oul fine. She got to prove 10 herself that she 'too'
could be in control. This, she will remember in similar situations and use it to her
advantage. She came a lon& way in a vcry short time.
Client number five was a 10 year old male refetrtd, by his donnitory

counsellor, because of his disruptive aggressive behavior both in school and at the
dormitory. He has always been quite aggressive in his play with friends. He got into
destroying his best friends toys at one point during the year. He seemed to be quite
jealous of this friend and his toys but, at the same timc, would defend his friend if he
needed defending. He had always been a little lonely at the dormitory since his
family lives outside of St. John's and he ooly visits once a month. When confronted
about this specific incident he would

not talk

about it as such. He would not admit to

it taking; place nor the bad behavior at school and in the riormitory. He knew bow he

should behave, what was expected of him and the consequences. However, he
constantly ignored it and begged the: question when asked about it. The expoc::tations
and rules were reinforced and the consequences emphasized and, at the end of the

school year, he was keeping out of trouble. It is hoped this will continue throughout
the summer, at home, and persist in the fall.
Client number six was seen for a very short time and was

self·r~ferrcd.

She

was 17 yean of age and was having a problem of deciding what she should do if her
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family moves to Toronto in July. She did not want to go to Toronto because all of
her friends were in Newfoundland. She did not like to think about going to school in
a new, big, busy city where .me did not know anyone. Her mother was unaware of

her views and she was trying to de<:ide whether to tell her mother how she really felt
about the situation. Because she loved her mother &id did not want to hurt her she

could not tell her. As a result, sb'. -'1-,,;·.t many restless nights trying to decide if it

was best to open up and maybe hurt her mother's feelings or to keep it all bottled up
inside of herself and be unhappy. After some deep weighing of the pros and cons of

the circJmSlances and role playing the worst possible outcome, she decided to tell her
mother on the upcoming weekend. She came

blll~k

and said she felt like a burden was

lifted off her shoulders. .!.ihe looked like it, too. The expressing of feelings was not
as difficull as she had thought and she soon found out thai her family may not even be
moving. However, jf they do she will go with them. Still, in her mind she has her
hopes set on staying in Newfoundland but

WhCll

the time come.'! to make the final

decision she now appears quite competent.
A record was kept of all clients and counselling will be continued in the fall if

the need still exists, wilh the school's counsellor, Jack Jardine.
GROUP COUNSElLING

The field supervisor felt that it would be a valuable experience if the intern led
a support group for hearing-impaired university students rather than school age

children. This W)\S due mainly because he felt the group of university swdents would
be more homogeneous and consistent than the school group.
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FoUowing some initial planning with the Newfoundland Coordinating Council
on Deafness (NeeD), six students were located and contacted who agreed 10 join the

group: four males and two females.
The group was held at the university on Thursday nights from 7:00 p.m. to
8:00 p.m. Sessions began on May 22, 1991 and lerminated on June 27, 1991. The

first meeting held on May 22, 1991 was very relaxed and ran from 7:00 p.m. to 8:30
p.m. It was important that the relaxed atmosphere be created so as to encourage and

support members to fully participate. To enhance lhis. chairs were arranged in a
circle so that each member could see every other member in order to read lips, see

facial expression and make direct eye contact. This is very important, even more so,
when you are counselling hearing-impaired individuals.

Several ground rules were discussed and agreed upon by all members; (I) that
everything said is confidential; (2) if there is something someone would like to say
during the group, say it, do not wait until after the meeting is over to do so; (3)
punctuality was stressed; (4) openness was stressed; (5) thai sessions would begin with
a directed group activity; and, (6) that a pre- and post-test of the Coopersmith SelfEsteem Inventory (SEI) would be administered. The validity and reliability of the SEI
are discussed lalei in this report. This instrument is often used in attempting to
ffiasure Self-Concept with individuals in this age range. It should be noted that all of

the members had met each other before; however I some were closer than others.
The first

~sion

began with an activity entitled ftname-calling.·

Everyone had to introduce himself or herself to the group by
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using their first name preceded by an adjective that began with
the same !etter as the first initial in their name • e.g.,

~Patient

Paul. ~ FoUowing one's own introduction, one had to re·

introduce other members of the group. Following these
introductions each member lold a litU~ about themselves - where
they were from, purpose in university, interests, etc. The issue:
of being hearing-impaired and attending Memorial University

was the first topic to be discussed. Not one member had
difficulty presenting hisfher ideas, concerns, and issues on this
topic.

S<oiIlm.1:

Only two members attended the session. However, ideas and
concerns were still presented (this was the case throughout the

sessions). The opening activity was of a check-in style where
members had 10 tell what had been happening in their life since

last session - good or bad. The issue of this session was about
the ease and/or difficulty of accepting that one is hearing-

impaired. Moreover, reasons and views of why various
individuals accept it more easily than others were also
highlighted.

llA1Ilm.J:

The opening activity (or this session was entitled

~I

am proud

that. ,... ~ Members had to complete the sentence about
themselves and explain why they said what they did. Moreover,
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they had to e~press if they found it difficult to verbally express
aloud their self-statements. Some of Ute issues of wearing

lUi

hearing aid were discussed (the cosl. the different parts and how

they worked). The difficulty of socially coming together as a
group of hearing-impaired university students was also
addressed.
~:

The activity used to commence this session involved expressing
both a negative and positive aspect that one sees about onesetr.

The aspects were presented and discussed. Members then
focused on which aspect, the negative or positive, was the least

difficult to verbalize and why. This led into discussing parental
support and the importance of this support to a hearing-impaired

child integrated into the regular school system versus attending
the Newfoundland School for the Deaf. Moreover, specific
personality traits required for successful and complete acceptance

of being hearing-impaired were also presented (self-<:onfidence.
detennination, sense of humour and high self-esteem).

ii<loIlI.uJ!:

This final session began by brainstonning some of the
characteristics that members thought were important in a true
friend, peer, and family member. They then had to choose one
characteristic of their best friend that they would like 10 have
themselves. This led into how family and peers reacted to them
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personally, when they were growing up, because they were
hearing-impaired. They were then directed to name one

characteristic about each other they would like to have
themselves. The leader was very interested in lIle members
views about: (1) the group sessions; (2) how it could have been
improved: (3) other issues they would have liked to discussj (4)
ways 10 keep members motivated to attend the group; and, (5) if

they felt a group such as this to be beneficial to hearingimpaired university students. These views were all expressed on

a questionnaire. The questionnaire
work

R
-

Rwhat makes

a group

included the following questions; (1) Have you ever

attended a support group before? (2) What are

SOffie

other issues

that could have been discussed during the group sessions? (3)
What did you like about group discussions? (4) What could have
been done to make tf1e group more interesting? (5) What could

have been done to keep RaU- members motivated to attend -aU-

sessions'? (6) Would you attend another such group in the future?
Why/why not? and (7) Do you feel that a support group is of
any benefit to hearing~impaired university students?
The questionnaire showed very positive responses as can be seen when

reviewing responses to question 3, 4 &, S. The leader was especially concemed with
these questions. Question 3: What did you like about group discussions? Responses
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included, (a) you could share your own experiences, (b) get to criticize..nd receive
constructive criticism. (e) think about yourself more, (d) get to be open wilh others

and (e) it makes you realize that there are others with the same concerns and ideas.
Question 4: What could have been done to make the group more interesting?
Everyone said there was no problem with the content of the sessions. Question 5:
What could have been done to keep

~all·

members motivated to attend -an- sessions?

The only answer was ·more direction.· This was questioned, and it was felt thai if,
at the first meeting more direction occurred it may have made a difference 10
attendance. This was then opposed by one of the other members who felt

that

less

formal sessions like we were having was much better than formal directed sessions.

This issue depends very much upon the individuals involved and their self-motivation.
Through the group counselling experience the writer realized that much is
involved in leading a group. Getting and selecting group members is one issue but
getting and keeping group members attention is another issue in itself. This is a
concern for future groups. Because of the awareness resulting from this experieuce.
the writer is somewhat more prepared and open to such occurrences.
There were no significant differences obtained on the Coopersmith Self·Esteem

Inventory (SEt) between pre· and J:lOsHest results (fable 1) at the .05 Probability
level.
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Table 1
Pre- 'Od

Post-test Raw

DIll OR SEJ

...

101

AI

96

81

80

Pos'

CI

76

01

60

84

EI

gg

96

• did not complete instrument

Only two of the five members completed the post-test which greatly effected the
overall results. The others were unable to be located for post-testing. It appears
increases in self-esteem occurred in subjects Dl and El.

The t statistic was the measure selected for the analysis of data. It seemed to
be the logical statistical technique to use to show any significant differences in preand posHest results. From Table 2 it becomes quite obvious that significant changes
did not occur as a result of the group counselling.
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TabitZ
I-Test to Detennjnc Djfferegca 19 PR- and Post·lf5I

Rcrulls 00 the SEt

I

Degrees of

2-tail

Instrument

Value

Freedom

Probability

SEI

-2.00

.295

As a result, it can be inferred that the level of self-esteem of the participants remained

consistent (with what existed) preceding the group counselling. This was the opposite
of that which was hypothesized prior to the group intervention.

ASSESSMENT
The whole area of assessment of the deaf and hard of hearing is affected by the

fact that a large percentage of the deaf have other handicapping conditions. The
interactive effects of such handicapping conditions is not clear and the effects of these

conditions can be dramatic.
In addition to lack of tools for assessment, programming is frequently hit or

miss. The overall evaluation process involves the vital components of case history,
direct observation, and interviews with family and teachers who have close contact
with the child(ren). It is of utmost importance to remember when IeSting these
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childml:, not to assume thai they have enough language to be accurately assessed by

verbal means.
Several diagnostic !eSlS were administered 10 children of different ages, with
the majority being from ages 7-10 years. Most referrals for assessment can be

summarized as follows:
(I)

Hearing loss aside, how is the child's cognitive d~velopment progressing? Do

language delays reflect only hearing loss or do they indicate additional
developmental problems?

(2)

What has been the impact of the hl:aring loss on the child's language and

vocabulary based knowledge? Is language consistent with the degree of
hearing loss?
(3)

How is the child doing academic:a11y? Is the child progressing as well as can
be expected considering the hearing loss? Are their areas of academic

deficiency out of line with expected achievements?
(4)

What is tile most appropriate educational placement and programme for the

child?
(5)

How can the family or school deal more effectively with problem behavior?
Although deaf and hard of hearing children need not present any greater

number of behavior disorders, the hearing loss may make it difficult to decide
how best to deal with the situations when they arise.
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Before any actual testing was done teachers were interviewed and direct

observation occurred. An infonnal assessment scale was completed and a copy of it is

found in Appendill: A.
Once the scales were completed and reviewed with the field supervisor,

specific tests were chosen for administration. Amongst the many diagnostic tests that
can be administered to children of this age range, the following are used most often at
the Newfoundland School for the Deaf. All of these tests attempt to look at basic

intellectual capacity untainted by language.
(1)

Weschler Intelligence Sale for Children

~

Revised (WlSC·R). It is a full

scale intelligence test for children composed of a verbal and performance scale
with 6 subtest for each scale (Sattler, 1988. p. 121). For the hearing-impaired

the performance scale results are the ones focused on in interpretations.
(2)

Raven's Standard and Coloured Progressive Matrices. These two tests are
nonverbal tests of clarity of thinking based on figural test stimuli. They are

very easy to administer and it can be an untimed test. Children are presented
with a matrix· like anangement or figural symbols and must complete the

matrix by selecting the appropriate missing symbol rrom a group or symbols.
It has been proven to be especially suitable ror children with limited language

proficiency, deafneu, aphasia, and other communication problems (Buros,
1949).

(3)

Developmental Test or Visual-Motor Inlegration. This test is used ror

measuring visual-motor ability or children age 2-15 years, Children are
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nquited to copy up to 24 geometric forms, which are arranged in order of
increasing difficulty. Testing ends after 3 consecutive failures (Sattler, 1988.

p.368).
(4)

"-body PIcture Vocabulary Test - Revised (PPVT-R). It is a nonverbal,

multiple-choice test designed to evaluate the hearing vocabulary or receptive
knowledge of vocabulary of children and adults. Examinees must indicate yes

or no in some manner. Neither a pointing nor an oral response is essential.
This is why it is so widely used with hearing-impaired children (Sattler, 1988,

p.349).
(5)

Assessment of CbUdreo's Language Comprebenslon (ACLC). This test

assesses children's comprehension by allowing them to point to a picture of a
word or phrase that the examiner asks them to point to. It begins with one
word, two words, three words and a phrase of 4 words. It goes from simple

words to a more complex combination of words.

(6)

KaurDllD Test of Educational Achievement (brief fonn) (K-TEA). The KTEA gives a measure of school achievement for children and adolescents
through grades one to twelve or ages 6-18 years. Test questions focus on 3

areas: Mathematics, Reading and Spelling (Sattler, 1988, p. 333).
Once all of the tests were administered and scored a teacher consultation
occurred during which results were interpreted and discussed as related to the child's
achievement to school program and adjustment. Recommendations were made based
on these results. The writer completed one formal report of the WISC-R test on a
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cltild who is being considered for placement al the Newfoundland School for the Deaf.
This report is found in Appendix B.

WORKSHOPSIMEETlNGS ATIENDED

Several workshops and meetings were attended dUring this internship, which
were all held at the

Newfoundl~nd

School for the Deaf. Following is a summary of

each:
(1)

Teacher Io-Se.."ke - This in-service was given by the field supervisor on
April 17, 1991. The in-service material focused on general information about

hearing irnpainnents and on specific things that can be done 10 help these
children in a classroom setting, Amongst the suggestions thai would help,
were the following: (1) at all times make sure the children wear their hearing

aid, (2) use a phonic ear if needed. (3) seat the child(ren) with his or her back.
to the window, (4) make sure the classroom is always well lighted - lipreading

occurs more easily when there are not any shadows caused by dim lights or
when the teacher is standing in front of a window, and (5) face the child(ren)

at all times. All of these suggestions will allow for more and better learning
by the child(ren). Other important aspects such as parental involvement.
buddy systems, and tutoring were discussed and emphasized.
(2)

Diagnostic Testlna: In-Sel'Yice - Again, this in-service was given by the field

supervisor on May 15, 1991. Different diagnostic tests were identified that are
used most widely with hearing ·impaired students and illustrations of how to
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administer Xlme of them were given. What the: different tests measure wu
diJcussed as well as when it is best to use them.
(3)

·H......· ~ SOu...... Who han Additloaal1.ellnllJoa Dlsahlllllos,
Ass!sImtDI ucllDttrYea&.w Workshop - Presented by Dr. Ann Powers,
Professor, University of Alabama, May 16--17, 1991. Dr. Powers focused on
many topics, including: problems related to definition and identification;
characteristics of students who have other learning disabilities; screening and

rating scales; and, informal and formal assessment procedures relative to
identification and programming. Also focused on were: communication
problems with these students; strategies to help these students, related to the
academic areas of mathematics, spelling and writing; and. an examination of S
children a1 the Newfoundland School for the Deaf who fit this classification
with intervention techniques that could be implemented to help these specific

children.
(4)

Pre-SdlooI PartDts Worksliop - This workshop

was organized by the pre-

school teacher, Beverley O'Reilly, at the Newfoundland School for the Deaf on

May 27 &t 28, 1991. The school's educational audiologist. loan Gozine, began
the workshop by talking about hearing aids. hearing loss, molds, how hearing

aids work, what to do when hearing aids break and things children do with
their hearing aids. Her presentation was followed by another, given by Dr.

Cox, Pediatrician, at the JanewAy Hospilal. She spoke on many issues such as
the causes of impaired hearinr.. and deafness, diagnosing of the hearing-
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impaired and communication and language information for teaching hearingimpaired students. Jack Jardine also gave a presentation on ~Child

Management and Discipline of Children, ~ especially hard of hearing children.
The presentation focused on consistency in bed times. meals and in

disciplining. Rules of disciplining were discussed as well as the dangers
involved. Beverley O'Reilly, at the end of the workshop, presented the

importance of child's play to overall growth and development.
(5)

Deaf Canadiaos Workshops· This workshop was presented by a deaf
Canadian from British Columbia on June 25, 1991, to the students at the

Newfoundland School for the Deaf. The presenter's name was Dr. Clifton
Carbin. He talked to the intermediate and senior students as well as 10 their

parents. He presented slides of famous Canadians who were deaf and
explained who they were, where they were from and their occupations. He

showed people from a variety of occupations: soldiers, pilots, lawyers, and
painters. Slides of different buildings and schools associated with the hard of
hearing and deafness were also viewed. One section of the parents session was
only for parents where the focus was on their children's views of being
hearing-impaired, schooling and jobs after school. Because it was so personal
private school staff were not allowed to attend.
In

gen~.

the worlcshops were all very interesting, necessary, informative,

and totally devoted 10 providing a fuller understanding of the issues being presented to
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the audience. Moreover, all wen: very good learning experiences resulting in a
detailed unden:tanding of the issues/problems.

REVIEW OF OBJECTIVES

Ot>Jectl¥e 1: To obtain appropriate and adequate professional development.
The field supervisor, Jack Jardine, and the intern met at least once a week and

some weeks two or three times 10 discuss progress with clients. Also. sessions on
video and audio tapes were discussed and comments andlor suggestions were made
based

on the sessions.
Meetings with Dr. Garlie, the university supervisor, occurred regularly to

discuss client progress. Moreover, any concerns with the internsh.ip were also
discussed. A journal was submitted twice during the internship which detailed a daily

schedule for the full thirteen weeks from beginning to completion. It was helpful to
discuss both progress and fruslJ'ations. Dr. Garlic provided very good guidance and
support in all areas of professional development during this time of learning. Through
his commr.:lts and/or suggestions a greater understanding of different issues and/or
problems was gained.
Both supervisors saggested and supplied reading materials in the area of
education of the hearing-impaired. An annotalec:l bibliography of materials read
during the internship was organized and is found later in this report.
One meeting between Dr. Garlie, Mr. Jardine and the intern was held midpoint through the internship to discuss progress and review any areas of concern.

d4
A review of the workshops attended during the internship was included earlier
in this report. These workshops were recommended by the field supervisor to
increase the intern's knowledge about and to become more aware of the issues of

living as a member of a deaf community. The workshops also provided an
opportunity to meet others who work with hearing-impaired individuals, in various
settings, and gain some understanding from them of the needs of the hearing-impaired,
as they view them.
Objective 2: To learn more about the provision of counselling services 10 individuals
who are hearing-impaired.

Through regular sessions with ·Jif(erenl adolescent clients as well as through a
discussion of the different programmes for lhe hearing-impaired with the field
supervisor. it became quite obvious that adolescents who are hearing-impaired but not
attending the Newfoundland School for the Deaf are at a great disadvantage. Jack

Jardine has the training and education in counselling these students, whereas the
majority of counsellors in the regular school system cannot provide the hearingimpaired students with the same services.
Research was also conducted relevant to peer counseHing, more specifically on
how to set up a peer counselling programme at the School. Guidelines for
implementation were devised and are found in Appendix C. It is hoped that these
guidelines will be used during the 1991-92 school year at the Newfoundland School
for the Deaf. Included with the guidelines arc an evaluation form, an application
fonn, an assessment form and a compilation of references for further use during
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programme implementation. The guidelines are designed in such a way as to the

cover and include every aspect of peer counselling from beginning to completion of
the programme.
Just as hearing-impaired students at the Newfoundland School for the Deaf
receiVIl counselling services so do heating-impaired individuals in the community.
These people receive support and counselling through the Newfoundland Coordinating
Council on Deafne.ss (NeeD). Two weeks were spent at NeeD to complete
internship requirements and to become more familiar with the hearing-impaired who
do not attend the School, but rather are employed or attending post secondary
institutions. These individuals receive services in the area of counselling relating to
personal, social andlor academic problems.

ObjectlYe 3: To further develop and evaluate the intern's own counselling skills.
Observing the video tapes and listening to the audio tapes and discussing them

with the supervisors so as to improve weaJmesses was very beneficial. Reading Dr.
Garlic's suggestions and concerns written on the daily journal proved to be a great
asset to improving counselling skills as well.
The text, Becomln& a Helper (Corey and Corey, 1989) was very useful to reread as were lecture notes taken during the course of study. New material was also
read specifically related to counselling hearing-impaired students. This also proved to

be very uSElful. Modeling and observing the field supervisor conducting different

sessions, meetings, and testing situations, proved to be tremendously beneficial.
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By counsel1in&: the different students. the intern was able to put into practice
that which was learned from both the field supervisor and university supervisor as
wd1 as information found in the various readings.

ObJedin 4: To pin further experience in group counselling and assess to what

extent group counseUing is an effective method of increasing selfesteem for individuals who are hearing-impaired.
A university group of hearing-impaired individuals was established through the
NeeD during the internship period. Before leading such a group, extensive reading
was done both on group counselling and hearing-impaired individuals. The group was

held at Memorial University. The field supervisor suggested running a support group
for university students because it would provide a good operience in group
counselling as well as a veal opportunity for these students to get together to vok:e
any concerns and issues. He also felt that running a group for university students
would be good because of their homogeneity and consistency as a group.
The Coopersmith Self-Esteem lnvenlOry was administered pre and post group
counselling. Even though all members who did the pre-test did not complete the post-

test, of those who did, their self-atc:em level did go up. This in itself made the group
effort seem more worthwhile. Group members also verbally stated that they felt the
group to be a benefit and a continuation of it in the future would be a definite uset.
Group approach and techniques were discussed with the supervisors especially
when the problem of members not attending occurred. Certain aspects had to be
altered somewhat as a result. TIle intern had hoped to videotape sessions in order (or
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evaluation to occur. However, due to such a small number in the group, members
preferred not to be recorded. Despite the small numbers, leading the group gavc both
lhe experience being sought as wtlJ as the awareness of some of the setbacks that can

occur in group counselling. Problems encountered included scheduling problems,
motivation of members and, some members wanting more of a social group than
personal development group.

Objedlve!i: To gain further experience and competence in administering different
diagnostic tests used with individuals who are hearing-impaired.
As described earlier several diagnostic tests were administered, scored and
interpreted. A complete WlSC-R report is included in Appendix B.

Since assessment will be one of the major roles in the intern's future
employment, the experience gained from assessments conducted at the Newfoundland
School for the Deaf was quite valuable. Moreover, practice of assessments is

important since with experience comes competence.
As a result of the internship experience there is a stronger commitment to
ongoing self-evaluation as weJl.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This internship has provided an opportunity which has led to new and valuable
insights into the helping relationship. Moreover, there has been an increased
awareness of the value of professional consultation in the ongoing development of
professional competence.
An increas.ing interest in counselling adolescents who are hearing-impaired has
been developed and higlilighted by exposure to aU ages at the Newfoundland School
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for the Deaf and by consultation with the field supervisor who is a professional in this
field.

Time was provided to read and discuss various programmes and theories being
used both in individual and group counselling. These were also discussed with the
field supervisor. Leading a support group for university students who are hearingimpaired was a very rewarding experience in and of itself. The reduction of self·

doubt and the increase in confidence of two group members was somewhat supported
on the pre- and posHest results from the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory (SEI).
The internship ended with the writer feeling more competent in using her

counselling skills and in being an effective helper to others. Employment as a

guidance counsellor is looked forward to, with a tremendous awareness of the need for
good counselling skills and a keener sense of professional confidence.
The intern sees it appropriate to make three recommendations for others when

considering the internship option for the Master's degree. The following sllould be
considered:
1.

All students in the Master of Education Programme in Educational Psychology

should have extended full-time practicum experiences.

2.

The duration of an extended practicum should be increased from thirteen weeks

3.

The setting for the extended practicum should be one where the intern has the

to approximately twenty weeks.

opportunity to develop the competencies viewed necessary for future vocational
placement.

-lIlI>IIoonpO,
Altmann. H. A" Nysetriold, I., &. Dowse, A. (1986). Evaluation of peer counselling

in the elemenwy school. Cagadian Journal of Cquose!ljng, 2Q(2), 85-89.

This is an excellent anicle on the evaluation of an elementary peer counselling
program. It is quite positive. The article identifies some of the evaluation
instruments used in peer counselling as well as essential aspects of evaluation.

Anderson, W. (1989). A summer camp for peer counsellors. Canadian Journal of
~U(l). 133-135.

Anderson talks about a summer camp held at the Victoria City-Wide Peer
Counselling Program. Other cities in British Columbia sent students to Victoria to do

summer training, There was a total of 300 students, in training for two full weeks,
with sessions four hours in length each day.

There were two levels of training. Level I (basic training) which followed a

set curriculum and Level II (extended training) which is offered to students who
already have basic training completed. Students were, also. grouped by age as well
as the training being received.

The camp was not all intensive training but involved extracurricular activities
such as: video night: volleyball; and, dancing at a teenage night club. The students
returned with many new skills and insights to share with their own school and own

students.
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Buck, M. R. (1971). Peer counseling in an urban high school selting. l2Ilma1..Jll
School Psycbology, .1.5.(4), 362·366.

Buck focuses on a 32-session training program for peer counselling. This
spo...~ific program focused on five areas: team building and the development of group
cohesion; development of understanding and awareness of self and others;

deve:opment of more effective communication skills; development of effective
feedback procedures; and, development of leadership, problem solving and
intervention slrills.
In this study the pee: counsellors were assigned between five and ten students.
for counselling, For a nine week period. Overall, the counsclees gained an ability to

relate more effectively with both peers and adults and increased problem solving and
communication skills. This is another study to support peer counselling and its
benefits for all involved in it.

Bullis, M., & Egelston-Dodd. J. (1990). Priorities in the Schoo!·to-Community
Transition of Adolescents who are deaf. career deyelopment ror exceptional

inllil<ilI.uaIJ, UO), 71-82.
There is a great amount of interest in lhis area today. There has been many
articles written and studies conducted in lhe area. This article addresses deaf

adolescents' transition problems.
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Often, the absence of penonnd skilled in deafness and manual communication

couJd negatively affect some individual's transition and ultimate success in the
community.

This study's &oa1 was to identify important problems in the transition of
ado1es;:ents who

are deaf as they move from school to community settings and adult

life. Data was gathered by surveying aU members of the American Deafness and
Rehabilitation Association (ADAM). The problems were reviewed by all members
involved. They found some overlap betwo:n problems identified. Concc::m existed

over the transition linkages among schools, rehabilitation agencies and postsecondary

education programs. Different ranking, of importance of the various problems,
showed various levels of importance for different members. The article suggested thai
the perceptions of parents of deaf adolescents in tr3nsition sbould be sought at some
point in a study.

Campbell, D. S., NeIll, Y., &< Dudley, P. (1989). Compule<-aWcd x1f-inmuction
training with hearing·impaiJtd impulsive students. American AnnaIJ of the

Il<af, .IJ!I(3), 227-231.
This article focuses on the usc of computer-aided. self-instruction training for
enhancing reflective problem-solving

amonl~

impulsive hearing-impaired adolescent

students.

Thirty-two subjects were involved in the stud)'. 16 in a control group and 16 in

an experimental group. The experimental self-instruction treatment group
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consisted of training to solve visual problems. using a modified version of tile LOOO
computer language and videotape feedback. The control group consisted of LooO
problem-solving without self·instructiOlI. It took place for 12 weeks.
Results showed that the impulsive thinking behavior of some hearing-impaired

children can be modified by the use of self-instruction training with LooO, In the
classroom this may enhance these students' ability to learn reflective problem-solving
skills.
Such studies have not been conducted very often and it is hoped that this
particular article will lead to various other studies leading to similar results.

Carr, R. A. (1984). Theory and Practice for Peer Counselling.

~

vocational Guidance,.41. 1-9.
Carr gives the rationale, origins and practice of p.;.lf counselling. The training

of peers are presented in great detail and specific applications are described.

The focus is on involving adolescents as peer counsellors.
Carr pushes the view that teenagers have basically been ignored as a source of

positive help to otht:r teenagers and that they can be trained to help other teenagers to

make more effective decisions of all kinds.
Peer counselling definitely involves much detail and planning by all involved teachers, counsellor and parents. However, it has been shown lime and time again
that peer counsellors are very helpful and quite effective.
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Carr, R. (1989).

lbc Pp:;r Couog!!jng PmjClC!

Newsletter. 6(2).

This newsletter deals with peer counselling only and includes much information

on this subject. It is a great wet when developing an outline for a program and it.,
also, gives results of such peer c::oonselling programs.

Carr, R. A (1990). 1bc Peer CouoglJjng Project Joyrnal. 1(1), 1-20.
This particular issue focuseJ on peer counselling programs accountability and

evaluation. Standards have been devised to help guide program development and
baselines for evaluating program quality. This allows for program leaders to assess

how closely their own prognms malch the standar.ds recognized by experienced
practitioners and leading experts in the field.
Sample evaluation tools are provided at the end of the journal. These are to be

completed by students who have gone to see a peer counsellor. Questions deal with
the peer COUIl5eUor.

According 10 Carr, -by conducting evaluations of the programs, then decision-

making skills are being modelled as well as a caring attitude being demonstratCld.·

Chan, t., &. Lui, B. (1990). Self-concept among hearing Chinese children of deaf
parents. American Annals of the peaC. ill(4), 299-305.

The article focuses on a study of Chinese children, in Hong Kong. It
compared the self-conceptS of hearing children of deaf parents with those of hearing
paren~.

so
In the study there were: 10 hearing children of deaf parents; 82 hearing
children of hearing parents; and, 84 dtM' parents and 82 hearing parents.

Questionnaires were administered by tRined interviewers.
In over.ill self-concept, no significant differences were found between the two
grou~ of children. In perceptions of their parents, the hearing children of deaf

parents saw their parents as less warm. There was a positive correlation between the
children's perception of their parents and the children's self-concept. Moreover, the
self.·<:oncept of the hearing parents was found to be higher than that of the deaf
parents. A very interesting study! ...

Cooker, P. G., & Cherchia, P. J. (1976). Effects ofoommunication skills training on

high school students ability to function as peer group facilitators. 1.Qumal..gf
Counse1!ing psychglQ2Y.ll(5), 464-467.

Cooker's and Cherchia's study focused on the effects of communication

training on the functioning of high school students and the ability of trained students
to function as peer group facilitalors.

The training group consisted of 40 students and the control group consisted of
20. Training was divided into three areas: (a) orientation utilizing didactic
techniques; (b) experimental role playing; and, (c) modelling by the trainer.
Results showed: that trained students functioned at a higher level than
unb'ained students in terms of making written responses; trained students functioned at
higher levels in facilitating small group discussions than did untrained students; high
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school itUdc:nts trained in this mode functioned significantly higher as group leaden;
and, facilitators than did untRined students in the same setting.

Quite an extensive study with very interesting rcsulls.

Corey, G. (1990). ThegN

and

Practjce of Group COllo:scl!jog. California:

Brooks/Cole Publishing Co.

This ted presents an overview of various theoretical models and describes how
these models apply to group counseling. It also outlines the basic elements of group
process and deals with ethical and professional issues special to group work.

Corey, M. S.. & Corey, G. (1989). Becoming a Helper. California: Wadsworth

Inc., p. 18-37.
Pages 18-37 are entitled

~Getting

the most from your education and training.·

The authors recommend that a student take an active role in fieldwork and study.

They write about the value of field work as bridging study and practice. They even
offer strategies to use during fieldwork. placements. The material is quite helpful,

especially, if one is doing an internship as a requirement for the M.Ed. programme.

Corey, G. (1991). Thoory and Practice of Coun:;elljng and Psychotherapy.
Califomia: Brooks/Cole Publishing Co.
Corey provides a description of various counselling theories in this text such as

Psychoanalytic, Adlerian, Existential and Gestalt. It is important to become quite
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familiar with these theories to help in the development of one's own theory for use
during the internship as well as later on during work.

Cornelius, G., ,lie Homett, D. (1990). The play behavior of hearing-impaired

kindergarten children. American Annals of the Deaf, ill(4), 316-321.
This particular study examined 20 hearing-impaired kindergarten chilclrens'
cognitive and social play behaviors. Ten children attended a program that emphasized

an oral/aural language approach and len others were in a class that utilized a sign

system along with oral language.
Four types of play were documented by using "The Peer Play Scale"; (1)
functional play involving simple muscular activities; (2) constructive play involving
manipulation of objects; (3) dramatic play pretending to be someone else by imitating
another; and, (4) social play.
Results showed that hearing-impaired children communicate on a very physical
level. Thus, use of a sign system with oral expression seems critical for them in

initiating and sustaining communication in play.
The children in the sign-based, class demonstrated higher levels of social play
behavior and low-;:r lc:vels of aggression than the children in the oral-based class.
Guidelines and techniques to help children initiate and sustain play are suggested at the
end of the article.

S3
David. M., & Trehub, S. E. (1989). Perspectives on deafened adults.

~

Annals of the [)eaf, ll4(3), 200-204.
David and Trehub deal with aduJts who are deaf. These are people who
acquired their profound hearing losses in adolescence and adulthood. Other than

'deafened,' they are also referred to as, 'adventitiously deaf,' 'postvocationally
deaf: 'sudden severely deafened,' and 'late deafened.'

The deafened are compared to the congenitally or prelingually deaf. Such a

deafness entails an extreme sensory deficit from early life and therefore, has serious
consequences for the acquisition of language and for the incidenta11earning of

mainstream cultural norms.
The article gives four different cases of adults who are deaf and how they tried
to cope with this sudden problem. These individuals need help in restructuring their

world and affinning their role in that new structure. The prelingually deaf persons
need help to develop social and employment skills and lO enlarge their limited concept

of the world and to find their appropriate place in it.
Basically, the article is trying to ffXus on the fact that th.esc two groups of
people are alike yet quite different. There needs to be an increase in the
understanding of and an empathy for persons who are deaf!

de RosemoU, D. A. (986). A peer counselling centre for school-based peer

counselling: An experiment in progress. Joomal of Child Care. 1.(6), 107.
This article is in full support of peers helping peers. It suggests that peers are

already lhcre as their ovm

~natura1~

support system and that, with appropriate training

and guidance, they can effectively work with one another in school and social settings.
The article focuses on one approach to training student peer counsellors. This

was a Peer Counselling Centre set up in 1985. Basically, me purpose of me Centre
was thn:e·fold: to train students from local high schools and return them to their local

schools for their practica; to generate research concerning the Centre's activities; and,
to a.: as a consultant to interested parties.

Egan, G. (1990). The Skilled Helper. California: Brooks/Cole Publishing Co., p.

106-148.
TIIeSe IWO chapters focus on the important communication skills of Attending,

Listening, Empathy and Probing. These are vital, in the helping relationship, and
knowing what is involved in order for each to successfully occur in a session is

requirt.d. These 2 chapters should be read by everyone entering the guidance
profession and anyone else for that matter. It is good to re-read these chapters to

refresh one's memory.

SS
Ettin. M. F. (1989). The use and abuse of structure and exercise in ongoing group
psychotherapy. Small Group Bcbayior, 20(2), 279-286.

This anicle dc:als with introducinl structure and exercises to an ongoing group.
Ettin talks about how such introductions controls directly the course of eventJ in the

group and how it affects !he members view of the group as well as the group leader.
A five sIep model is provided to handle the use of exercises in a group setting:
(1) Preparation - an exercise should be completely introduced to the group before

proceeding; (2) Exercise· create an atmosphere to carry out the exercise properly; (3)
Processing· group dialogue after the exercise is completed; (4) Generalizing -

generalize awareness and behavior to members real outside life; and, (5)
Remembering· important in the process of change. tn order for exercises to be
important, they must be incorporated within the bounds of Ihe ongoing group.

Gougeon, C. (1989). Guklelines for special issues training sessions in secondary
schools peer counselling programs. Canadian JQurnal of Counselling, D(a),

J2G-m.
Gougeon examines the growing lrtIld of special issues training sessions for
peer counsellors. A number of guidelines for special issues training that were used in
the Victoria Peer Counselling Centre's 1985 training program were described,
Gougeon focuses on basic helping skills as well as the special issues b'aining in suicide
and deathlloss. Other special issues include; alcohol and drugs; family relationships;
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and sexually t1'ansmitted diseases, Many other issues may develop as important in the

experiences of the peer counsellors and their trainers.
It is noted that role play activities will help students to experience what it is

really like to relate to a fellow student about the specific issue at hand.
Moreover, it is important that the trainer remain aware of what each trainee is
experiencing during the sessions of training in these special issues. The article is full

of ideas for trainers of peer counsellors.

Guttman, M. A. 1. (1987). Verbal interactions of peer led group counselling.
Canadian Journal of CQUDse!ljng,

210),

49-51.

The study examines the value of peer counsellor training and group

counselling. It specifically asks the question,

~does

the amount of training (high

training vs. low training) received by peer counsellors influence the type of group
interaction in structured peer groups?"
Two pairs of co-leaders (three males and one female) received extensive

training (high training) and two pairs (three males and one female) received minimal
training (low training). Group counselling sessions met for eight sessions for a
duration of one and half hours to two hours per session (12-16 hours) during a
weekend retreat.
The assumption that there would be significant differences in the verbal
interactions from peers Jed by extensively and minimaHy trained peer C'.ounsellors was
not maintained by this study. Moreover, the other major finding of this study
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indicated that there were no differences in the levels of therapeutic interactions of both

training groups. This study suggests that peer counsellors, with minimal tnining, can

be effective in counselling groups. Moreover. it shows that selection factors are as

important as tr:ilining factors in determining peer counselling effectiveness.

Johnson, G. S. (1989). Emotional indicators in the human figure drawings of
hearing-impaired children: A small sample validation study. American Annals

!l!.JII<..IlW. l3!(3). 205-208.
It seems that very litUe research has been done on drawing techniques as being

indicators of emotional functioning.
This present siudy focuses on 32 hearing-impaired boys, ranging in age from
7-12 years. The purpose was to try to establish concurrent validity for the Koppitz
scoring technique. The number of emotional indicators should not be considered as a
~scorc·

but that the presence: of emotional indicators be considered.
Each boy was asked individually to draw a whole, reaJ person - whomever he

wished to draw, he could.

Results showed that Human Figure Drawings do have merit as techniques for
personality assessment among the hearing-impaired. It is suggested that these
drawings not be used alone, but be supplemented with information from another
measure, from observation, from interview or from an objective type test.
A very interesting and informative study and one that does
to conduct but which yields quick results.

not take

very long
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Katsiyannis, A. (1991). Communication methods for hearing·impaired students: The

role of the judiciary. The

Voila

Review, .83.(2), 97-101.

Providing an appropriate education for qualified handicapped children has been
and still is, a complex issue. Defining the parameters of what constitutes an

'appropriate education' adds more to lIle complexity as well.
This paper provides a legal update on the role of the judiciary in delennining

an appropriate communication method in teaching hearing-impaired students. It
appears that decisions regarding communication methods indicale that courts may
dictate a particular methodology in assuring an appropriate education for hearingimpaired students.

The tem 'communication methods' refers to cued speech, ora!'auralisffi,
simultaneous communication,

auditory~verbal,

and American Sign Language. Much

of the debate existed oyer a signing method vs. cued speech. The cued method.
primarily an oral method and the signing method used together, is called total

communication.
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Lynn, D. R. (1986). Things that work: Peer helpers - increasing positive student

involvement in school. The Schoo! Coynselor, ;HO), 62-66.
The study deals with a peer program at Randallstown, Maryland which

involves students growth in three major functions in the school: peer tutoring; peer

counselling; and, articulation.
However. the writer's interest was in the peer counselling area. Fifteen
students were trained for 30 hours. The Carkhuff model of communication skills was
used in training the peer helpers. Some peers were trained with emphasis on

practicing specific counseling skills by using immediate feedback and role play or real
situations. Some peer counsellors may receive more specialized training if they are to
work in a resource centre, or guidance office.
Lynn stated that almost without exception graduating peer counsellors rated
their peer<ounselling training and work as one of their most valuable high school
experiences. Peer counselling is definitely a successful program and one that seems to
be gelting more popular with time.

Michael, M. G., &. Paul, P. W. (991). Early Intervention for Infants with DeafBlindness. Exceptional Children, .51(3), 200-210.
This article focuses on individuals labelled deaf-blind. Many of these
individuals have residual sight and hearing.

(,0

Different intervention theories are identified for effective early sensory training
in using these senses effectively. What such training entails is consistent

reinforcement in the natural social contexts.
It is very important that teachen become aware about the high-quality

programming available to increase the abilities of these students with dual·sensory
impainnents -in mobility and communication. Moreover, to help them develop into

independent, responsible adults.

Meadow, K. P. (1980). Behavioral problems of deaf children (Chapter 5).

~

and Child Development, California: University of California Press.

Most of the questions raised in this chapter revolved around a concern with

environmental influences on deaf children that may lead to differences in their
emotional development reflected in problematic behavior.

There are several main ideas that exist in the chapter: (1) any classification

system that attaches labels to children without regard for the independent consequences
of the labelling process, could have many dangers involved; (2) there are many
difficulties in collecting adequate data on deaf children; (3) deaf children are more
likely to be described as "immature," "hyperactive," and "aggressive" than are
children with nonnal hearing; and, (4) recognition of the high levels of behavioral
disturbance in deaf children is a first step toward the provision of mental health
services to treat the problems.
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This chapter was very good in informing the reader about the various
behavKnl problems that accomplmy bearing impairmenu.

Morgan-Redshaw, M., Wilogosh, L, & Bibby, M. A. (1990). The parental
experiences of mothers of adolescents with hearing impairments. Aznmgn

Annals of the PAr, ill(4), 293-298.
Because little research has been done on the mothers' experiences of having an
hearing-impaired child{ren), Morgan·Redshaw et aI., conducted a study using five

hearing mothers. The mothers seem to be the primary care givers, so finding out
tlleir experiences as mothers of the hearing-impaired should contribute somewhat to
understanding hearing-impaired adolescents.
Sit situations were easily drawn from the mother's experiences. They can be

summariud as follows: (I) the mother's personal growth; (2) the mother-<:twd
relationship; (3) parent-professional relationships; (4) concerns about educational

protramming; (5) the importance of fluent communications; and, (6) support systems
available to the mothers.

This study was hoped to be a starter for other fulure studies in this area since
so few have been done.
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NCCD. Seam offered through

'he NeeD,

St. John's, NF. (Pamphlel).

This pamphlet provides a detailed list of services offered through the NeeD

for hearing·impaired individuals in post-secondary institutions and/or job seeking

situations.

Paul, V. P. (1989). Depth of vocabulary knowledge and reading: Implications for

hearing implications for hearing-impaired and learning disabled students.
Academic Therapy, :2..Q(I), 13-21.

Paul focuses on the need for direct, systematic, rich vocabulary instruction for

the hearing-impaired and learning disabled students. The goal of such instruction is to
improve reading comprehell;ion, as well as general language comprehension abilities.
Paul says that these abilities would result from knowledge based instruction and

a large number of opportunities for reading, combined.
Paul also focuses on !he teachers' attention to vocabulary-leaming strategies,

when and how to use them, and why they are helpful. Paul points out that teachers
need to change their attitudes about vocabulary instruction. Teachers should not ask

what the children do not know but how they can use what they already know and
I

how the new concepts are like the old. He, also. focuses a little on semantic features
and overall concept development. Dealing with semantic fits and semantic elaboration
leads to the most effective vocabulary instruction for these students.
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PIapinga", D., It. Kretschmer, R. (1991). The effect of COflteJl:t on the interactions
between a normally hearing mother and her hearing-impaired child.

~

_ . 21m. 7S-SS.
The

purpose of this study was to examine how cooteJ:t effects interactions

between a normally-hearing mother and her young hearing-impaired child. Previous

studies have found that mothen of hearing-impaired children often use communicative

strategies that arc non-facilitative 10 the child's communication development.
The results of the present investigation reveal that for this particular motherchild pair, the conversational context in which the interaction took place played a key
role in determining the discourse style. Two distinct interactional styles were
identified: -labelling- and -dialoguing.' The labelling style included strategies that
were similar to those found by other researchers for mother/hearing-impaired child
interactions. In contnst, dialoguing was less controlling, and very similar to the

interactions between mothers and normally-hearing children.

There needs to be more researcb in the area and more emphasis on context in
intervention programs.

Quinsland, L. K.," Ginu!, A. V. (1990). Cognitive processing and the
development of concepls by deaf studenls. American Annal' of the pear,

m(4). 280-284_

Quinsland and Ginkel present a very well written and informative article on a
critical component of experimental learning models-piOCCSSing. They define
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processing as an activity that encourages students to reflect. describe, analyze and

communicate in some way that which they have just learnt. The communication can
be written, signed, or oral.

The authors also look at Bloom's taxonomy of cognitive levels and how it is
helpful in planning and sequencing processing activities. They relate this then, 10
hearing-impaired students.
An approach to cognitive processing is also presented and they explain how

beginning processing sessions should begin at one of the lower cognitive levels. The

authors also give suggestions for using cognitive processing such as sequencing,
audience characteristics. missed opportunities and journal writing activities.
A final note mentioned that teachers of the hearing-impaired be aware of the

possibility that students may be limited in explaining their emotional responses to an
experience. Teachers may often have to supply the word for an emotion they are

expressing. This could prove to be somewhat difficult since some emotions are not
easily distinguished.

Roark, A. E., & Sharah, H. S. (1989). Factors related to group cohesiveness.

.s.m.au

GrouP Behavior, 20(1), 62-29.

The study tests the relationships of group cohesiveness to self-disclosure,
empathy, acceptance and trust. Three groups were compared on measures of
cohesiveness. The results showed that personal growth groups had a significantly
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higher level of cohesiveness than the other two groups. All factors correlated highly,
with trust being the underlying independent faclor.

Rodriquez. G., Meyers, G.• & Holmes, A. (1991). Heaf.ng aid performance under

acoustic and electro-magnetic coupling conditions.

The Voila

Revjew, 23.(2),

89·95.
One of the major obstacles for the hearing-impaired is telephone

communication. Even with the use of amplification, many people who use hearing
aids report increased difficulty understanding speech during telephone conversations.
The article focuses on an experiment that explored hearing aid functions under
acoustic versus telecoil coupling conditions. The Audiometer Telephone Interface
(ATI) was developed to reflect the average output, frequency response, and line noise
of a standard telephone receiver.

Results showed that changing from acoustic to electromagnetic coupling
affected hearing aid performance characteristics negatively rather than positively.

Roller, B. (1989). Having fun in groups. Small Grocp BehaviQr, .2Q(1), 97-100.
Roller talks about how fun is not often perceived as one of the elements of
group therapy. He says that there are at least three elements of group therapy that
make groups entertaining and fun: (I) Irony: a disparity between human intention and

actual consequences; (2) Paradox: a statement the opposite of which you would expect
to be true; and, (3) Absurd: difficult to grasp and to laugh at because its scary.
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nus is definitely an article that should be read by everyone who ever considen
running a group of any kind.

Rugel, R. P.• " BarTy, D. (1990). Overcoming denial through the group: A test of
acceptance lhcory. Small Group Research, nO), 45-58.
The article is centred on the Rogerian Model where by the therapist creates an

environment that contains unconditional positive regard and empathy. The client will
feel more accepted, moving toward greater congruence or self-acceptance. The article

investigates the relationship between group acceptance. self-acceptance and changes in

,.,

denial in groups of alcoholics.
Twenty-eight participants in alcohol treatment groups showed decreases in
denial of drinking problems and decreases in psycho-pathology following i2 weeks of

group counselling. The Rogerian Model predictions above came true. Greater self-

acceptance was associated

with

greater decreases in denial.

Satller, J. M. (1988). ASsessment ofCbildreo. San Diego: Author.
Various sections were read to complete a WlSC·R Report on one of the
children. Moreover, it was also used to find information related to various diagnostic
instruments before administering them to the children. Furthermore.
recommendations are also given for WISC·R and WAIS-R subtest deficiencies. A
very beneficial text to have and read. A great resource for use during assessments.
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SChinner, B. R. (1989). Relationship between imaginative play and language
development in hearing-impaired children. American Annals for the

Deaf•

.LM(3), 219-222.
Schinner had two specific research questions in mind when he began the study:
(I) do hearing-impaired children exhibit imaginative play behaviors which are more

comparable to language development level or 10 chronological age level; and, (2) are
the correspondences between their imaginative play and language development the
same as those observed in normally developing children?

There were 20 subjects who ranged in age from 3-5 years. The children's play

was analyzed along three dimensions:
(1)

percentage of time engaged in imaginative play;

(2)

use of planned pretend;

(3)

use of story line.

The 'overall' results showed that hearing-impaired children do engage in

imaginative play behaviors which are comparable to their language development level

and notlheir chronological age. The correspondences between their imaginative play
and Iallguage development are similar to those reported for normally developing
children.
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Schivtl'shei,ner. W., & Walberg, H. J. (1976). A peer counseling experiment: High
school students as small group leaders. 10urnal of CQlIDselljog Psychology.

2:1(4) 398-401.
The authors focus on

:I

method where 16 peer counsellors were trained in

human relations techniques, group dynamics, and decision-making skills applied 10

122 potential d!'OIXluts.
Peer counselling was conducted in small groups at approximately 20 one-hour
meetings. The counselees improved significantly in attendance and decisiveness over
lite control group. However, the results were inconclusive in demonSlrating the
efficacy of the program on the counselws. Furthermore, these results were based on

an evaluation of the first yeM of the project. during which the program was in its

developmental phase.

Swigny-Skyer, S. C., & Dagel, D. D. (1990). Deafness simulation - a model for

enhancing awareness and sensitivity among hearing educators.

~

Annals oflhe pear, ill(4), 312-315.

The authors focus on a deafness simulation projcct that was set up at the
Rochester Institute of Technology in the College of the National Technical Institute for
the Deaf (NTID).

Such simulated deafness allows hearing people to step, for a short while, into
the world of the deaf, It gives them a realistic environment for beginning to
understand what it is like to be hearing-impaired.
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Participants were given hearing aid devices for both

ear.;

that produced a

constant sound like a running shower in both ears. The project/study was called
~Koeping

in Touch- and lasted (or several months.

Participants wore buttons and t-shirts and also kept a journal of their personal
objectives and experiences. They were encouraged to infonn students about the

project.
At the end of the study, participants shared very similar views. Included were

statemr;nts such as "I felt closer to my students because now I was one of 'them' and
they could accept that" and "It helped me to experience the frustrations of inadequate

communication and feelings of isolation.' Participants also stated that student support
was very positive during this time.

An excellent programme that all educators should experience or at least read

Shukla. R. S, (1989). Phonological space in the speech of the

hearinr~impaired.

Joyrnal of Cslmmunic.ation Disorders.li(S), 317-325.

Shukla focuses on a study of 30 hearing-impaired individuals and 30 hearing
individuals. The study aimed at measuring the phonological space of these individuals
who speak Kannada as their language. The hearing individuals were included to
obtain nonnative data and to serve as controls.
In the Kannada language laI,Ii/,Ii! fonns the extreme points of vowel biangli.
First and second fonnan! frequencies of these vowels were measured in this study.
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The phonological space was found to be reduced in the speech of the hearingimpaim1 subjects and this was due primarily to the lowering of the second fonnat of
the vowel fif.

Skukla also gives implications for therapy of the hearing-impaired individuals.
The main one being, the position and shape of the tongue which leads 10 changes in

the quality of the vowels being spoken.

Stoel-Gammon, C., & Oloma. K (1986). Babbling development of hearing-impaired
and nonnally hearing subjects. Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders,

ll(ll,33-41.
This study includes babbling samples from 11 normal hearing subjects, age 418 months, compared with samples from II hearing-impaired subjects, age 4·28
months. The study focused on two measures of babbling, (a) variety of consonantal

phonemes, measured by the number of consonantal types in the babbling samples, and
(b) proportional occurrence of consonant-vowel

utleran~

For type -il" babbling, after 8 months, the repertoire of phonemes produced by
hearing-impail'Cd subjects was more limited than the repertoire of hearing subjects at
the same sta'&e of babbling development.

For the second measure, it appeared that hearing-impaired subjects as a group
produced a lower proportion of consonant-vowel utterances than hearing subjects.

These findings help to indicate again. that

~a·

typical babbling patterns are

associated with hearing-impainnent. Hearing-impaired babies suffer not only from an

inability to hear the language of the community in which they are raised, but also
f.c.m a lack of auditory feedback.
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An excellent study in comparisons of hearing and hearing-impaired subjects.

Varenhorsl, B. 8. (1974). Training adolescents as peer counselors.

~

Guidance Jqumal. ll(4), 211-215.
Varenhorst focuses on the training of adolescents to be peer counselors. She

talks about the formal training and gives a outline of the curriculum used. Applying

the training and the types of assignments that could be used are also discussed.

Varenhorst does a very good job on presenting the difficult issues that result
when training adolescents to be peer counsellors. For example, problems with
assignments given, difficulties with supervisor trainees and leaders, and evaluation

Welsh, W. A.• & Foster, S. 8. (1991). Does a college degree innuence the

occupational attainments of deaf adults: An examination for the initial and long
tenn impact of college. Joyrnal of Rehabj1jtaUoo. January/February/March,
41-48.

The article examined the effect of a college degree on occupational attainments
of deaf adults. The article relates and includes many studies already conducted in the

Overall, a college degree usually meant lower unemployment, better jobs and
much higher earnings. Results were based on survey research and data related to job
satisfaction.
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Data on job satisfaction showed that many college gr:iduates were dissatisHcd

with elements of their work experience. especially in areas that involved mLICh

communication and social interaction with coworkers.
1be overall data offers clear $Upport for making post-secondary education as

accessible as possible to deaf persons.

Wright, 1. L., &. Duncan, D. (1986). Attraction to group. group cohesiveness and
individual outcome. Small Group Behayjor, 11(4), 481·492.
This article focuses on the thought thai group cohesiveness is both a

prerequisite to and a natural consequence of successful therapeutic group process. A
research method was designed to study the relationsbips between (I) attraction to
group and individual outcomes in groups and (2) group cohesiveness and individual
outcome in groups. Comparisons between these two relationships were designed to
determine whether group cohesiveness contribu!c:d to the prediction of individual

outcome beyond attraction to the group.
Four groups of 27 graduate students took part in 12. weekly experimental

training sessions. Outcome was assessed by setr-report measures of help and harm.
Subjects used a five point Likert Scale. Cohesiveness, attraction to group and the
outcome measures were assessed at midgroup and at the end of group, and
cohesiveness was indeed related to individual outcome. The results were very
supportive and clearly demonstrate the predictive power of a straight forward
assessment of attr.lCtion 10 group! in predicting individual outcome in groups.
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cllAPTERm
RESEARCH COMPONENT

PUIU'OSE
An accompanying research component to the internship report was also
nocessary 10 compl~ the requirements for the Degree Master of Education
(Educational Psychology). The applied research component focuses on an evaluation

of the 'overall' self-esteem of teenage mothers and/or pregnant teenagers. The
writer conducted an evaluation study as part of a larger ongoing pilot project entitled

•A Distance Career Counselling Intervention Programme for Teenage Mothers and
Pregnant Teenagers" (Garlie, 1990-91).
An objective was devised for the research component just as was done for the

internship selting previously discussed. The objective was stated as follows: to
conduct an evaluation study of a Pilot Distance Career Counselling Intervention

programme for Teenage Mothers and Pregnant Teens.
Activities:

(a)

Review literature on teenage self-esteem, self-assertiveness and stress
management skills.

(b)

Read materials on group counselling.

(e)

Review literature on the U.o;e of teleconferencing systems, especially in
group counselling situations.
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(d)

Choose six inlltruments to assess participants' levels of self-esteem,
assertiveness. locus of control, parenting stress, ways of coping and

identify characteristic behaviors during human interaction. The
instruments chosen were the: (1) Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory
(SEI): (2) Ways of Coping Qt;.estionnaire; (3) Parenting Stress Ind« •
Short Form (PSI/SF); (4) Modified Rathus Assertiveness Schedule
(MRAS): (5) Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation Behavior
Scale (FIRD-B); and, (6) Locus of Control Behavior Scale (LeB).

(e)
(f)

Read manuals and other materials relating to each chosen instrument.

Administer the instruments before and after the intervention

programme.
(g)

Devise hypotheses pertaining to differences in self-esteem,
assertiveness, stress management skills, and locus of control due to the

intervention programme.
(b)

Compare pre- and post-test raw data scores for each participant.

(i)

Conduct and discuss a I·tesl analysis of the pre- and post-test raw data

0)

Provide a list of recommendations 10 aid in the completion of the final
intervention programme.

Each activity is addressed separately in the upcoming sections of the research
component.

7S
IlEVIEW OF mE LITERA11JRE

.............
From a review of the literature it becomes quite obvious that adolescence is a
time when numerous self-doubts persist, especially if one is pregnant or a mother
(Shilling, 1986; EsldIson, et aI., 1986, and Ortiz and Basseff, 1987). The evaluations
that adolescence put on these self-doubts are known as self-esteem, which during these

times are very low (Schilling, 1986). The low self-esteem usually is combined with
many stressors, negative self.<Jescriptions, anxieties, poor social skills. passiveness,
and incomlX'te.nce (Schilling, 1986). These occur in different combinations depending
on the adolescent. Moreover, the self-esteem is affected by existence of any and all
oflhese factors.

T _ MoIhenII'npanl T.... _ _

Ortiz and Hassoff (1987) noted thai teenage mothers are considerably less
optimistic and less hopeful about the future than their non'parent peers. It seems that
the experience of early parenthood significantly alters perceptions of reality and causes

lower life expectations and aspirations. For many of these teenagers there is a general
feeling that school is irrelevant to the present and many drop out of school as a result.
Many pregnant teens abandon completely the search for a specific career goal (Ortiz
and Bassoff, 1987). Moreover, they feel uncertain how they would even attain a

career goal, being pregnant or being a teen mother, anyway. Instead they lose all
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interest in scl\ool and drop out. At this point in their lives the level of self-esteem is
quite low and many self-doubts pcrsiM in all areas of their lives.
Support

of T_ MoIherfl'rtpaat TetIl

One repeated research finding is that suppo" from mother, father or friends is

correlated with adolescent self-esteem and well-being (Hoffman, et aI., 1988). It is
during this time of pregnancy that these supports usually break down thus, leading to

a lowered self-esteem. By internalizing adult (parent) standards. teenagers allempt to
regulate their own behavior, re3l.:ting with positive or negative self·feelings to the
imagined evaluations of significam others. According to Erkilson, el aI. (1986), the

negative or low self-esteem is thought to arise from (a) self-perceptions that one's
behavior does not meet personal standards· that getting pregnant is not what they
want for themselves and (b) self'perceptions that important others do not positively

value one's self, Le.• that parents do not see getting pregnant as being positive.
It should also be noted that if a pregnant teen does not get support from the

parents then she will go 10 a peer. However, based on Hoffman's, et aI. (1988)
study, -peer effects on self-esteem are not disjoint from parental ones, but rather are
intertwined with them" (po 313). Dilen times, a peer may feel the same about
pregnancy as the girl's parents. This leads to self-esteem being lowered even more
and feeling that there is definitely no support at all for her during this time. The
pregnant teen, as a result, does not know where to tum for help· leading to a great

amount of added stress.
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Peen and parents are the significant ochers in a teen's life and -signiflCallt

others are viewed as the most important factor in the development of self<:steem·
(Juhasz, 1989, p. 584). Thus, if support docs not exist the self-es1Clem is lowered.

Self-esreem has been relalCd 10 almost everything at one time or another
whelher it be high or low (Gecas, 1982). For example, if a pregnant teen is

experiencing low self-esteem, her interests, aspirations, achievements and behaviors
will be lowered and changed. Things like conformity, interpersonal attraction. moral

behavior. educational orienlations and different aspects of personality and mental
health are usually negatively affected. In most research areas, low self-esteem is
associated with such undesirable outcomes.

1IiP---

According to Schilling (1986), in order to have high self-esteem one must feel
(I) capable - one must possess wlls and be able 10 achieve, (2) sigoificant - that whaJ:

one thinks. says and does matters to those around one, (3) powerful - that one has

some control over what happens to one and (4) worthy - to feel that one has value and
so a worthwhile human being apart from whatever one mayor may not accomplish (p.
302). These particular teenagers have experienced such a great impact because of the
responsibilities and stressors on their personal and social identity, that they feel they
are in a world of their own, alone and isolated.
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_alSoIl-_
The vital question is -how can the self-esteem of pregniUlt toens and teen

mothers be changed?- Group counselling may be one process whereby the problem of
low or negative self-esteem can be resolved for adolescents willing 10 invest their time
(Bergen. 1989). Evidence has shown that group counselling is indeed a vehicle lhat is
a worthwhile approach in developing self-esteem. These girls are all in the same

group, can easily relate to each other, are experiencing many of the same feelings and
stressors, receiving similar reactions from others and have similar levels of selfesteem, assertion and competence.
A5I!ilertbeness of Teea MotbetsIPftgnaot Tems
According to Stake, et aI. (1983, p. 435) the adolescent period is problematic

for these girls because they receive conflicting messages about the goals they should

pursue and as a result lhey often have a low level of confidence in their abilities. The
pregnant teen definitely receives conflicting messages from those around her. Stake,

et aI. (1983) recommends assertiveness training as a way to decrease these conflicting
feelings and improve feelings of confidence in herself and her abilities. The elements
that are considered crucial for promoting assertive behaviors are; modelling,
behavioral rehearsal and feedback. This assertiveness training relates back to the level
of self-esteem. In many studies the level of self-esteem has improved significantly
leading also to more positive levels of competen(;c (Stake, et aI., 1983). As a result,
much of the confusion disappears and the pregnant teen can focus and relate to those
around her better. She feels also, like she is more in control of things around her.
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Piers and Harris, (1969; dted in Waksrainb. 1984), states that. "assertiveness training

significantly improved the girls locus of control and anxiety" (p. 278).
Assertive behavior involves many different facets including standing up for

one', rights, refusing to comply with unreasonable demands, asking for favoun or
making requests. initiating and terminating conversations and expressing positive or
negative feelings to others. Such. behavior tends 10 be quite low in teenage mothers
and pregnant teens and a training program would increase their level of assertion.

They are receiving all kinds of suggestions and concems from friends, teachers,
parents and strangers with whom they may need to be more assertive. "Lack of
assertiveness often has been conceptualized as inhibitory anxiety in interpersonal
situations" (Wolpe, 1969, cited in Yul Lee, et al., 1985, p. 55). The interpecKlnal

situations for these: girls are often quite confusing, unsupportive, and stressing.
Moreover, they do not consider themselves socially desirable and look for approval of
others in their lives. Thus, they often do no defend themselves and stand up for what
they believe in and truly feel.
_Maaagomeat

Teenage mothers and pregnant teens tend to experk;x:e quite a 101 of
responsibilily. Our sociely loday demands of our children to be more and more
responsible (Ortman, 1988). With this responsibility comes much stress, concern, and

confusion. Many of these teenagers do not know what to expect or what is expected
of them. The great stressful aspect during adolescence is the importance of peers,
avoiding social ridicule which often, as a result, develops unifonnity in appearance
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and behavior. The added stress for teenage mothers and for pregnant toens is the

baby. There is lack of uniformity caused by the pregnancies. During this period in
their lives these young women need to have "cognitive control" - leaming to think

about oversize experiences differently (Taylor, el aI.• 1984 cited in Ortman. 1988).
According to lhese same authors, cognitive control may be the type of control that
would be the most successful in reducing stress and producing a more positive affect.
Since stress has been found to "affect almost every major organ system" (Price. 1985.
p. 36), it is quite evident that some type of intervention needs to be introduced to help

these young women. It becomes important to increase awareness of;

(1)

the st.ress in

their lives, (2) identify the cause of the stress, (3) try and deal with the stressful

events, and (4) 10 gel these events under control to the point that it does not interfere
with normal functioning.
Stress affects several areas of functioning;
(1)

physical· colds, minor infections, hypertension, and ulcers.

(2)

mental - depression, drug abuse, and suicide.

(3)

social - crime and impaired academic performance.

As can be seen, stress can have a multitude of harmful effects in adolescents (Price,

1985).
Again, low self--esteem is sipnificantly related to stress. When the person who
has several stressors and feels out of control (lhat is, no cognitive contlOl), his or her
perceptions of self are very low and self-doubts are very high. Price (1985) states that
an increase in knowledge would lead, automatically, to attitude and behavior change.
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Therefore, exposure to stress management techniques, in the present programme
should lead to greater coping skills and less stress. Even when exposed to stressors
they will be better able to deal with them.

Being a pregnant teenager or a teen mother is a "major life event" (infrequent
in occurrence and highly undesirable). It is regarded as one of the most challenging
occurrences 10 personal coping stntegies and as a result increased skills in how to
cope are needed.

Group COWI:9cllinc
One important aspect of how pregnant teens and teen mC'thcrs appraise
stressors is the perceived available social supports. Social supports consist of
interpersonal ties with individuals who share familiar values and status and who can be

depended upon to proVide emotional support, help and needed feedback. The present

intervention programme specifically attempted to meet these requirements.
Peer relationships are highly significant at this age level, and the group
situation may well provide a "comfon wne- for these girls to speak of their concerns
(Gergen, 1989, p. 20).
Omizo and Omizo (1986, 87,89) have conducted research

10

investigate the

effects of participation in group sessions on the self-esteem and locus of control of
children and adolescents of divorce. The results clearly stated that participants of
group counselling have a higher measure of locus of control and self-concept than
those who did not receive counselling. Schilling (1986) suggested group discussion to
help increase feelings of significance.

As mUll! by Corey (1990):
Group c:ounselling is especially suited for adolescmu because it gives
them a place to express conflicting feelings. e,;,plore self-doubts. and

come to the realization that they share these concerns with their peers.
A group allows adolescents to openly question their values and to

modify those that noed to be changed. In the group, adolescents can

learn to communicate with their peers, can benefit rrom the modelling
provided by the leader, and can safely experiment with reality and test
their limiu... The panicipants can express their concerns and be heard.
and they can help one another on the road toward self-understanding
and selr·acceptance. (p. 9)
Gazda (1989) stales that group members typically receive more feedback on

how others perceive them in group counselling, than they do in individual counselling
or daily living situations. Simultaneously, they

are able to model other's behavior and

perhaps find appropriate role models. In such an environment as this, they are able to
practice any new behaviors and learn thaI the:y are not alone in having such problems.
The apparent supportive atmosphere that results cannot be ignored.

In general, it seems that interaction in a small, saTe, professionally led groop
would be a start to try and resolve some of these teen issues. The group counselling
intervention programme, was intended to result in the development of a more stable
teenage mother and pregnant teen with greater overall selr·awareness and more
positive self-esteem.
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~GnJupCounsellioc

Teleconferencing is one fonn of distance education that is gaining widespread

support. Teleconferencing is defined "as interactive group communication using an
electronic medium" (Parker & Monson, 1980). Olgren and Parker (1983) define

teleconferencing as "two-way electronic communication between two or more groups,
or three or more individuals, who are in separate

locations~

(p. 34).

Audio-teleconferencing was the type used in the pilot distance career
counselling programme for the teenage mothers and pregnant teens. Basically, the
audio-teleconferences can occur amongst three or more participants in seven.! locations
linked anywhere along the telephone network with graphic, written or video materials
provided by mail in advance (Younghusband, 1990). This type of teleconferencing
has received much support. Edison-Swift (1983) found there is more private

conversation among participants and a greater chance of active involvement. The use
of audio teleco!'lferencing does not de-personalize interactions as much as often
thought when compared with face-to-face groups (Elliott. 1989). There is also slight
evidence of greater task orientation and participants are generally more well prepared
than in face-Io-face meetings. The major asset of teleconferencing is its flexibility in
providing the exchange of indispensable information 10 meet the needs of participants.
There have been very few studies identified on group counselling via telephone
and none via teleconference. Elliott (1989), hypothesized -that since group process is
necessary for successful group counselling in face-to-face situations then it ought to be
necessary for successful group counselling via the teleconference system as well
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(Elliott, 1989). Elliott (1989) conducted. an initial study using volunteer Memorial
University undergr.&duate students. His work supported thit the same process

development oocurs in both types of groops.
Pregnant teens and teen molhers seemed to be an ideal population to benefit
from this system. It was hoped that the distance career counselling programme
offered via teleconference would offer anonymity. thus creating great amounts of trust
and support for all participating.

ME11IOOOLOGY

The pilol study involved a group of nine teenage mothers ranging in age from
IS to 20 years old. from rural areas of the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador,
Canada. The average age was 18.7 years. Eight had children and one was expecting.

One had two children. The children's age ranged from 14 months 103 years. They
were located in four different teleconferencing sites. Participants, initially, met

together, in a small group, for a half day session. This was followed by seven, one
and one haIr hour sessions via teleconference. They were also invited to a social and
(ollow-up meeting after the last teleconference session. The pilol project group wu
the only group used in the study.

.............
Six instruments were used LO collect pre and post data. They included the: (I)

Coopersmith Self·Estoem Inventory (SEI); (2) Ways of Coping Questionnaire; (3)
Parenting Stress Index • Short Form (PSUSF); (4) Modified Rathus Assertivet'w
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Schedule; (5) Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation Behavior Scale (FiroB); and, (6) Locus of Control Behavior Scale (LCD).
The Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory (SEl) measured the self-esteem levels

of the participants. The SEI measures "the evaluation a person makes and customarily
maintains with regard to himself or henelf" (Bums. 1985). The SEI is among the
best known and most widely used of the various

sel(~teem

measures. Moreover, the

theoretical rationale and purposes are based on sound reasoning and are logically
presented (Buros, 1985, p. 298).

Each questionnaire presents respondents with generally favourable or
unfav,

able statements about the self, which they indicate -like me"

l,)T

·unlike me.·

The adult form questionnaire has 25 statements on it and a tolal score of 100 can be

achieved. The higher the score out of 100 the higher one's level of self-esteem is
considered to be. The SEI has adequate internal consistency and overall temporal
stability. Moreover, studies have also shown reasonable concurn::nt validity and

construct validity (Kokenes, 1974, 1978 and Simon &. Simon, 1975). One advantage

of using the SEI as reported by Shaver and Robinson (1973) is the multidimensionality
of the Inventory. 1l\a1 is, it covers many areas of self-esteem yet, very generally.
Furthennore, nonnative samples vary greatly between subjects aged 8-17; middle and
lower socialeconomic classes; males and females; Black, Spanish - surnamed,
American Indian and Caucasian; and from rural and urban areas. Overall, authors in
the field report, age and sex are insignificant factors; race and population density
account for some variance and socioeconomic status account for considerable variance.
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The Ways of Coping Questionnaire assesses thoughts and actions individuals
use to cope with the stressful encounters of everyday living. It measures coping
processes not coping styles. Coping is directed toward what an individual actually

thinks and does within the context of a specific encounter and how these thoughts and
actions change as an encounter unfolds (Folkman & Lazarus, 1988. p, 2).
Respondents respond to each item - a total of 66 • on a 4-point Likert Scale.
indicating the frequency with which each strategy is used: 0 indicates "does nol apply

and/or not used,'

t indicates 'used somewhat." 2 indicates 'used quite a bit,' and 3

indicates ·u.sed a great deal.' The strategies are being applied to a specific situation

in which the respondent is presently dealing with or just previously dealt with
(Folkman & Lazarus. 1988, p. II).
The Ways of Coping Questionnaire can be completed in about 10 minutes and
raw scores are the sum of the subject's responses to the items that comprise a given
scale. There are a lotal of eight scales: (1) Confrontive Coping; (2) Distancing; (3)
Self-Controlling; (4) Seeking Social Support; (5) Accepting Responsibility; (6)
Escape·Avoidance; (7) Planful Problem Solving; and, (8) Positive Reappraisal. Each
scale is very explicit in title (Folkman & Lazarus, 1988). A sum greater than 90
shows a significant level of stress and should be assessed clinically.
Reliability alphas for the Ways of Coping Questionnaire are reported to be
higher than for most other measures of coping processes. With respect \0 validity,
there is definitely face validity since the strategies described are those that individuals
have reported using, \0 cope with the demands of stressful situation. Evidence of
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construct validity is found in the results being consistent with theoretical. predictions:
-(I) coping consists of both problem-focused and emotion-focused strategies, and (2)

coping is a process" (Folkman and Lazatu.s, 1988. p. 14).

The Parenting Stress Index - Short Form (PSlISF) was de5igned to be an
instrument whose primary value would be 10 identify parenl-child systems which were
under stress and at risk for the development of dysfunctional parenting behaviors or
behavior problemll in the child involved (Abidin, 1990). The Index consist of a local
of 36 statements which are rated by the mother on a I to 5 Likert-type scale (strongly

agree, agree, not sure, disagrees. or strongly disagree). A total stress score is
calculated by adding 3 scores together; (I) Parental Distress (Iotal score 36), (2)
Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction (total score 27), and (3) Difficult Child (total
score 36). The total stress score is designed to provide an indication of the oven1l
level of parenting stress an individual is experiencing within the role of pattnt and
only thai role.
The PSUSF I by itself,

does not possess a body of independent research that

supports its validity. However, because it is taken from the fuU-length Parenting
Stress Index (PSI) it is found 10 be: correlated with it on concurrent validity.
Moreover, there is evidence indicating content, concurrent, and construct validity
(Buros, 1989, p. 6(2).
Adequate internal consistency and stability coefficients are reported for the PSI
and again because the PSUSF is part of the PSI. it 100 is considered 10 be adequately
reliable (Bl.'l"OS, 1989, p. 6(2).
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The Modified Ralhus AssertivaleSS Schedule (MRAS) is a paper-and-pencil

instrument, for use with the adolescent population. 10 measure levels of assertive
behavior, The Ralhus Assertiveness Schedule (RAS) was selected for modification
because, -in addition to its established validity and reliability, it could be efficiently
administered by one person 10 a class or large group. In addition, the RAS had
previously been validated for a group whose lower age limit was high school- (Del
Greco et al., 1981, p. 322).
The MRAS is composed of 30 items. 17 of which are scored in reverse,
according to the established pnx.edure by Ramus. Values of

+ 3.

+2. and

+ I are

assigned to Very Like Me, Rather Like Me, and Somewhat Like Me responses,
respectively. Negative values of -3, -2. and -I are assigned to Very Unlike Me,

Rather Unlike Me, and Somewhat Like Me responses, respectively. Certain items are
to be reversed when scoring, The score is obtained by simple summation of all 30
signed values. Scores range from +90 to -90. -High Positive Scores indicate
assertive behavior, while low negative scores indicate nonas.senive behavior" (Del

Greco et al., 1981, p. 325).
The MRAS has been shown to have established reliability and its preliminary

estimates of validity, "may well be suitable for the task of assessing an adolescent's
level of assertion and changes in assertion levels pre· and post- treatment" (Del Greco
et aI., 1981, p. 325). The reliability and validity studies conducted seem to have very
similar results to the Rathus Assertiveness Schedule (RAS).
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The FlRo-B (Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Oricl'uation Behavior Scale)

is coruJIidc:red to be one of the most widely used interpersonal questionnaires in the
world (Musselwhite and Schlageter, 1985). It is one of seven FIRO Scales that aze
ooncemed with the

asstSSmetit

of interpersonal relationships. The purpose of the

FlRO Scales is to aid persons in developing an awareness of themselves and of their
relations to other people. Specifically, the FIRo-B -assesses a person's characteristic
behavior toward other people- (Buros, 1985, p. 578).

The primary purposes of the FIRo.O scale are: (I) to measure how an

individual acts in interpersonal situations and (2) to provide an instrument that will
facilitate the prediction of interaction between people. Two aspects of behavior in
each dimension are assessed: the behavior an individual expresses toward others (e)
and the behavior s/he wants others to express toward him/her (w).
The FlROoB is based on three behaviors: (I) Inclusion (l) - the need to

establish and maintain a satisfactory rdationship with people with re:.-poct

10

interaction and association, (2) Control (C) - the need to establish and maintain a
satisfactory relationship with people with respect to control and power, (3) Affection

(A) - the need to establish and maintain a satisfactory relationship with others with
respect to love and affection. The FIRQ..B therefore comprises six scales: Expressed
and wanted behavior in the areas of Inclusion, Control and Affection (Schutz, 1967.
p.5).
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The FIRQ-O includes 54 single stalcment items to whicn one's responses art:

based on a 6opoint Gunman type scale. Different scores can be obtained for each of
the

sU scales:

I.

~l

are very low scores; the behavior described will be rarely displayed by the

penon.

2.

2-3 are low scores; the behavior described will not be noticeably characteristic
of the person.

3.

4-5 are borderline scores; although not extreme the person may display a

4.

6-7 are high scores; the behavior will be noticeably characteristic of the

tendency toward the behavior for the lower (4) or higher (5) score.

""""n.
5.

8-9 are very high scores; the behavior will bt' strongly characteristic of the

pc""".
These scores estimate the levels of behavior that individuals fed comfortable

with regards to needs. Moreover, individuals gain a sig.nificant understanding of how

to make their relationships with othen work better. In the present study the sum (1:)
and difference (d) scorzs were used. High sum scores mean a strong desire to

interact. confront and embrace people and have them do the same to you. Low scores
mean a preference for avoiding any kind of interaction. High difference scores means
a strong preference for laking the initiative in any human relating regardless of the
area of relationship. Low scores mean a strong preference for waiting for other
people !O take the initiative toward you.
The

FIRo-a shows good slability over time with test-retest coefficients ranging

from .71 to .82. Content validity is implied if not established and strong concurrent

validity is suggested. Moreover. there is evidence to support predictive validity with
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construct validity being very weak (Buros, 1985. p. 579). The scale has been
administered to a wide variety of people and it ranks 'best' of all other FIRQ Scales

psychometrically.
11le LCD Scale (Locus of Control of Behavior) was designed to measure the
extent to which subjects perceive responsibility for their personal problem behavior.
The LCD Scale includes 17 items to be completed based on a 6-point bipolar Likert-

type scale. This Likert Scale was chosen in order to enhance sensitivity to change.
The test is scored by summing the

SCO~

for all 17 items with a highest possible score

of 85. High scores indicate externality and low, indicate intemaJity of personal

behavior.
Test-retest scores indicate slability of the personal control construct over time
in subjects nol receiVI:!:': treatment. It also has satisfactory internal reliability.

Construct validity has been inferred from a number of studies. correlating substantially
with Rotter's I-E general expectancy scale (V =0.67) (Craig et aI., 1984, p. 179).

The 'externality' of this scale, as with all locus of control scales is referred to
when the subject attributes a relation to be caused by luck or powerful others.
Whereas 'internality' would result when a subject believes a relation to be attributed
due to some personal effort.
In addition to the formal inslru..lents. subjects were to record after each session
what they liked or disliked. A sample of some of the evaluations are found in
Appendix D. From reviewing the evaluat;.ons. the fact that subjects appreciated
knowing that others share the same concerns and experiences became quite evident.
Moreover, great interest in the various sessions was also reported.
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u..........
The hypotheses pertain to differences in self-esteem, asseniveless. stress

management skills, and locus of control of each individual in the group.
Hypothesis 1: Subjects participating in the intervention programme will show

a significant increase in positive self-esteem after completing the programme.
Hypotbes1s 2: Subjects participating in the intervention programme will

develop increased assertiveness after completing the programme.
Hypothesis J: Subjects participating in the intervention programme will
increase their stress management skills from commencing to completion of the

programme.
Hypotbesis 4: Subjects participating in the intervention programme will
develop a more internal locus of control than was

p~nt

at the beginning of the

programme.
Hypothesis 5: Subjocts participating in the intervention programme will

demonstrate a greater awareness of themselves in terms of what they uniquely need !O
feel correct, comfortable or secure in relationships.

The intervention programme focused on the development of many of the skills
that tlle literature suggests this group of teenagers tend to be lacking (Ortiz and
Bassorf. 1987; Eskilson, et a1., 1986). In<:luded are: communication skills, stress
management skills, high self-esteem and locus or control and assertiveness. Each
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weekly session was intended to focus on a different objective of the programme (see
Appendu E).

The pilot study group were involved in a variety of activities during the
sessions as weU as after the sessions at home; they listened to and spoke with guest
speakers, via teleconferencing from Paris and Malaysia and viewed videos dealing

with relevant topics. The writer feels il to be an advantage for the reader to
understand the content of each session, and how such content could possibly lead to

change in the proposed areas. As a consequence, samples from tile content of the
programme are provided in Appendix F.
lJmitatioas of the Study

There were questions concerning whether such a minimal number of eight

sessions would provide any change in the participants behavior in the areas purposed.
Walksman (1984), indicated an 8 session assertion training programme wilh even
shorter sessions than in this study had very positive results. Moreover,

~the

assertion

training group had maintained their improved scores over the one-month follow-up
period" (p. 280).

There were also questions regarding whether to use a control group, Since this

was the pilot programme and was conducted with the intentions of making any
amendments for the final projramme, it was .seen as not being beneficial to the
present purpose of the study. Moreover, the (:(In(rol group would have had to be
located in some 'other' rural area of the provirt<:e, and obtaining a matched sample

would have led to many more problems.
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The participants all lived within the same region of the province. However I
there were problems in transportation. Some of lhe participants could not at times

attend the sessions because they !tad no way 10 commute to the next community in
order to use the teleconference system,
The participants were in four small, separate groups connected via
teleconference and it was suggested that maybe they would not want to take part in
discussions because of the small numbers. This was a major concern.
Like any group of this nature there wert also questions about confidentiality
and this had 10 be addressed and its importance emphasized. There were also some

problems with the teleconferencing system itself· malfunctions and unplanned

interruptions.
There were questions about whether to provide babysitting and transportation

costs for the mothers to make it easier for them

10

attend the sessions. The fact was

that someone had to take care of the children while the mothers were attending the
sessions. This ,Jroblem was solved by families intervening, so funds were not needed
from the project. However, monies were needed for transr..ortation costs.
ANALYSIS m'RESULTS
Pre- and post-test responses to the following six instruments were srored and

computed: (I) Coopersmith Self·Esteem Inventory (SEI); (2) Ways of Coping
Questionnaire (WCQJ; (3) Parenting Stress Index· Short Form (PSI/SF" l4)
Modified Rathus Assertiveness Scale (MRAS); (5) Locus of Control of Behavior Scale
(LCD); and, (6) the

FIR~B

Scale (Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation

9'
Behavior). All nine participants completed the pre-testing; however, only six
participants completed the post-test. As a result, the analysis of the results will be

based on the responses of these six participams.
Areas of focus were self-esteem level, amount of coping dfart. level of

parenting stress, Ievc:I of assertiveness, locus of conlrol. and one's characteristic
behavior towards others. Partio:ipants were also asked to evaluate each session
attended. The results of only three participants were received. These evaluations are

found in Appendix 0 and include quite positive comments.
The Hesl for independent instruments (Hopkins. et aI., 1987) was used to

determine any significant differences between the pre-test and post-test scores on each
of the instruments completed by the palticipants. All statistiCill tests were evaluated
for significance at the .05 probability level.

RFSULTS
Participants' pre- and poSHest results are presented in Tables 3 and 4.
Individual identification numbers allow for clear raw data comparison for each
participant. Observation of the data reveals no significant differences in pre- and post-

test raw scores. The small sample size contributed 10 the problem of trying to find
significant change between pre rnd post testing.
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Table 3
Prt-lrsC Raw Data
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SEl

LCD

MRAS

PSUSF

WCQ

FIR().D

s-12, d-O

AI

56

21

I

6S

80

B3

80

23

57

48

83

5=26, deO

84

60

23

0

73

88

s=26, d=-6

BS

60

20

9

72

91

5=14, d--4

C6

84

21

21

54

113

s-IS, d=-S

C7

68

31

-IS

133

5=27, d=-Il

08

72

17

-8

86

88

5=16, d""-4

D9

64

27

I

106

88

5""'14, d...O

010

24

43

-17

88

84

5=16, d-2

sum of responses; °d • sum of dirference; - did not complele instrument

Tobie 4
P05HW Raw

Data

SEl

LCD

MRAS

PSIISF

WCQ

D3

60

33

27

6S

93

5=17, d=-3

84

68

25

14

70

86

s=31, d=-J

BS

48

20

27

84

96

5-22, d=-12

C6

92

18

34

39

83

5=19, d-l

101

FIRQ-B

Al

C7
08

68

13

-39

80

82

s=ll,d=-6

D9

60

26

13

101

69

5=11. d--J

010

sum of rrsponses; sum of differences: - did not complete instrument
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Using the I statistic as a measure, it is apparenl thai comparisons between pre- and
post-test results (in tables 5 and 6) show significance at the .05 level on three instruments.
These three instruments include; (1) the PSI (p=.OOO), (2) the WCQ (p=,OO8), and (3) the
FlRD-D scale (p=.038).

Table 5
T~test

to determine differences in pR- and post.lest resllils for each lP5tnlllKW...tN=..6l
t

Instrument

Value

Degrees of
Freedom

2-lail
Probability

SEI

.89

.415

LCD

-.32

.759

MRAS
PSI
WCQ

FIRQ-B-sum
d

.11

.91

0.0

1.0

·1.I4

.31

0.0
-0.58

1.0
.59
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Tab5e6

DlttCI"f!Dtes 10 PR- and Post-test

MeaD Results for eor:b instrument

Instrument

Pre-test Mean

Post-test Mean

(d)

SEI

70.0

66.0

-4.0

LCD

21.83

22.5

MRAS

11.67

12.67

PSI

73.17

73.17

WCQ

91.83

84.83

-7.0

18.5
-3.17

18.5
-4.33

-1.16

FIRG-B-sum
d

.67
1.0

.00
.00

Since there were no significant differences between pre and POSHest results on any of
the measures, it could be inferred that overall the level of self-esteem, amount of coping
effort, level of parenting stress, locus of control, the level of assertiveness and, the
participants characteristic behaviour towards others did not change. at leat as measured by
these instruments. This will be discussed in more detail below.
DISCUSSION
There was a slight, but not significant decrease in the scores of the SET. It is
noted that the pre-test scores, on this instrument, were already in the average range.
Although evidence has shown that group counselling is a successful approach to raising
self-esteem (Bergen, 1989) it may have been overly optimistic to expect significant
changes in this group of teen mothers.
The PSI scores did not change al all. The scores of 73.17 fall at the 60th
percentile. Scores above the 90th percentile are considered clinically significant. Since
the pre-test score indicated only moderAte stress levels in the group one could probably
expect little change from the intervention program.
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Data from the WCQ, with a mean difference of ·7.0, are illustrative of an overall
increase in the amount of coping effort given to a specific problem situation by the
participating teenage mothers and pregnant leens. Being a teen mother or pregnant teen is
a major life event and an added challenge to one's personal coping strategies. It was
hypothesized that through the present intervention, greater coping skills would result.

Although not a significant change, there may be a trend toward improvement in Ihe
amount of effort put into coping and the development of skills needed to cope with such
life situations. The literature indicates (eg., Price, 1985 and Taylor, et aI., 1984).

increases in learning how to deal with experiences. in a variety of ways, has proven to be
very beneficial. Moreover, Gazda (1989) suggests thai group counselling provides an
environment where members can practice different behaviors and ways for coping with
stressful experiences, Again, this view was not supported in the present study.
The two scores analyred from the FIRQ-B did not change significantly from pre to
post-testing. The sum () score remained at 18.5, The score is often used as a ·Social
Interaction Index,· Average scores range from 20 to 38. Our participants were slightly
below the average range which would indicate they are less likely 10 be people who are
comfortable in social interaction. This poses an interesting question as to their comfort
level for participating in this group counselling project. Furthermore, were they more
comfortable using a system where they could nol see other participants, This has been
suggesled by other writers. The question remains unanswered at this point. The FlRO
difference (d) soore was low at pre-test (-3.7) and lower at post-lest (-4.3). This would
seem to indicate that our participants, as a group. have a strong preference for waiting for
other people to take the initiative in relationships. This will need to be explored. in more
detail, in the future.
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It was hoped the group counselling situation would provide a ·comfort zone-

(Gergen, 1989, p. 20) for participants to communicate concerns freely and openly and

give the participants an opportunity to express behaviors toward others and, also, relay
behaviors they would like expressed from others.
The test data does not support Gergen's (1989) previous findings or the hypothesis
that participants would, through this intervention, demonstrate an increased awareness of

their behaviors in relationships and what they need (0 feel correct, comfortable and secure
in such relationships. However, the self report of the participants and the observations of
the group leader do seem to report a positive change.
There was little change on the LCD between pre and post"testing. Since the scores

were quite low (21.8 pre/22.S post) in comparison with the highest passible score of 85,

it appears our participants had a higher intemallocus of control then would be expected
from reviewing the literature. Their scores, in fact, were lower (more internal) than those
reported for university students (28.3); nurses (27.9); stutterers (31.0); and agraphobics
(39.4) (Franklin and Andrew, 1984). Therefore, little change in the score is not

surprising. It was hypothesized that upon completion of this program, the participants
would have a more internal locus of control. Previous studies conducted by Omi1.o and
Omizo (1986, 87, 89), showed the participation in group sessions and group discussions
increases feelings of significance and develops a higher internal locus of conttol. The
intervention programme did not reconfinn these previous findings.
MRAS score can range from plus 90 to minus 90. The participants in this

program scored 11.67 on the pre-test and there was no significant change on the posHest
(12.67). Since they fall near the middle of the possible range of scores it appears, at least
as a group, that they were nonnally assertive before starting the program.
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Group counseUing allows the opportunity for the existence of such elements as
modelling, behavior.al rehearsal and fc:cdback (Stake. ct al., 1983). Because these
elements are ultimately beneficial for promoting wertive behaviors. it was hypothesized

that there would be an

inc~

participant asseruveness level following the intervention

programme. However, there were no significant difference found. Moreover, because
there were no significant difference in self-esteem levels, it follows that there would not
be an increase in assertivenen since it relates back to onc's level of self-esteem.

Several observations concerning the group were made by the writers: (I) All

participants expressed how important they felt such a group was for support and as an

outlet to expleSS various similar concerns and issues. There were no complaints from
participants concerning the group counselling received; (2) There were problems with
consistent attendance and punctuality as several participants attended very few sessions
and would leave early during sessions; (3) Participants reported being very comfortable,

safe and motivated to communicate to their peers; (4) Participants also report:d being
interested in asking questions regarding various seMion topics and in using the
teleconferencing system.
RECOMM'ENDAnONS

Several recommendations can be suggested to improve the overall intervention
programme. Included in such a list are the following:
I.

An increase in session number would allow greater chances for a significant

change in all proposed areas.
2.

If the participants were all located in one rural community rather than three or
four, there would not have been any confusion and problems with tmlsporwion.
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3.

To overcome the issue of poor attendance and/or early leaving during sessions,
maybe some type of inttntive should be given 10 the participants, e.g., credit as
part of their family living course at school.

4.

With this specific group of teenage mothers, all had family members who would

babysit However, if in future groups. participants are unable to attend sessions
due to no one to babysit, a babysitter from the community should be provided.
5.

One could arrange the intervention programme during the school day when most

of the participams would be in school so as to increase attendance.

6.

A more indepth analysis of some of the test results needs to be carried out.

7.

All session were audio taped. An analysis of this material will be carried out to
see if any changes on the variables predicted to change can be observed.
SUMMARY

A group counselling intervention programme offered via teleconference with
techniques for moving L'Jese teens from the negative toward the positive was the focus of
this programme. These young women were encouraged to further develop their feelings
of self-confidence and self-worth and begin taking control of lheir lives.
Skills taught in the intervention programme attempted to directly relate to the
concerns of the pregnant teen and teen mother. Concerns such as, parenting health,

counselling, career knowledge, and finances were addressed. The test data collected did
not support the hypotheses as stated. Further analyze of the test results and audio tapes

colIected will be carried out to detennine in what ways, if any, the program should be
revised. It appears more likely that the method of collecting data on the participants will

have to be modified.
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Education of the Hearing fmpalred
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Admlnlst.red
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_
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COmparIson with ClfS,room Perlormance:
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WISC·R REPORT
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DOB:

Name:

Pamela
August 31, 1980

C.A. ;

H·8

Date of Examination:
Date of report:
Grade: 5

May 30, 1991
June 10, 1991

TESTS ADMINISTERED

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised (Wisc-Rj
Raven's Standard Progressive Matrices

~:~~~~~ ~~~~U~t ~d~~~~t~~~lr.~~~i~~~~~~~ fk~¥t~~)
REASON FOR REFERRAL

Pamela has a profound hearing loss and is integrated into the
school system in Grey River School. She is doing poorly in
school work and showing no improvement at all.
BACKGROUND lNFORMATION

Pamela, a 11 year, a-month-old girl is hearing impaired. Based
on the psycho-educational report from her school she seems to
understand concepts taught in class when visuals accompany the
verbal.
'['he report
states her reactions and experience of the death.
of two (2) of her friends. Other than this, we know very little
about her.
BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATIONS

Pamela willingly came to the testing room.
She was very pleasant
and attended quite well. She did not show any signs of fustration
or boredom and did exactly as she loIas asked without any hesitation.
Overall, Pam.ela' s level of activity was age appropriate and she
reacted very appropiately to her 9JcceS5l!$ and failures.
ASSESSMENT RESULTS AND CLINICAL IMPRESSIONS
On the Wisc-R - a test of general intelligence - Pamela, at the
age of 11-8, achleved a performance scale classified in the mid
borde r I ine range.
Pamela's scaled scores on the performance subh'sts were:
Picture Completion
Picture Arrangement
Block Design

Page
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Object Assembly
Coding
Mazes
These results appear to be reliable and valid.
No significant differences exists between subtests scores.
Pamela's strengths seem to be in concentration, perceptual
organization and synthesizing concrete parts into meaningfuL
wholes. Pamela also has weaknesses in reproducing new
material with speed and accuracy; difficulty in analyzing a
whole into individual parts for reproducing and in sequencing.
Its hould be noted tha t Pame la's sca led score on a ri thme t ic
was significantly different from all other verbal suhtest. This
reinforces her strength in concentration.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Pamela should be considered for enrollment at the Newfoundland
School for the fJeaf as early as the next school year' September
1991· in order for her needs to be met.
There are more specific recommendations that can be used with
Pamela to improve her identified weaknesses on the Wisc·R.
(1) To increase her speed and accuracy in
reproducing new material, the following are
recommended:
use se'<ling and lacing cards to reproduce
designs in a given length. of time.
b.

put geometric shapes through appropriat.elY
snaped openings in a box in a given lengt.h
of t.ime
complete various puzzles and keep a record
of time

d.

reproduce a set of designs from memory as
quickly as possible

f.

organize items in color or shape gToupings
in a given time

g.

play "Talk About"

write/print words as fast as possible

Page 3
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(2)

To increase her ability to analy .. e
a whole into its individual pans for reproducing, the
following can be considered:
reproduce desLgns/pattcrns from paper
using colored blocks or colored board
b.

reproduce des igns using pegboards,
marbl~ boards, etc.

d.

arrange letters into words from a list
of words

reproduce forms with matchsticks, toothpicks
pick-up-sticks, etc.

(3)

To improve sequencing skills, the following suggestions
may be helpful:
arrange cut up cartoon stories in
the proper order
b.

complete activities \\lith blanks in them

d.

arrange parts of cut up sentences in tne
correct order

arrange colored/numbered cards in sequence

arrange a jumbled list of daily events
into the proper order
All of these should be implemented in the classrO,lut and
at home as well.
Sm.:MARY

Pamela, who is 11-8 years of age, was referred because of
poor academic achievement. She is hard of hearing and is
integrated into the regular school system at Grey River.
Her cooperati're behavior and other fa.:tors suggest that the
testing results are reliable and valid. Pamela's performance
subtests scores were very consistent and in a mid-borderline
range.
Pamela has shown very little, if any, improvement
in a long tilDe at school, she is funct.ioning approximately
Z years below her grade level.
She has strengths in
concentration and perceptual organitation and weaknesses in

Page 4
reproducing .atedals with speed and accuracy.
ReCOllllllendations are that she be enrolled at the Newfoundland
School for the Deaf, as well as, suggestions of activities
to be carried out at home and school to improve on her
weaknesses.
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GUIDELINES FOR A PEER COUNSELLING
PROGRAMME

- SENIOR STUDFNI'S -

126

ncO.Y. of. ""Cr CoumrJ1or.
a trained and supervised peer who listens, supports, and offers an
allemative frame of reference for consideration, as being integral to the
concept

of peer oounselling.

a facilitator of growth and development of others in the same group by
-listening, supporting and offering alternatives, but gives little or not
advice" (Altmann, et al.• 1986).
Netds Qllestlonnalre:

Before a goal can be decided on and thus a plan implemented, it is
important to know what the student's need vs what they

do

not need.

The Department of Education has designed a survey for Senior High

students for guidance services that can apply to peer counselling needs

as well.
It should be noted however. that some statements may need to be

revised.
IntroduciM the P)wnmmc:

The guidance counsellor and/or the peer counselling tnliner, hold an
open forum for school personnel,

par~nts

and students, etc.

Basically, the purpose of this would be to cllplain the peer counselling
progr.unmc, Le.• what is involved in it; their reasons for wanting a
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programme (based on the needs questionnaire) and the advantages of
such a programme.

It is up to the counsellor if he or she sends leiters home to parents and

designs posters to introduce the programme.
Once the programme is introduced, students can volunteer their names
to be selected.
Selection

of Peer Counsellors:

Selection should be based on -several- of the following:
1.

Similarity 10 targeted students.

2.

Recommendation by a teacher/principal.

3.

Asking members of the class who they feel, would make effective

counsellors.
4.

Collect data from volunteers regarding their preferences of areas they
would like to work in.

5.

Class standing.

6.

Interest in helping others.

7.

Ability to communicate with peers.

8.

Social maturity.

9.

Positive self-concept and sense of personal identity.

10.

Willingness to reach out to other peers.
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Students must complete the applkation form as a way to ensure they
meet the criteria.

Volunteers can then be chosen - a maximum of 12.

Roles or. Peer Coomellor:
Pass out a list of roles to those chosen to be peer counsellors. The list
should include:
A.

Be a Friend and Helper

listen and provide an atmosphere of trust and care.
provide a voice to air what a peer cannot communicate
for himself or herself.
assist a peer in taking an action.
8.

Il<.J.JlI1lu:
classroom aid.

help peers after school.
C.

Be

an Orientation Guide
for new students.
giving tours to people first coming to the facility/school.

D.

Be a Role Model

modelling a person who is successful and independent.
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E.~

in counsellor led groups.
doing correspondence, paperwork and assignments in the

guidance office.
F.

Be a Herem! Person

referring peers to the guidance counsellor if/when the
situation arises.
Training of volupteers:

Training is based on the needs identified by the survey, however,there

are nine general areas in which all students should be trained· one hour
per session.
The Helping Relationship - it explores the basis of helping and
giving feedback.
2.

Acljye I jstenjng - having empathy.

3.

.MNnin&: - explore the clients needs and feelings.

4.

~

5.

~

- lead to exploring problems and issues.

- exploration of it with the clients, especially, those

in the donn.

6.

Building Relationsbips - exploring social networks and building

7.

Learned Helplessness - develop strategies for enhancing self-

relationships.

esteem inolhers.
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8.

Emphasizing

9.

Being supportive - being respectful and genuine.

lhc;

PmjljyC; • in different issues.

Once students decide on an area of interest they can attend -special

-suicide

- alcohol and other drugs

- depression

- family relationships, etc.

• grief

·STD

Activities used during the sessions;
• brainstorming

- guest speakers

- discussions

• videocd demonstrations

• role-playing

- readings

-modelling

• field trips

- note taking

- mini-lectures.

EVAWAll0N OF THE PROGRAMME:

Get peers to complete an evaluation ronn. It gives reedback about bow
the students view the programme. It can be revised to find out the

stairs opinion of the programme as well.
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RPEER COUNSELLING APPLICAnON"

If you are r.hosen to be a peer counsellor which areas would you work'? Circle one.

2.

1.

Education - study in school.

2.

Careen - outside job information.

3.

Social/personal issues.

Whal courses are you presently taking?

3.

Whal are your grades in each course'?

4.

How would you say you get along with others your age?

5.

Do you like helping people?

How have you helped others in the past?

(others
6.

= peers)

Would you say you are an outgoing person or a quiet person?
Do you like being part of a group?

7.

Does it make you happy when you help others your own age?

8.

If you had to give two of your strengths and two weaknesses, what would you list?

1.
2.

_
_

1._-----2.

9.

Ask a friend to recommend you for peer counselling.

10.

Teachers/principals recommendation:

Friend's signature:

_

_

SAMPLE J

GUIDANCE SURVEY
I. Crade Level;

Levell
Level II
Level 111

2.5e;o:;;

Male
Female

The following questions li~t a number of services that might be offered in a senior higll sclloel
guidance program. Tiley fall into three main areas, Education, Career, and Penonal·Social
Counselling. We are interested in the importance yeu attach to each service. Please read each
Itatement clmfully and respond on the five-point scale provided. The scale ranges from I, "least
imponant" to 5, "most impenant", and you she~ld respond with the rating which best describes
your feelings wilh regard to each statement.
SectloD A: Educ:ation

I feel my needs would be best met if

counsell~rs

.
MOll

Imponl.1
l. Helped me to underm.ndlichool rule'Uldrqulal;onli.

2. Taulht me skUls 10 help meltudy.
J. Taught meex.amination-writinllkHls.

4. KepI an 3ceura,lerCCllrd of my creditJ.
S. lMonned me of Itaduation lelluitemenu (for
Diploma)
6. Helped me pin my hilh school pro,ram
7. Au;ned me to rcsolve problems if I seltct the wronl
8. Provided my parentJwilh an opponunlty todlSC\lss
my prolrU$ in hllhlichool

!1. Kepi It1.cl: of my prolrcss and Iller with me If I
underachlevinl

Wa.l

IO.Provldedlnforma!iononcourieselec;!ion.couue
liClIucnccs, counCdtscTiprions, timco(ab~n,andcTedir
valucsatre,istrationtlmc
II. AUl1led mc in maklnl chanlcs in my hlill school
prolr:mt
12. Provlded infotmalionaboutalretnalivelourcc:s for
ra!tina bilh uhool courses. (CorTe.spondcncc.Jummu
school,adultela.llesl

13. Madcavailablcmatmalsdetai1inlprolramsand
rtquircmcnlJar pOSl·secondaryin51itutiolU
(\Jnivcnit!es, Coll..es, Tcdlllical School$)
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""'

J.. ~~ruAI
J•• Auilled me in re,iuerin,
inllilulloni

J'.

~l

pOI!.lCC1lnduy

Arr~n,ed ror spukeu (rom pou-sc<;onduy
inltilulions

16. Arun,ed(ortouno(poSHecondarylnllitulionl

11. Supplied

lnrorm~lion

IchoJanhips,

about lludenl tinanein,.

bursari~andloanl

Seelion B: Career
I (ccr "" oee<ls wourd bal be mel j( o;ounlellon .

18. Plovidedin(onnar.Jon aboul pan:.time job and
summujobs.

19. P,o"rdcdln(ormal;onaboulareersandoecupallonJ
such u educational requiremems. job descriplionl.
illaf"l,opportunjdes.~c.

10. Helpro.melo deddeolt Iluiliblepoll·sradualion
plan.

21. Told me where 10 l'ind Info(Tflll;On about jobs.

ZZ. O((eredin(ormidon abouljob appUearions,
inlemews, resumes;and job lC'Ckins

l~illi

23. ProvidrdjobplaccmemhclpwilhinrheKhoolor

outSide (Cl.ttilda Employmenl)

1•. Provided me with all lcsulu from ability. apliludeor
InlerCStlCS!S l!lat I wrile and disClluCll the
implinlions O{lllese resulu
2j.

Providedinronnation about nadonal tc:stinl prOlt'2/ll\
(orcolle,ecnlnncc and scholarships

26. Pro"ided my parenU"'i!hanopJl(lrtunitytodileuu
myareerpllnl
11. Held pro,ramsorcueuaptiludeandinlerc:sU lc:stina:
(oran\-onelnICTcstcd.andinlerpreledlheseICSIl.

28. Providtd opportunities {or me to lalk to people in
difrerent nrccn (Carcer 01)'1)
29. P.ovidtdop~ortunilin for me 10 C';plore eare.r

pouibilidcs
SeclionC: Penonlil/Socllll
I rC'Clmy nceds would Iml be met ifcounlcllon.
10. Helpe1t me 10 d elop personal communicalion 1~i11S.
11. Hdpd me to d
IOlvinlskiUs.

lop d«ision.makinSlnd problem·

)1. Hdpe1t me 10 underSll.lld mYielr.

Lon
lln.o"""!

MOil
1",~ ....tI(
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33. A.uine4 me in resolying eonni~IS belWten myself an4
olhers (lca~hers, parenLS. (riends).
34. PrOll:lltedmypoinloryieWlOluchersan4
adminisl1alorstorc.lolycctlnnicts
35. Communicole4 wilh my p:ucnu On my behalf
36. Hclpl:l1 me 10 4evclop a bCllersclf·image
31. Provided lnfonnatlon on 4rugs
38. Oi'<e\cdmotI;lOullidc "gondc.l forpanicular
~n~crns(lodalilSliname,Sc;l;educ.a(ion.legalaid,

binh eonlrol.child abuse, Alateeo. pregnancy, etc.)
39. Providcd an oppor\unily 10 work with 0Ihet5\uden\$
lolcarn howothcrl'•• mc
40. Provided an opponunitytodi5CUUoth.r p.crsonal
problellU

Guidelines for the Development and Delivery of Guidance '5ervices.
or Educatio.n, 1988.

DepartDtent

Program Evaluation Form
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We are ugQr to know yourop,nions, SluO'enlswllOlla"e
la!ked wilh a peer counsellor (PCl a'e being aslledlOcomplele
this lo,m anonymously. Pluse,elu,nlhislo'mlo Ille Book
Relu,nsioloulsidetheLibra
Thanksklr urhelo!

A. Please check (""1 your answer, orlill in lhe blank.
I. I am: O.male: O. lemale
2.lamingrade:_.
3. I have had conlact wilh a PC: 0 Yes: 0 No.
(It" you answered "No: you do not need 10 continue.)
4.My PC was: 0 Older than me; 0 Younger than me:
Same age as me: 0 NOl sure
5. The idealo see a peer counsellor came lrom:
ateacher
afriend
oneoforbolhofmyparenls
o my own idea
advertisingbuUelins
olher
_

o

o
o
o

o
o

6. The lirsl meeting I had wijh a peer counsellor was
arranged by:
aleacher
acounsellor
the peercounsenor
afrier'ld
no one, we just slarted talking
other:'
_

o
o
o
o
ao

B. For each ollhe lollowing statements please put an X
through lhe number which indicates your degree of
agreement: (iJ=strongly agree: ~.somewhat agree;
111.. uncertain: @_somewhat disagree: and 15>strongly disagree. Remember Pc..peer counsellor.

(1)<%ll»@<S)lleflthePCwasinteresledinmyconcern.
(j)Q)QlN I fell comlortable with my PC.
a:::~~ 1would have lelt more comlortable if my
counsellorwasanadull.
<DQlQl0<!l The PC helped me see my concern more
clearly.
(])1II~15l The PC helped me decide whal 10 do
about my concern.
CDI%lQl(!)ll) Meeting with a PC has helped me reel
beller aboul school.
CllQlQl(OO) Talking 10 a PC has he!ped me to
understand lhings better.
would see a PC again if I had a concern.
~Ql@dJ I would recommend a friend see a PC if I
1hOughl the lrienclhad

axroJ(OO)'

~llJseasylorsludenlsil

1oaPCiflheywantlo.

Carr, R. (1990),

The Peer Counsellins Prolect Journal, 1(1), 1-20.
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PARTICIPANTS' EVALUATIONS
- LIKES AND DISLIKES -

I'Ju1I<Il>aIIU
SessIon 1:
Likes: "I thought that everyone being together in Baltimore was very interesting. It
was very easy talking with the other mothers about their lives and their

children. Also, Denise and Daphne were very easy to get along with. "
Dislikes:

"I thought it was short. The three hours felt like one hour. I could

have talked all day.·
Session 2:
Likes: "We were just starting to get the feel of the equipment and it was all so
interesting. I saw this equipment before but it was very interesting.·
Dislikes:

"We didn't have much time to talk about things. We spent a lot of

time talking about the equipment."

Session 3:
Likes: "I liked being able to talk to other girls about myself and trying to get to know

myself."
Dislikes:

No Comment.

Session 4:

Absent

'39
SessIon 5:
Likes: -I liked talking about what's important to my values and how they related to

my child. Linda's and my values were nearly alike. What meant the most to

us was happiness as number one.•
Dislikes:

No Comment.

Session 6:

Absent

Session 7:

Absent

Session 8:
Likes: -I found this session very interesting because we got to talk to women who
have gone into male-dominate careers and it showed how much they liked it.

They told us how challenging it was. They are both very determined.·
Dislikes:

-It was 100 short. I enjoyed listening 10 them.·

SessloD 1:
Likes: ·We got a chance to meet some of the other participants before beginning
teleconferencing. This gave me some idea what the others were like.·

Dislikes:

-It was too long. "
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_2:
Likes: "It was our fInt chance to use the teleconferencing system. It was a lot of
fun. It was also amazing how we all could communicate and lisleJl to others al

the same time. Also, we got a chance to participate in each issue that came
up."
Dislikes:

"I

Session 3:

Absent

WlI.S

all alone in my studio.·

Session 4:

likes: •Arleen and { were there together so I had someone to discuss ideas with
before telling everyone. I began realizing that there is a lot more people out
there that are in the same circumstances I am in. I believe this is helping me
gain self-confidence in speaking out about my situation.•
Dislikes:

"Talks too long on one issue.•

Session 5 & 6:
Likes: "I found the sessions very interesting and would have liked to have gotten
more involved.•

SessIon 7:

Absent

Session 8:

Absent
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~

Se&oa 1:
Likes: -I really enjoyed the rust sessioo.. I think I
motherl understand what I

was really surprised that the other

was saying. It made me feel good to know that

there are other people feeling and thinking the same way I was. I always felt
there was nobody going through what I was, now I know there are. I don't
feel alone all of sudden.·

Dislikes:

-The time seemed to go so fast. and there was so much to be said. I
wish that we could have spent more time together and relate our

experiences. It actually made me feel bad to leave. I felt like I was
heading back with a better knowledge of my feelings but when I got
home, it

was the same situation and the same problems. Nothing

changed••
Session 2:
Likes: wit

was really interesting using the teleconference. I found

it very enjoyable

and relaxing to Jet off my feelings about my week. I really look forward to

my next session.·
Dislikes:

•Although I enjoyed using the teleconference. I wish that all the girls
could talk face to face. I also think it would be better to talk face to

face so you could get reaction to things being said.•
Session 3:

Absent
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SessIoa 4:

Likes: ·We had more of a chance to Ialk about a lot of different topics loday. We are
really starting to appreciate other members of the group opinions and feelings.
That is really important."

Dislikes:

"It never seems long enough, it would also be better to be face to face.

Session 5:

Absent

Session 6:
Likes: "Although there were only two people in the group today, it gave us a lot of

lime to discuss specific topics and happenings during the week."

Dislikes:

·Well, there were only two participants today and unfortunately we

missed out on a lot of the other girls opinions...
Session 7:
Likes: "This session was great! Although. I was the only participant, lleamed a lot.
The Women's Enterprise gave me a whole new outlook on career

opportunities. It was almost as if a new door opened even if I didn't choose
that direction."

Dislikes:

"I was a little embarrassed that I was the only participant. However, it
just goes to show thai there are people willing to learn new ideas as
well as tell them,"
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Sessloa 8:

Likes: -I found the discussions very interesting that these women went into nontraditional jobs.·
Dislikes:

-I had wished to see something along the Jines of a single teenage

mother make a career mcwe such as this and become successful. r think
it would have given a stronger attitude toward the achievement of their

success."
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APPENDIX E

"5
TEENAGE MOTIIF.RS INTERVENTION PROGRAMME
- SESSION OIUECTIVES •

Sesriio. Out: Getting to Know Each Other
PartieipanU will:
I.

share ideas and concerns which affect their daily lives;

2.

examine common experiences to create a sense of unity within the group:

3.

identify the internal and external sources of stress for teenage mothers,

4.

assess their personal needs and those of significant others which create

particularly the difficulties posed by role conflict in their personal lives:

difficulties for the teenage mother in finding a balance between the demands of
these varied roles;

5.

focus on the strengths and interests that can provide a solid base for long-term
career planning;

6.

be encouraged to put their self~ into words (Le., to clarify their actual

7.

be asked to continually evaluate program objectives against their own

role and their role aspirations);

expectations as the programme progresses;
8.

begin to consider the need for long·term planning as a necessary first step to
fulfilling aspirations in all areas of their lives.
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Sesdo.. Two and 'I1uft: Discovering Me, Myself, and

r.

Participants will:
I.

become aware of their interests and skills through various exercises and group
discussion;

2.

assess their personal values and how they affect decision-making about

3.

develop an understanding of the physical and psychologic.al barriers 10 effective

parenting and career choices;

communication;

4.

develop effective listening and responding behaviors and opportunities to give

5.

identify barriers women face, both in personal relationships and in the job

positive feedback to family members (children and parents), and employers

search;
6.

be able 10 define a traditional vs. non-traditional occupation;

7.

demonstrate an understanding of sex-role stereotyping;

8.

become aware of the need for assertiveness training;

9.

to be able 10 distinguish between assertiveness and aggressiveness in teons of
the attendant behaviors and feelings;

10.

recognize their own pattern of behavior and decide whether they would prefer
an alternate response;

11.

use role-play situations to develop assertiveness techniques which lhey might

consider appropriate for use in their personal or job situation;
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12.

share their knowledge and undentanding of how to fosler their child's hcalth,

safety and behavior and how their career will impact in this area;
13.

determine the level of need for additional resource materials and/or human

14.

evaluate their present strategies of dealing with stressful situations;

IS.

compare their support systems 10 highlight deficiencies and additional sources

16.

complete an inventory called

rt50Urces on responsive parenting;

that may not have been considered by some participants.
~Assessing

Your Strengths· which focuses on

personal qualities;

11.

txarninc, through a guided fantasy exercise. the lifestyle they would like for
themselves and their children in five or ten years.

Session Four: Exploring Career Options

Participants will:
examine possible camet options in the Newfoundland labour market as well as

global job trends;
2.

brainstonn liM of possible work settings which might be suited to the teenage

3.

brainstorm possible occupations in these work settings and cltamine broad lists

mother's interests and skills;

ofjeb profiles;

4.

become aware of the growing numbers of women who are choosing non·

t:r3ditional career occupations, and their advantages to single mothers;
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.5.

enmine a budget plan for their CUITcnt needs, develop a similar plan for the

6.

relate the level of financial support they anticipate requiring to various job

7.

consider the opportunities that currently exist in rural areas to upgrade their

next five and

len

years;

options, and examine the education/training necessary to qualify;

qualifications, and the faclDr3 to be addresseJ if the only choice is to move to a
larger center;
8.

have the opportunity to consider the possibility to self-employment through

exposure 10 representatives from the Women's Enterprise Bureau of
Newfoundland as well as successful female entrepreneurs who are resident in
rural areas;

9.

examine the relationship between their personal values and the satisfaction they

seek from a career, and the importance of priorizing one's value sel;
10.

discuss the research methods by which one can find infonnation about

occupations.
Session "'e: Career Planning/Goal setting

Participants will:

discuss the -feminization of poverty as revealed in visual presentation and print
material;

2.
3.

consider their hopes for a future lifestyle in view of their reality picture above;

familiarize themselves with a decision-making process and apply it to their
personal situation.
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Sessioas Six and Senn: Strategies for Implementing Career and Life
Goal,
Participants will:
1.

examine :'Dme of the stresses in their lives and develop awareness of how !heir

2.

analyze different coping suategies in terms of their practical application to

bodies respond physically and emotionally;

conflict resolution;
3.

discuss strategies to cope with change;

4.

assess what -balancew means in their lives; compare their present and preferred

5.

create and priorize a lis! of daily duties and the time required for each;

lifestyles;

6.

discuss how priorizing their roles can minimize role conflict and enhance selfesteem;

7.

use body rhythm charts to assess times of the day that are more suitable for
high energy tasks;

8.

reflect on how these time management strategies can assist the individual to
implement her career plan;

9.

ell:amine their role in creating a -safe, secure, loved- environment for their

child;
10.

be exposed to specific strategies that benefit their child's intellectual growth
and self-concept;

ISO
11.

engage in a final discUSSKJn of how the str:a.tegies presented in this progr:illllme
can address the common barriers faced by teenage mothers when considering
career planning.

Se55ioa Ei&bt: I

can

Do It!

Participants will:
1.

be exposed to examples of female role-models in non-traditional occupations in

2.

discuss the barriers they arc fact:d with in seeking this type of employment; the

Newfoundland;

opportunitie.s available; and the advantages of working in non-traditional jobs;
3.

view the locally-produced video funded by the projee:t which chronicles the

struggle of a teenage mother 10 attain a satisfying employment situation that

adequately supports herself and her child;
4.

disclW the connections they see between her plight and their own, and the

factorsaffccting
the evolution of her career path;

5.

with assistance from the leader will develop a networking system which meets
their needs;

6.

receive encouragement from the group lo move towards at least one goal
before their first monthly teleconference follow·up call.

lSI
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TEENAGE MOTHERS INTERVENTION PROGRAMME
The first session is intended to provide the participants
with their only all-group face-to-face meeting. We hope that this
will greatly accelerate the establishment ot com:nonalities amone::

participants, and group interaction that is supportive rather
than stressful.

It is also important to develop

group behaviour.

~ide.lines

tor

Respec": for others, confidentiality towards

information revealed, and honesty are important for encouraging
the sharing of their ideas and concerns.
Because future sessions will be conducted via
te~econferencing.

participants should become comfortable

verbalizing both the satisfying and the troublesome aspects of
their lives. Therefore, there will be a strong' emphasis on group
interaction, and a sharing ot the personal narrative ..
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WELCOME
INTRODUCI'ION

QUESTIONNAIRES

-

Lenora will explain the questionnaires
Distribute one type at a time
Assist and collect

COFFEE BREAK

WARM-UP ACTIVITY'
If participants have not already done so, they should
introduce themselves, hometo....n, children, etc.
(Distribute sheets of paper).
Divide into pairs - each member is to introduce the other to
the group.

They are to gather as much information as the other

is willing to give about their interests, their background, their
school years,etc.
After 5-10 minutes, they share with the group ....hat they have
learned.

After each pair has been represented once, the other

member of the pair takes her turn, until all participants have
been introduced by someone.

TEEIIAGE MOTHERS INTERVENTION PROGRAMME

SEssIon ONE

Getting to Know Each Other

SESSIOUS TWO

Discovering Me, Myself, and I

i54

MolD THREE

SESSION FOUR

Exploring career options

SESSION FIVE

Career Planning / Goal Setting

SESSIONS SIX

strategie.s for Implementing Career and Life
Goals

MolD SEVEN

SESSION EIGHT

I

Can Do It!
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DISCUSSION OF OBJECTIVES
Refer to the sheet in their binders which outlines the
topics to be addressed in the upcoming sessions.

Briefly discuss

the ideas and activities that .... ill be included in each session.
It is important to stress that this is only

an~.

We

....ill be incorporating, as much as possible, ideas from the topic
sheets which they previously completed, and will also try to
respond to suggestions ....hich arise during our upcoming
discussions.
One method that will illustrate our interest in obtaining
input frcm them is the following:

FLIPCHART - Record their responses /reactions to the list of
sessions

BRAINSTORM

by ....ebbing certain topics, e.g.

Parenting ._ _' behaviour problems

~.,~responsibilities
"''. "'... J role of the father
~costs

'

\

grandmother / "mother"

A subsequent analysis of these suggestions "'ill enable us to
evaluate the relevance of the material we have already prepared.

DISCUSS

ground rules

l56

- confidentiality
- equality
- honesty

DISTRIBUTE

NOd

Lifestyle

~

and read orally the story "A

16 Year Old Mother" (This can be done by the counsellor, or thay

can divide into pairs or threes to read and discuss).

ASK them to identify
1)

external sources of stress

2)

internal sources of stress

J)

how she copes with the responsibility of being
Dlother (her coping strategies/skills)

IS.

single

(Refer to their manual for a list of questions)
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FLIPCHART a webbing diagram
REFER to their manual pages 5 and 6, " My life as a teenage mother"
and "What I need in my life"
These items are to be completed privately but can be the basis of
a pUblic discussion focusing on the needs of significant others,
who create demands on the teen mom.
COFFEE BREAK
VIDEO:

"playing For Keeps"

NFB ot Canada

44 minutes

MEothod ot Presentation:
(a)

a single viewing without interruption

(b)

split into two segments; discussion after each
section concerning
- teen mother r s needs
- stress factors
- interests
- long-term planning considerations

SEE the attached sheet entitled "Examining the Role of Women"
SOURCE:

Discovering LIFt SKIIJ,.S VOL

(1986).

Toronto:

YWCA.

p.33-]4. Reprinted by permission.

This exercise could be modified, using fewer discussion questions
and eliminating the poker chips.

But it would appear to be helpful

in developing a sense of trust, as well as a recognition that they
may very well share the same philosophical base from which emerged
their values set and understanding of the role of ....omen.
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EXAMINING TilE ROLE OF WOMEN

This complete lesson can be inserted anytime - or one

disclJssion after a heavy session.
~:

Pokerchips, flip chart, paper and pencils.
Goals:
To get to know one another.
To learn something about groups and our behaviour
in groups.

To learn something about how we develop our attitudes
about women.

Activity:
1.

Divide into groups of 5 or 6. Write down names
of each woman in the group. From a scale of 1-10
pick a number which says how well you know each

person.
Mary

2

Ann
Susan

1
5

etc.

2.

Beqin a discussion of 15 minutes on topic:
"How did my family see the role of women? for
my mother? for me and my sisters?" (15 minutes)

3.

Ask each person to look at their pa?ers again and
change any numbers as a result of the discussion.

4.

Hand out J poker chips to each student. In the
following discussions each time a person speaks,
she must throw in a chip. After all chips are in,
she must not speak. All chips must be spent. If
all chips are in, pick them up again and continue.

~

J more topics, 10 minutes each, using poker chip controls.

What kind of roles do women play in the media in commercials, in programs,? What kind of personalities do they have?
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b.

Where do men get their idea of manliness?
What is society's view of it?
What are the various societal, institutional
and cultural views on ....omen and lllOney? In
your experience, are they accurate? Why?

Then ask students to change marks on their page.
questions:

Ask

In what way did two systems, open and poker chip,
differ?
was the poker chip one harder?
Is change easy?

More satisfying?

What did you learn from your paper?
Evalua ::ion:
Did we accomplish our goal?
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SESSIONS TWO AND THREE

Discovering He, Myself,and I

INTRODUCTION TO TELEWRITER - representative from TETRA will conduct
this segment

Tic-tac-toe / Hangman / Snoopy

WARM-UPS

OR

the Snoopy picture could be included in the
manual, and you can ask them to describe how
they

feel

at

that moment.

Maybe you

return to this at the end of the session.

EXERCISE

Begin by having participants study the picture of
the Young Lady / Old Lady.
Discuss how viewing it a certain way can change our
perspective.

Introduce concept of REFRAMING - that it is based on the
premise

that

relabelling

a

bahaviour

changes

a

person's

perspective.
"Ret:raming" can also change the statements we make about
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an old woman or a young girl...

which do you see?
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ourselves and theratore,

affect our feelings and behaviour too.

This process of relabelling should involve some element of truth,

be positive in connotation and be acceptable to the individual.

SOURCE: Discovering Lite

Skill~1986l.

Toronto: YWCA. p. B.

Reprinted by pet1l1ission.

ACTIVITY:

Refer to sheet in manual and have them list examples of

negative labels and encourage each other to practice reframlng

them.
(see examples on page 8)

WRITE their suggestions

the TELEWBITER and

the same labels

reframed in a positive way.

DISCUSS

af~ect

1)

how negative labels

2)

what we can do to increase our self-esteem.

your self-esteem.

ACTIVITY - Use "Happiness Is ... " to share with group one thing that
makes them feel good about themselves.
RECORD on TELEWRITER.
DISCUSS:

Why?

How

can they apply their definitions

to

their daily

lives.

SOURCE: Adapted from Qiscovering Lite Skills. VoL

TOrd:ltQ: YWCA. p. 9-11. Reprinted by penlssion.

III.

(1986).
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Page 8,

Dc:aling with Destructive Labels

Exercise I- Beframing
The coach introduces the concept of -reframing,· cllplaining that it is based on the
premise that relabelling a behavior changes a person's perspective. Reframing can
also change the statements we make about ourselves and, therefore, affects

UtiT

feelings and behaviour too. ntis process of relabelling should involve some element
of truth. be positive in connotation and be acceptable to the individual.
To demonstrate this, the coach and the group list examples of negative labels and
encourage each other to practice reframing them.
~:

withdrawal
passive
impulsive
diffie!>!t

• taking care of one's self
- ability to accept things as they are

manic

- energetic
- helpful, interested.

busybody

- ability to let go and be spontaneous
• challenging

EJImil<.l:
The coach asks each participant to lhink of two destructive labels they have used to
describe somebody in their life right now. They are then aJJked to think of two such
labels others have given them or which they have given themselves. In groups of
three. participants work together to reframe these labels. It may be important for
participants not to identify which labels are theirs. In the process of reframing, it is
important that the individual be able to accept the reframing of the label.

Participants are encouraged to practice the reframing of the destructive labels over the
next week.

The coach may wish to check back with participants on how this process is working or
nol working for them.
EVALUATION:

Reference:YWCA. Dj:;covering life SkiJls with Women, Volume II. SelfConcepl:
Who Am I?p. 146 YWCA of Metropolitan Toronto, 1980.

SELF-Mo1ABtNtss

and

sEt F-ESTEEM
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Self-awareness is how WElll you know yourself.
Self-esteem is how you feel about yourself.

DISCUSS difference (photocopy p. 31 for reference)
QUESTIONS:

What impact might low self-awareness have on your
ability to set realistic goals for yourself?
If you have. low self-esteem,

would you be more

likely to set goals that are lower or higher thi:lO
you are capable of achieving?

ACTIVITY:

See attached sheet from Piscovering

I

ire Skills.voL.I.L

p. 36, for ideas on group activity. (Participants have a
sheet in their manuals, entitled "Esteeming Ourselves"
with these half-completed sentences)

TELEWRI!'ER:

Brainstor.n for ideas an raising self-esteem
-examples to look for are suggested at bottom
of page 36.

DISCUSS: How these esteeming techniques can be used to raise their
child's self-esteem (they can copy these into their manuals.
sheet is provided for this purpose. Also can refer to the book l1Ill.Q
from the NOBODY's PERFECT series from Dept. of Public Health for
ide.as. )

PAGE 36,

BU1LDING SELF ESTEEM
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E:lercise 2.
Coach e:-::plains t.hat. since ....e a:-e used to heari~s
t.his exercise gives us a cna.:'Ic:e Eo pract1.se e7cee:::ling our-'
selves and ot.hers. It is recoc::ended that. the coach
der'lOnstrate this exercise for the group. Participants
p"ir up and ~dentify themselves as A and B. They repeat
each segnent until coach calls tioe. Coach allows l!:i
minutes for each segnent.
Segment 1:
"Something I like about myself is
"
"Something else I like about: myself is ..... etc."
B: Ackno.... ledges (e.g. "That's great. I hear you.")

A:

i~;;m~~~m~~hing I

A.

like about you is

"Thank you."

Segment 3;
B: "Something I like about myself is .•... "
A: Ackno....ledges
Segment 4:
A: "Something I like about you is ..•. "
B: "Thank you."
The following questions are considered in the total group:
1.
2.
3.
4.

1-111at were sooe of the feelings you experienced during
chis exercise? How do you feel now?
Yhat did you learn about yourself?
1-111ich was easier? To esteem yuurself? Or another
person?
We:-e you able to accept what you heard?

The total group brainstorms ideas f
self-esteem.
I eas are
e oj. owing are some examp es
that may be added to the list of ideas drawn from the
group:
•
w

•
-

talk to a friend
do something you know you 1oIi11 be complimented for
write down your gains and successes
ask for positive strokes
acknowledge positive strokes - don't discount them
picture your iDOc.ents of \Jell-being and satisfaction
seek activities that a:ive you pleasure
get involved in a ne.... activity
help others

ACTIV:IT'i:

REFER TO MANUAL -

~he

list of aHimations
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DISCUSS

....ith participants what their ans;,ters would be if they were

asked to complete the following statements I am really keen about .•••.•.••.•

TELEWRITER -

I know a lot about ••••.•..•..••..
I get a great deal of pleasure from ....••••••....•
I am very good at ••••.••.••••.•.......

DEFINITIon:

An

~

is

a

positive

thought

that

is

consciously applied to achieving a goal.
When you focus your mind on a positive thought about yourself,
YQU can train your mind to believe that you really can achieve what
you ....ant out of life.

ACTIVITY: Have participants give examples from their experiences
that illustrate the power of positive thinking.

Refer to Manual - pages headed "Things I have done that make
me proud" and "Interesting and fUlfilling t"lings that I waul:.! like
to do in the future II

What can I do ?

Who am I?

What do I

want?
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~(\\
~
WhQtwill I clo?

~
ah.

~

AFFIRMATIONS

I am the lIlost important person .
I can do ....hatever I set my mind to.
I alii a strong, happy and creative person.
I let go or the negative things in lily lite.
I am a worthwhile hUQan being growing in goodness and love every
day.
I make the best possible choices tor myself and my child.
I understand my needs and know ho.... to meet them.

VAWES
169

DISCUSS:

Ask thelll to rank the values listed on the sheet in

the manual
QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER:

Did

they

have

dHficulty

ranking

them'?
Hight

they

have

chosen

di!Cerent

rankings 5 years ago'?
What influences in their lives have
affected

the

formation

of

their

values'?
which ones would

be

important

in

choosing a career'?
Ho.... does the value ranking affect
their view of mothering?

using the following values, ask the participants ho.... our choice of
lifestyle determines the type of vocation we prefer .
....orking outdoors
helping other people
earning a high salary
having job security
persuading other people to agree to your ideas
having constant challenges

LISTENING SKILLS

<70
SOURCE:

The following material adapted from Discovering Lire
Skills

Vol. r. (1986). Toronto: YWCA.

Participants develop understanding of helpful

GOAL:

behaviours which can improve their listening skills.

These

questions can be an introduction to the activity which

follows.
What do we mean when we use the ....ord "communicate"?
listening, speaking (other ans....ers ....ould be writing,
reading)
(Refer to their manual as they complete the section on
"Different Ways We communicate".

You can use the

'I'ELEWRI'I'ER.)

I t you had to give a percentage to each of the four
~,

ho.... much time do you think we spend on each one on a given

('I'he

actual figures are assumed to be 9% wri tinq, 16\

reading, 30% speaking, and 4S\: listening)

Is "hearing" the same as "listening"1

Does it come naturally')
Can you think of someone who really listens to you?
What skills do you think a good listener must have?

Introduce concept of ATTENDING BEHAVIOURS
171

-Skills which can improve our ability to listen, but which
must be practised

The following attending behaviours are skills which we can learn
and practise to improve our ability to listen. An easy way to
remember them is to remember the formula B R I E F:

body posture

inclUding movements and gestures wbich

communicate attentiveness.
~

for the other person's right to speak and be heard.

intimaoy involves oreating a safe, caring environment in
which ideas an4 feelings can be expressed freely.
eye contact communicates interest and attention.
~

is both verbal and non-verbal.

invitation to say more.

It is an

Verbal following includes

statements like, "I see" or " Tell me more about it." Nonverb';ll following is communicated by nodding, touching or
smiling.

An

al

active listener:
deters jUdgement

bl

resists giving advice until the speaker is finisbed speaking

c)

encourages the speaker to discover ber Olm solution by
belping to diagnose tbe issues related to the problem (if
tbere is one) •

SOURCE: Discoverina Life Skills Vol. II. (1.986). Toronto: YWCA.,
L72
p. llS.

(COUNSELLOR) assists them to record B,R,I,E,F on their manual
sheet.
Next question in their manual

- What actions indicate to

you that a person is not listening?

The following from Discoverjng Tife Skills

Vol. I

(1986).

Toronto: YWCA., p. 28.
Give an explanation of why listening is important.
Important:

because without a listener,

talking is

not communication.
oifficult:

Because most people want to talk and
express their own ideas, rather than
listening to the ideas of others.

Neglected:

because most people consider listening a
passive rather than an active
communication skill.

DEMONSTRATE

the active nature of listening by the following

exercise:
REFER to their manual page "My Drawing #1".
ASK who in Mobile has the page with instructions - should be
Claudia. She can be the one to read the directions to the
participants. Remember - NO REPEATS, NO QUESTIONS ALLOWED.
Everyone can complete this , even the

9irl~\

1n Mobile.

(See Attached Page for Instructions taken from pg. 72-73 Vol. IV,
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Discovering !,ife skills.

COUNSELLOR

asks every site to draw a sample pix

TEL'EWRITER.

on the

IT WILL PROBABLY BE AWFUL!

COUNSELLOR then repeats instructions , answering questions, and
allowing feedback.
Then ask them to draw on TELEWRITER their drawings.
BRING UP ON TELEWRITER GRAPHIC IMAGE ALREADY ON HARD DRIVE.

DISCUSS the skills they usei the second time - can record on
TELEWRITER.

REFER

to their manual

-

BARRIERS TO COMMUNICATION
Psychological

~

tiredness

-

preconceived notions about

-

dislike the cOmIllunicator

-

not interested

the ideas expressed (assumptions)

distractions
noise

DISCUSS:

How these barriers can affect the parent-ch.ild
relationship

(In their manual is a page on examples of problems they've had in
communicating with their child.

They can use this now or
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Stimulus:

Coach distributes pap.:r, rul~rs and pencils and gives the following
ins true tions for dra~tin9 a picture.
1. Starting 2" from the left hand side of the paper, draw a 4"
ho~izcnta

1 1ine near the bottom of your paper.

Z.

From the left end of the 1 ine, draw a 3" vertical line up tCMdrds
H,e top of the paper.

3.

Frcm the right end of the line, draw a 3" vertical line up towards
the top of the paper.

4.

Join the tops of the vertical lines.

5.

From the left corner, draw a 3" diagonal line upwards.

6.

At the top of that 3" line, draw another 3- diagonal line down to
meet the top right hand corner.

Re~eat this exercise twice.
The first time through, give the instructions
quickly, give no eye contact and allow no questions (this does not allow
for active listening). Discuss problems.

The se-::ond time through. go slower, and allow time for questions.
Contrast to first time through.
Shew what the picture is supposed to be.
Coach discusses with the group what skills they used when the exercise
was repeated and f1 ipcharts responses.

SOURCE: Discove~inl\' Life Skills. Vol. IV .. (1986). Toronto: mCA.
p. 72-13. Reprinted by pe:m.i.ssicn.

complete later.)
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VERBAL AND NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION

BRAINSTOR11 using TELEWRITER for examples of how we communicate
non-verbally.

REFER

Encourage examples of parent-child interaction.

to Manual

DISCUSS:

- "How Does Your Body Express These Feelings?"

How does our "Body Language" indicate to others how we
really feel?
EXAMPLES - looking away
- tone of voice, etc.

However, some people have difficulty making eye contact.

They

may be interested but not show it in this manner.
REFER to the Manual - "Verbal and Non-Verbal Communication
Inventory". six examples are provided to aid discussion of vE't"bal
and non-verbal cues.
Skills

This inventory taken from Discovering Life

Vol. IV., p. 77. Reprinted by permission.

REFER to Manual - IINon-Verbal CUes Summary Sheet"
SOURCE: Discovering Lite Skills
Reprinted by permission.

Vol. IV, p. 7B.

Verual .. lid /lon-Veru.. ] COllullunicatioll Inventory

Situations

Using Words

1. Uhen you feel bored with what is going
en.in a discussion, how do you usually
express your feel ings?

2.

~Ihen

you feel very annoyed with another
person with whom you want to bui ld a
better relationship, how do you
express your feelings?

3. IItlen another person ;ays or does
something to you that hurts your
feelings deeply, how do you
express your feelings?

Q::, SO/lleone asks you to give them money
and thls has happened repeatedly.
You don't want to give them any
money. How would you express
yourself?

5. You feel affection and fondness for
someone but at the same time you
can't be sure the other person
feels the same way about you. Ilow
do you express your feelin~s?

6. Your c:lose friend is leaving town
for II long time and you feel alone
and lonely. How would you
eJCpress your feel ings7

SOURCE: Discovering

Life Skills, ~ . (1966). 'l.'oronto: YWCA, p. 17.

Without Using \lords
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Non-Verbal Cues
5uIl"Jl'ary Sheet

We ccxrvnunicate non-verbally (without words), as well as verbally
(with words).
Some of the ways in which we cOImlJnicate to others non-verbally are:
Body language

Facial expression
Eye contact
Often we give very definite messa~!!s to others .... itt:.,;ut saying anything.
These Ir.essag!s can be either positive or negative. Try, always, to
give POSITIVE lDl!SSaSes •
• Look a t the other person
_ $mil e (when appropriate)
• Look. interested in what they have to say

R!JlIember: An individual's personal space is important to thelll.
Respect this, and don't get too close when spl!!king

to someone.

SOtIRCE: Discovering Life Skills. Vol. IV. (1986). Toronto: '!HeA. p. 78.
r.eprinted by pl!r:l.ission.

ENCOURAGEMENT
178

DISCUSS:

What does that word mean to you?
How do we become an encouraging person?
What skills do we need to learn?

REFER

to Manual - "Aspects of Encourager/Discourager"
SOURCE: Discovering life Skills

Vol

ITT,p. 73.

Reprinted by permission.

FEEDBACK
Part of being an encouraging person is being able to give
and receive pos.l.tive feedback.
DISCUSS:

What is feedback?
How can we give positive feedback?

EXPLAIN Conditional vs. Unconditional

(See page 40 - "Giving

Feedback" - SOURCE: Vol. I, p. 40. Reprinted by permission.

ASK

participants to give examples of

positive

conditiona~l

and

unconditional strokes.
REFER to Manual - Discuss "Rules of Feedback 1l

•

ACTIVITY: Maybe pair two girls on the line and have one pretend
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Eff~cti'le

1is tene!"

IneHective

Co:r.-:;uniciltes re~pe':t and confidence
i.e. "you can do it"

lL~~ner

CorrJllu:licJtes lack of re~pect and
confidence
i.e. "you should know better"
"you'll never be able to·
"hOw many times ha'ie r
told you"

Is consistent

Is inconsistent

Focuses on the positive
Le. assets and strengths

FoclIses on thene7atlvl!
f.e. nitplder-fla',jfinder

OptfQ;stic - enthusiastic

Co-opi!l"ative - works in har:nony

Competitive - comparing - over·
ambitious

Accepting

Thre!tening - demanding - corrl!'::t~nl;

Uses h"''l:Our

Uses. intimidation _ dOll1;nance

Re-:ogn;zes effort

~

improvement

Recognizes only tasks well done

Sincere - lister,s to feel ings

Insincere

Bases worth on being
i.e. recognizes noaneis perfe':t

Bases worth on performance and
perfection

Guides and supports others

Lectures and IftOralh.es

SOURCE:

Disc:~ve~inlt Life Skills, ~ . (1986). Toronto: '!IleA. , p. 73.
RepnD.~eo. by perQ..l.SSlon.
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GIVnlG FEEDBACK

This lesson should be offered close to the beginning- of
the course, as it is vital in rr.aintaini:lg- relationShips inside
and outside the qroup.
Resources Reouired:
- Flip chart
- 1 copy of The Process of Confrontation for each student..
~:

'1'0 understand mo:::e about. feedback.

To learn to qive and receive positive feedback.
(A)

1)

Define feedbacK - get suggestions from the qroup.
Talk about and put on .flip chart.:

POSITIVE:

Conditional

I love you murnrny because you
make such qood oatmeal cookies.

Ur.conditional

I

Condi tional

You did a mean thing when you
kicked the dog.

Unconditional

You are lazy.

love you mUirUtly.

NEGATIVE:

(labelling)

We should be giving lots of unconditional positive strokes
and !:!.Q. unconditional neqative strokes.
Ask group for examples of each.
strokes.
2)

Today we will deal with positiVI

Divide into groups of 4 - ABC' D
A and B - give each other

it

conditional positive stroke

C and D

- then an unconditional positive stroke
SOURCE: Dheover-ina; Lire Skills
I
~

Reprinted. by pCl"Qission.

Vol

"

I

(1986) To
•

ronto: YWCA. p. 110.

1)

Put rules on flip chart.

Discuss each one - give eX.;lmplcs.

All are based on respect for the other person.

lSi

Feedback. should:

1.
2.

Relate to the other person's needs as well as my o..... n.
Describe mvown reaction only, NOT analyze the
other person's motlves.

~: ~:a;sW;~~ns~:C~~;~i~~~a~~~~~,t~~ti~~~d~~~~on.
5.
6.
7.

2)

Be most helpful if person requests it - ask her.
Be given when the person is in position to do
!'omething about the feedback.
Be checked when I have given it, to be sure that I
communicated clear ly.
~:

Establish a situation such as the following -

Notes for Role Play: Ann has been working in a clothing
exchange run by Mary.
Ann is regular and willing.
M.ary is
very anxious that everything be perfectly ordered in the
shop and often rea::ranges things after the volunteer has
done them.
This has been irritating to Ann.
She discusses
it with other volunteers who have had the same experience.
Play the roles with Coach as Ann. Choose another person
as Mary.
(Coach does feedback all wrong - by phone, months
later, etc. etc.)
De-role - ask participants how they feel.
- ask group to identify rules of feedback
which were broken.

SOu?'CE: Discove~i:ll! Lif~ Sid.Us. Vol. 1. Tor.,nto: '('tlCA. p. 41.
Reprinted by pel"::lission.

to be the mother and the other the child.
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USE THE FOLLOWING SCEIIARIOS:
The mother is very pleased because the child has
(a) not wet the bed for t ....o nights
(b)

put away his/her toys

(e)

received a high mark on a math test

ASK to give examples of NEGATIVE conditional and unconditional
strokes using the following scenes:
(a)

the child spilled a whole container of juice

(b) the child bit another child
(c)

(Grandmother to mother)

'lOll

are too lenient with

your child - you should give him more rules

COUNSELLOR needs

to emphasize the importance of giving positive

unconditional strokes to the people we care about.

The impact of

unconditional negative feedback should be discussed.

DENISE - 00 you think you and I could roleplay the example on
p.4l

- Ann and Mary? We could do "it all wrong and have

participants critically analyze it using the rules in their
manual.

HOMEWORK:

Give a positive unconditional stroke to each member of

their family before next session.

TRAOITION1\t. VS. NON-TRJ\.DITIONAL OCCUPATIONS

18]
:EXERCISE: Bring up the 9raphic ilDage of the BOX

as they perform

the exsrcise of sketching their perception of the
worker in 4 categories.

(See attached page

fro~

Manual)

DISCUSS their choices -evidence of stereotypes?
- a female nurse?
- a male dentist?
- a _ _ plumber?

DISCUSS examples

ot trad/non-trad occupations (see manual)

e.g. A Traditional

occupation is one that has traditionally been

held by workers of one sex
A Non-Traditional occupation is one in which the loIorkers are
not the sex that has traditionally held that occupation.

Do they knOloi ot women who have chosen careers in non-traditional
occupations?
00 they still consider these worneD to be Ilfeminine"?

DISCUSS their own stereotypical expectations of women.

- could refer to the impact of their family, friends, media,
culture on their view of their role
- leads into sex-role stereotypinq
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WHO IS THE WORKER!

NURSE

I'LUMBER

DENTIST

BUSINF.'iS MANAGER

lBS

- expecting someona to act

III

certain way because at their

OISCUSS the advertisements they have viewed recently and the

inage they portray ot ....otlen, both those at home and those in the
lJork force.

e.g. NON-TRAD - Christine, the women who sells steel and

advertises SECRET deodorant.
TRAP - Io'.i:adge in Palmolive commercials

QUESTIONS:

Wh~t

effect do they think this has on young women

today?
What is the reality - are there really many

exocutive wocen and he..., does their earning power
compare to men?

DISCUSS

EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN

(The following adapted tro:l Discovering Li f@
Skills

Vol. V, p. 177-178. Reprinted by permission.)

Refer to a story called The paps; Bag Ptincess by a very
well-known canadian author, Robert Munsch.

It is one they may

wish to introduca to their children during their pre-school
years.
Briefly describe the story - set the scene (pages 1,2, J) and

r~cap the adventure.

Skip to the last t ....o pages in which

Elizabeth encounters Prince Ronald, his criticism of her
appearance, and how he totally neglects the danger she has
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endured in rescuing him.
Read the last page~"Ronald';Said Elizabeth, ''lour clothes are
really pretty and your hair is very neat

'"

Munsch,Robert. (1980). Paper Bag Princess.

REFERENCE:

Toronto: Annick Press Ltd.

DISCUSS

how this female had no problem being assertive.
Do you have difficulty?

(The following questions taken from page 60,
Discgvering Life Skills

Vol t....-l..L.. Reprinted by

permission. )

1.

When someone is very unfair to you, do you call it to her
attention?

2.
3.

Do you find it difficult to make decisions?
Do you frequently avoid people or situations for fear of
embarassment?

4.

When a salesperson makes a special effort to be helpful do

you find it hard to say no even though you may not want the
item?
5.

Are you reluctant to speak up in a discussion or debate even
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when you have strong opinions on the subject?
6.

If a friend has borrowed money, a book, or clothing and

i~

late in returning it, do you mention it to her?
7.

00 you continue an argUt!~I:t after the other person has had
enough?

8.

If someone keeps bumping your chair in a movie do you ask
that person to stop?

9.

00 you often step in and make decisions for others?

10.

When a person you respect disagrees ....ith you are you able to
defend your viewpoint?

11.

Are you able to refuse unreasonable requests from your

friends?
12.

Do you finish other people's sentences for them?

REFER to MANUAL for labels of assertiveness as described on page
63, Discovering Life Skj lIs Vol. II. Reprinted by permission.
NON-ASSERTIVE

AGGRESSIVE
ASSERTIVE

DISCUSS how they might feel when they are
NON-ASSERTIVE

- nervous, insignificant, irritated

AGGRESSIVE

- pent-up anger is expressed violently or
inappropriately

(at the wrong person)

out-of-control, angry, self-co~scious

THEORY BOX

Asse:"t:iveness training distinguishes bet·....een
assertiveness (e:<:r:rressing Y0\.:r own thoughts
and feelings without anxiety ana without
imposing on others) and aggressiveness (e:<pressin8 your thoughts or feelings at the
expe~se of others.)
The total group brainstOr::JS characteristics of the non-assertive,
aggressive and asser::ive person. The =0110·.... ing are some exam?les that TIJ.ay be added to the.
list of ideas dra·,m from the group:
NON-ASSERTIVE PERSON

denies herself. pucs herself down
does not express her real feelings
ofcen feels hurc and anxious
allows ochers to choose, seldom gecs what:
she wanes
message is "I'm not: O.K. -- You're O.K."

AGGRESSIVE PERSON'
achieves her o-...n ends at the expe!".se of others
expresses her feelings but hurts ochers
makes choices tor ochers
n:essage is "I'm O.K. -- YOI.l.'re not O.K."
ASSERTIVE !. :::RSON
hones ely expresses her feelings
,chooses for herself wha.t she .....ants and
can usually achieve this
does not hurt othe::-s intentionally
allows others to achieve their goals
respects herself and others
message is, "I'm O.K. -- You're O.K."
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ASSERTIVE

- in control, respected, self-confident

REFER to question in MANUAL on how they would react if they \.;ere
being assertive.

ACTIVITY:

Work through the

ASSERTIVE~ESS

SOURCE:: Discovering Life Skills
YWCA.,p.64-66.

INVENTORY WORKSHEET.

vol. II.

(1986). Toronto:

ASSERT rVENESS t tlVENTORY
WORKSHE.::T
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Situation 1.
You have been wait:ing for 45 mi~ut:es in a.n ope.n-backed.
gO'~1i in your doctor's office.
You are very cold a.r:d
ana=] by the time the. doct:or bursts into the rOar:! wit::' a
ch'=!ery soile and a "Well how are you today, lirs. X!"
You anstY'er:
a) "Fine,"
b) "Eow do you think I ao. after waiting a.ll this ti:o.e?"
c) "Frankly, Doc~or, I'm angry," I've been undressed al".d
in this cold room for 45 minutes, I would aoo=e':.iate
not haVing to wait like this again,"
,Sitc.ation 2.'
You are lost. You finally ask dir-ections from a bus drive::,',
Foe gives the:n in a ve;:y condesce.nding way calling you
"honey" and "dear". You do not like this cone and hi.s
f':;~~liarity; you feel
he would have answered a n:.o.n quite
dl!=erently. You:
.
a) weekly t1":.ank hi:n, c0t!:?laining to yourself about: his
accitude,
.
" •
b) eX? lode by saying, 'OW-no do you think you are cE.lling
me 'honey'?"
c) say, "Thanks for the directions, and I don't Eke
being called 'honey',"
Situation 3.
You a::'e at a par:y and are stuck with a talkative person.
You are bored and ....ant ~o go over to ~he other guests,
a) You are so concerned \ri.th hu't''ting the person's
feelings that you just stay the::,e saying nothing Or
va"!:y little.
b) You inte"!:rupt the conve"!:sation and say "look there's
a friend of mine I want to talk to, See you."
c) w"hen he/she cakes a breath, 'you smile and say something

~~~~k~~f~ao~n~~r:~~~np.~e~fs"~on~~:~ ~~~wS;~a~~lt~d
to Mary and John."

Situation 4.
A f:oiend was to call for you at 7: 30 for a movie that
starts at: 8:00, It is now 8:30 and your friend has
finally arrived full of apologies explaining that shelhe
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coul~n t ~ get off the phone even though t.he phone call

wasn t :m\?orcan;:. You feel angry about having beer:
kept. t.;al.cl.ng.
(au say

a) "Oh, that's all right, I unde::-stand."
b) "I hope that you're happ) no\.l that we've missed the

.

beginning af the movie."
c) "I'm disappointed and f=ustrs.ced that you talked that

t~~~ s b:~a~~~Q;~~:en~~~~e~t t~~ 3~e~;~~~p'

of the movie.

Situation 5.
You've spent 2 days finishing a Froject that: you are
ve!:y proud of. A friend stops by and complimencs you
on you::, work. You say
a) "Oh, this thing. 1 1 m not very good at: it."
b) "Since when are you the expert?"
c) "Thcmk you .. I've spent a lot of time working on it
and I't=1. pleased. You really make me feel good."

Situation 6.
You're. out: shoppi::.g for a blouse. You ""ave decided you
blue one. The salespe-:son insiscs you choose "a
g=een blouse, sayins, lIyou leek much beeeer in green.
Take my word. for ie, gee green." You say

r,.;a... c, a

2.) "Oh, all right.
You probably kno.... bese."
b) "Do you (-.ave co be so pushy? I've said c-",ency t:'::es
I lo-ant blue."
c) "1 appreciate your ince::esc. H01o""eve::-, I've t:'oug:'t
about this and I definitely prefe:: blue. 1 would
like. to pay for it now."

Si't.uacion 7.
You'':e . . . e a part.y. Nearly everyone is getcing high on
marijuana or alcohol. You don'c object to this beh;;:viour,
bue prefer not co Sr:loke or drink yourself. Someone sc.arcs
to hassle you abouc being "square". 'lou say
a) "Gee, I'm sorry buc I just don't feel well tonighc."
b) "Ie's none of your business. Leave me alone,"
c) "I'm enjoying che pare.y and I prefer noe. to sn:oke or
drink. Thank you. I '

S i tuacion 8.
You're walking along the screeC and someone bumps into
you. The person looks at you accusingly and Jays "Wacch
where you 're. going, stupid." You say
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a) "Oh, 1'0. sorry."
.
b) "~-n-.o's calling n:.e oicupid? I didn'c )7un into you.
You ran in,::o m:-. Hatch where you're going."
e) After consl.de::J..ng the facc: that. the. pe.rson m:"a:hc
have had a bad day or is a1-",aY5 rude. and thac:

saying anyc:hing probably won' c achieve a positive
you say nothing and \"alk on.

r~sulC:.

SOURCE:

Discove::!':lll !.i!~ Skills, ~ . (195b). Torot.~:
t\lCA .• p. 610-00. Rei=ri:l'::ed by pe:':ission.

COPING WITH STRESS
19)

The following mat.erial adapt.ed from piscgvering lire SkillS
~(1986).

DISCUSS

Toront.o: YWCA. p. 185-188. Reprint.ed by permission.

the meaning ot t.he word "Coping" and RECORD the various

words or phrases ")n TELEWRITER.

DISCUSS the meaning ot the word "Stress"
- RECORD responses on TELEWRITER.

REFER TO MANUAL for discussion on the emotional signs of stress
e.g. nervousness, depression, anxiet.y, crying, etc.

REFER TO MANUl\L - "Naked Body" worksheet - Participants indicate
TELEWRITER their stress points.
Source: piscovering Life Skills

(They do not have the labelled one,
p. 109)
Vol ru. (1986). Toronto:

YWCA. p. 108. Reprinted by permission.

DISCUSS

Stressful situations

REFER TO MANUAL

e.g. adjustment faced by the teen mOI2 in her dual role as
child/mother especially if still living at homa
e.g. peer pressure from friends who minimize the burden of
her added responsibilities
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Identity those parts of your body which

sho~

Physical stress

S;Ylllptoms.

Souree:

Dhc:overinlf Life Skills. Vol. tII. (1986).
P.~rin~ed by perllliuioll.

Toronto: 'tVCA. p. 108.

.. ,"" .," .. ""

-----------19'

·eODy STRESS \.lORKSHEET

BROIJS CONTRACTED
PUPILS DILATED
SttQULOU\S

ARn:RIE~

PALMS

CONs:TRiCTEO

PERSPIRING

BREATHING
SHALLOI,,'
HEART
PUSHEO UP

PULSE FAST
LUNG

COl'lPRESS~!)

DIAPHRAGM
Fl~XORS

"tONTRACTEO

STOIl.ACH

aL!1CK~il

SAlOONE~

PELVIS RlCilO
EXTENSORS 1NH 181TEO

FEET COL
UP ON TOES

SourCl!: Disc:ovl!rin~ Lire Skills. Vol. III. (1986). Toronto: YWCA.
Reprintea. 0'1 perlllUSlon.

j:. 11,)1

1

19'

DISCUSS -

Participants

BRAINSTORM their own techniques for

managing stress. Could enter on TELEWRIT£R

(keep it brief)

Counsellor leads discussion to other techniques not already
mentioned.

The attached sheet reprinted from piscovering Life Skills

Vol.

y, gives details of coping strategies, which you may find useful
to include in the discussion.

However, there are other

strategies for m;c>.intaining mental health which should be
considered.

For example, the importance of a proper diet,

adequate rest and exercise are worthy of mention.

REFER TO MANUAL - there is a section in which they could record
any of the above strategies if they so wish.

EXERCISE: . Tina's pistress (see attached)

Read' aloud and discuss questions

DISCUSS Quote in manual - Do they agree?

DISCUSS the following strategies on the system 1.) social support system

(see attached sheet)

DISCUSS questions at bottom of questionnaire. Encourage
participants to compare their support systems to highlight
deficiencies, and to discover additional sources of support not

coping with Stress

Pa92 187
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THEORY BOX

COPING STRATEGIES
Sta~' calm.
It will help you think clearly.
This is your life. No one can cope tor you.
Though others can and will help, the initiative
must come from you.

B.

Take responsibility for yourself. Taking 'on more
than your fair share can be over.... helming.

c.

Know vour strengths and your limitations.
sell yourself short and don't expect the
impossible.

D.

Set realistic goals.
If your goals are unrealistic
and too much to ask, you won't be able to meet
them and yOU will set yourself up for feeling like
a failure.

E.

Take 0'1e step at a time.

Don't

It works l

Consider all your choices.
G.

• H.

r.

Change what you can change and accept what you
cannot.
Ask for help when necessary .
Be flexible and maintain a sense at humour.

SOURCE: Discoverinll: Lite Skills. Vol. v. (1986). Toronto: YWCA.
p. 187. Reprinted by pemission.

lOS

.?thftr st'-rabgtes That M1.ght B .. H")ptH) To He

Tina's Qistress
Tina is a single working mother with two children, a 5 year
old and a 3 year old. She is employe.d as a bookkeeper by a sClall
automotive parts tirm.

One ot the reasons she chose this job was

bec3.use of the flexible hours it provided.

However, htely her

boss has been requiring har to stay late and/or work weekends.
This is causing her problems with child care, and she is teetin;
tired and anxious.
She is afraid to complain - it is hard to find e!:lployt:lsnt
that offers he:' the flexible hours she used to enjoy.

But thQre.

doesn't seem to be any chance that the workload will lighten in
the near future.

What alte.rnatives does she have to cope. with this stresst:ul
situation?

What would you say to her boss

i~

you were Tina?

A. real friend is one who walks in

....hen the rest of the world walks out.
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Walter Winchell

Social Supoort System

Ques~

1.

Who would you go to if you had a personal problem that you
wanted to talk about?

2.

Who would you talk to if you ....ere confused about making
plans for the future?

J.

Who ....ould you see if you wanted to go to a movie,a concert.,
or share an interest such as a hobby or sport?

4.

Who would you seek out. if you were feeling lonesome and
needing a little loving?

5.

Who would be the first person you would turn to in a
II c risis" situation?

6.

Who makes you teel worth...,hile and good about yourself?

7.

Who stimulates you to get going when you're in a rut or nee-:i
to make a change?

8.

Who would you keep in contact with if you picked up roots
and. moved to another city or country?

9.

Who could you go to when you want to ventilate your feelings
and blow off steam?

10.

Who makes you feel good and just gives you a lift to be with
that person?

Source:

Di~coverin5 Life

Skills, VoL III. (1986). Torol:1to: ·YwCA. p. 111.

Reprinted by permission.
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already considered.
2)

Relaxation and Visualization Exercises
While the students are in a Rfantasizing R frame of mind. they could

engage in an exercise to visualize the kind of lifestyle they would like for themselves
and their ~hijdren in S to 10 years.
Options:

1)

Guided Fantasy - wTypical Workday in the Future- (see attached)

NOT TO BE REPROpUCED WITHOUT THE PROPER CREDIT CITATION

2)

My Ufe in Five Years (see attached sheet)

• they could discuss their answers on the system, but may decide to wait
and complete at home.
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Guwm FANTASY
Typical Workday In-The·Future

fw:Ixl&:

To provide participlJlts the opportunity to pennit their fantasies about

their lifestyles 10 emerge.
Read to participants:

r ...· indicates a I!)-second pause).

Close. your eyes, take a few deep breaths and relax. Remove all feelings of
tension from your body, and erase all previous thoughlJ and worries from your
mind.•.

Imagine that you are gelting up on a typical workday... You're sitting on the
side of your bed trying to decide what kind of clothes you are going to wear. Take a
moment and look over your wardrobe. What type of clothing do you finally decide 10
weaJ1..•

Imagine yourself getting read of work. .. Any thoughts while you're getting

ready about the day to come? .. What kinds of feelings do you have as you look
forward 10 your workday7... Do you feel excited? Bored? Apprehensive? ••• What

gives you these feelings?

It's time for breakfast now. Will you be sharing breakfast with someone, or
wilt you be eating along? ..
You've completed yOUf breakfast now, and are headed out the door. Stop for
a moment and look around your neighbourhood...What docs it look like? •.•What
does you home look like? •. What thoughts and feelings do you experience as you look:
around? .•
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Fantasize now that you're heading toward work. How are you getting

there1... How far is it7...What feelings or thoughts are you experiencing? ..
You're entering your work situation now... Pause for a bit and try 10 get a

mental picture of it. Think about where it is and what it looks like...Will you be
spending most of your time indoors, or outdoors7.. ,How many people will you be
working with? ..
You are going to your specific job now. Who is the first person you
encounter? .. What does he or she look like1... What is he or she wearing? .. What do

you say to him or her? .. What feelings are you having..
Try to fonn am image of the particular tasks you perform on your job... Don't

think about it as a specific job with a title such as nurse or accountant. [nstead, think
about what you are actually doing, such as working with your hands, adding figures,
typing, talking to people, drawing, thinking, elc.
In your job, do you work primarily by yourself or do you work mostly with
others? .. In your work with olJJers, what do you do with them? .. How old are the
other people? •.What do they looklike? .. How do you feel towards them?...
Where will you be going for lunch? .. Will you be going with someone else?

Who? What will you talk about? ..
How do the afternoon's activities differ from those of the morning?...How are

you feeling as the day progresses?...Tired? .. Alert1.. .Bored? .. Excited1 ... Anxious1...
Your workday is coming to an end now. Has it been a satisfying day1 ... If so,
what made it satisfying?...What about the day are you less happy about? ...Will you be
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taldol some work home wilh you? ..A.! you think back through the day, what caused

you the most anxiety?
How has your workday fit into your total day?
(Pause here to allow participants to finalize their fantasy experience. Then bring them
back to the present and begin a discussion about what they experienced.

All each p.:rson shares their fantasy. ask the following questions as probes for thought:

What new information did your fantasy send to your concerning yourself']
2.
3.

How realistic or attainable were the elements of your fantasized work day?
What is your general, overall feeling response to your fantasy? Confused?
Happy? Sad? Concerned? Indifferent?

4.

What general $Om of occupational areas fit the situation described in your
fantasy?

Additional data gained from the experience regarding values, interests, goals, etc.
should be summarized and included on the students' Summary Sheets for future

reference.

MY LIFe IN FIve YEARS
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Complete the sentences as if you ....ere describing yourself to

In five years I .... ill have

child / children.

I

expect to live in (city, town, etc.)

I

expect to live (in a house, apartment, on a farm, etc.)

I plan to be married / single

_

I expect to further my education by enrolling in

My career I occupation will be

I

_

will own a car (yes / no)

I will be able to support myself and my child / children
(yes/no)

"

SESSION FOUR
(Have the participants seen "Down the Road"?
they could all report back this weak with

'os

It would be 'i0od it

thei~

impression:!.)

REFER TO MANUALStudents can reter to page

~6

"Interesting and FUltilling

Things That I Would Like to Do in the Future".

This

activity sheet should indicate. some. of their interests and
skills.
In addition, they might take time to consider the attached
statements on the sheet entitled "My Growing Strengths". and
complete if not already done.

REFER TO MANUAL -

Participants should consider the values ranking

they completed on page 17, and then cOlllpleta the work values
exercise attached.

SITES shouid have copies of the fOllowing:
Job Fytures'

M

occupational Outlook for NOd

,,9B1)

Government of Newfoundland and Labrador.
OR

Job futures:

(2 vol.)

(1990). Ottawa: Supply and

Services Division. This one gives a national perspective.

ASK participants to consider possible work occupation:- that would
incorporate their work values.

i f available.

Use thl! references listed above,

MY GROWINC STRENGTHS

SOU'lllltimEl.$ the delllands of being a teenage mother can
oventhel;Ding.
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lieelll

But as we. cope with each day's responsibilities,

we are developing new skills and strengths and illlproving on
existing on.s.
To help you :focus on yours, please cO'l:lpllllte the. followinq
statements.

KNOWLEDGE

r knoW' a lot about

_

SKILLS

I'm really good at

_

VALUES

I

believe that it is important to

ATTITUDE

I have been told by people that I am partiCUlarly

EN30YMENT
I

really qat a lot at: satisfaction trot!.

_

INTERESTS

I am really inte.rested in
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'

LOVING REUr.TIONSHIPS

I care very deeply tor

_

WORK VALUES EXERCISE

'08

You have already cons ide.red the values that are important to
your lifestyle.
Work values are those qualities in a work situation that
help to create a feeling of compatibility with the job.

I f your

values are at odds with your responsibilities, you may feel quite
uncomfortable.
Consider the following \.Iork values and circle \.Ihich ones are
important to you.

security

recognition

meeting people

status

helping others

llIoney

creativity

independence

flexible hours

friendship

variety of tasks

'0'
DISCUSS how non-traditional occupations can be advantageous ."
these teenage mothers.
RFFER to "Down the Road" video which they should have seen
by noW'.

BUDGETING

The participants are directed to review their Guided Fantasy
sheet (Life in 5 'fears) and to use their projected lifestyle to
estimate their bUdgetary requirements.

SEE A'r!'ACHED SHEETS - My Monthly Budget

- sample Budget of Marc!
- Ways to Save

The last one could be used by getting them to offer
suggestions for each category. Perhaps they have tips they can
share with'the group.
The

~

guidelines may be useful to add to the

discussion.

ASSIST students to offer suggestions on their wastetul and
. thrifty spending habits, using the attached sheet entitled
My Poor and Gogd Spending Habits.
It they can be honest and supportive, this exercise may

provide assistance to qroup members "he are finding ditt'icul ty
living on a limited income.

My Monthlv BUdget
210

HOME

Rent/mortgage
Taxes
Insurance

$---

UTILITIES
Heat
Telephone
Electricity
Other

$---

HOME MAINTENANCE
Laundry
Repairs

$----

FOOD

$---

PERSONAL

(clothing, etc.)

$---

CHILDCARE

$----

HEALTH CARE

$----

AUTO/ LIFE INSURANCE

$----

EDUCATION (books, tuition, supplies)

$----

TRANSPORTATION

Car (gas, oil, repairs)
BUs,' taxi, other

$-----

ENTERTAINMENT

$----

$,----

MISCELLANEOUS
TOTAL

SAI1PLE BUDGET
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Harc;, 30 yurs old, is a single pi1rent Iofith 3 children agl!s 11
B, .nd 5 years old.
.
Income sources:

$729.

94.

~

Total:
Monthly expenses:

Total:

Family Benefits Al10wance
Famfly All!»'lance Baby Bonus
Child Support (from husband)

$923.00
$350. Mortgage Payment
90. Hydro
15. Phone
350. Food
50. Transportation
13. House insurance
_'_. Water
$877 .00

This leaves $46. per month for everything else which includes
clothing, entertainment, school expen-s:es, presents, furniture,
household items and savings.

Source: Dhcoverim5 Lite Skills, Vol. IV. (1986). Toronto: YWCA.
p, 131. Reprinted by pero.issiol1 •

.1••
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Under .each heading can your group think or ways a person can s..,'e?
CLOTHES:
PHONE:

HAIR:
GIFTS:
HOUSE,\{OLD ITEMS:

FOOD:
HYDRO:
GrTERTAINMENT:

OTHER IO,AS,

Source:

Discovering tife Skills. Vol. rv.(1986l. Toronto: YWCA. p. 136:
REprinted by per.rlu1on.

Preparing a BUdget for a Limited Income

_
nJ

GI1IOELINES FOR THE COACH
Participants may have difficulty getting started with this
exercise so the following suggestions may be offered:
CLOTHF.S:

From fami.ly, friends, Salvation Army

PHONE: .

No long distance calls - write letters

HAIR:

Find a skilled friend, use hairdressing school

GIFTS:

Garage sales, bargain hunters press, make your OWI\

HOUStHDLD ITEHS:

Baking soda. vinegar works well

FOOD:

No convenience foods, use leftovers, shop with a list
don't mak.e impulse buys

HYDRO:.

Keep temperature at 5B F.

ENTERTAINMENT:

Games at home, pot luck parties, cinemas that show
second r:un movies.

OTHER IDEAS:

No cha rge ca rds ,
"If I can't afford it, I don't buy it."

G

SOlmCE: Discove:ing Lite Skill!. Vol.' IV. (1986). Toronto:

'!YCA. p. 135. Repril1'ted by petillissioa.

My Poor and Good S.oendin9 Holbi

t~

2-14

Poor Habits

Good Habits

SOURCE: Discover1n~ Lite Skills. Vol. III. (1986). Toronto: YWCA. p. 10].
Reprinted by pemissioB.
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After an analysis of their bUdgetary requirements, participants

can then avail ot pUblications which provide occupational
profiles and appropriate salary ranges.

The source Job FUt;utf!lJ

previously mentioned, would be a handy reterence, but
participants need guidance in locating inforutation within.

They should also explore other ways
information about occupations -

1)

or

finding out

SEE MANUAL

How to get written information

-from cEle
-libraries
-school board resource centres

-Career Intormation Hotline

1-800-563-6600

Other sources of print information

e.g. calendars from post-secondary institutions,

,pamphlets or brochures trom various companies or
industry associations regarding career opportunities, magazines,
newspapers, professional journals

2)

talking to people - friends, neighbours, relatives askinq others to keep alert tor news

at openings.

Networking - asking others to ottl!r names ot people who
might be able to help you.
3)

actual experience on the job

-could be volunteering,

job-shadowing, or part-time work.
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EDUCATION UPGRADING

~

situation In

rural setting; Bnd factors to be

ill

considered in moving to a larger centre tor training.
Ask tor examples !ron participants e.g. correspondence courses (Linda O'Leary)

Cabot Institute (Lisa Jackman)

and other post _

secondary inst! tutions
Memorial University (Claudia PUddester, Linda
O'Leary)

High school upgrading (Adult Basic Education

courses - offered at cOllUl1unity colleges and some
high schools l
G.E.D.

G.t.D.

(see belo1J)

(General edycation piplomal

- a certitication program that gives Grade 12 equivalency
accepted by a number of post-secondary institutions in the
province, but not Memorial University ot Nfld-.

- 5 subject areas included; designed to recognize genaral
educational development and personal work skills
- candidates usually take the test first without any study;
i t they do poorly, it is recommended that they complete lui!.llS.

Basic Education

upgrading, which treats the actual high school

components and has its Olrm certification.
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- G.E.D. has no course materials and hires no instructors.
So there is no instruction or contElnt material provided.
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ENTREPRENEURSH:IP

June 11, 1991 -

Guest Speaker

Bonnie Woodland
Women I S Enterprise Bureau

'tOPIC:

"Business As An Option For Women"

Hs. Woodland has been scheduled :tor this session. She 1s
planning to supply us with some packaged material, which

~e

will

distribute to the groups beforehand.

OPTION: 1.

Invite a businesswoman from the Southern
Shore area

e.9'. Michelle O'Brien (Southern Comfort Inn)
2.

a participant or an instructor trom the
course being presented at Durrell' 5,
Twillingate, by the Central Nfld. Community
college entitled "small Business Tourism".

Participants will be able to question the guest speaker

after the presentation.
See participants I manual for examples of questions they
might ask.

SESSION FI:VE -

C;'REER pL1I.mU:NG /

GOll.L SETTING
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~:

Participants l!lhoUld have had the opportunity to view
~

~

prior to this ge5sion.

Coungello1; may refer to the book entitled The cinderella
~

aDd invite comments

&51

to what the title Elleans.

DISCUSS

1. The myths under vhich females are reared

e.g'. "White Knight" viII come along to care for and
protect them forever
e.g. vomen don't do "dirty" jobs
e.g. women are better care-givers of children than men

2. The major themes of the video (their implications tor

themselVeS and their children)
- dependency
- role conflict
- feminization of poverty

Considerations (Barriers to peveloping Short-hen ( TAng-term

1.

Personal (could relate these to the previous items
discussed)
-psychol~gical

barriers - shyness, low self-esteem
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problems adjus::,in q to changing situations •. C;;.

lIloving to a dit't'erent community to further one's education)
e.g.

coping with the dHt'erence in age group 0' school

class-.:lates it returning to complete education.
- her age (e.g. 14-.15 is very young to be rearinq child

on her own - she 15 likely to have parental support)
2.

Social
-t.~&ir

support systems

-arrangements concerning child care
-conflict in relationship

bet~aen

,grandmother / mother it

baby being reared by grandmother

-peer pressure (pressure to return to "pre-baby" lifestyle)
-friends insisting tl'1at th.e responsibility tor childrearing
be t:-ansterred to othe=s so that they can onCQ aqaill be. a
major influence in

3.

t.~e

teen l:lothar's lite

Environmental

":' hc..,'cne's location at'rects the .opportunity tor
upgrading/training
e.q. is Adult aasic Education ottered nearby?
other post-secondary training

- jab apportunities in th.e N:ld. labour market - sometimes
mobility io3 essential

ptCISJ:0N-MAXTNG

AS!:

students to cOl15ider ona import3Jl.t ditticul.t

had to make in the past lear

dl!lcisi~n

they

e.g. staying in school n.thU' than

droppil\g' out atter the baby is born.
ASK them to describe how they made a part.icular decision.

22'

- the choices, alternat.ives
-t.he circWIIstances of the problem

DISCUSS wit.h participants how they feel about m.aking decisions.
REFER TO MNUltL tor st.at.ement.s t.hey can complet.e About the
decision-making prooess.

("HOW I feel &bout lDaking decisions")

REFER TO KAN'Q'AL tor list ot decision- making steps.
Have part.icipant.s reflect Oil. the decisioD mentioned
prior page, and associate t.he 15 st.eps with the process they
used to resolve the problem and come t.o a decision.

Or

could use the story of Illl'ina's Distress" (p.40 participant's
Manual)

SESSION SIX

).NO

SEVEN
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S'rlU\'rEGIES FOR IHPLEMEN'rING CAll,EER loND LIFE GOALS

Participllllts viii eXUline sO::l.e ot the stresses in their
lives and develop awareness ot how their bodies respond
physicallY and emotionally.

REFER TO SESSION 2 , 3
- copinq with stress
- stress symptoms
- stress reduction techniques

Using strateqies such as:
1. social support system
2. relaxation /
3. diet /

visualization

exercise

- Guided Fantasy "Workday in the Future"

Holol to

Cope with Chonge

DISCUSS with participants major and minor chanqes that have
occurred in t.heir lives.

1.

They should think about what strategies worked tor them

in the past
(e. g. qo tor walks, take time to think and plan,

visit a special place, etc.)

22)

2.

Who provides them with social support - their e:lCtet::nr\t

3.

How do they create an internal support system

to

support system Which they use

share their troubles

maintaining a positive selt-concept.

_

DISCUSS examples

ot the kinds of negative thoughts we have about
ourselves which weigh us down .
•• g. I don't kno.... how

I'm not good enough
I

_

can't

Emphasize the illlportance of appreciating yourself.

FINDING BALANCE: IN OUR
~

Lry~

To identify the roles and activities we participate in.

To determine whether we are juggling too much in our

lives.
,To desiqn a balanced lifestyle that is appropriate for

The following material is adapted from

Y2.L.....:!!... (1986). Toronto:

DISCUSS:

~coverinq

teit'e Skills

YWCA, p. 25-31.

Have each participant complete the following statement: .
"What I really need in my life right now is more

ENTER ON 'l'ELEWRITER.
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NOTE:

If participants respond "more time", ask them to be

lIlf......

specific - such as "more time for mysel!".

BRAINSTORM: signs and symptoms that indicate they are having
trouble keepinq pace with their livesa.t]. forgetfulness, irritability, health problems,
sleep problems, teeling pressured/ overwhelmed/ distracten

COUNSEUA:lR - Using TELEWRITER - LIST the follo..... ing areas of lite

and ask participants to pricrize

the~

COMMUNITY (Volunteer work, relationships, politics)
WORK (career, volunteer, school)
FAM:IL'l (friends, relationships)

SELF (inner selt', beliefs, personal development)
LEISURE (recreation, tun)

Then ask participants to priorize them in terms of the time spent
in each area.

QUESTIONS:

1.

HoW did your lists compare'?

2.

What do they tall you about the way you spend

your time and set your priorities?
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THEORY BOX

Do we live to wor)l; or wor)l; to live? ~re we so busy
"g8tting there- tha~ we don' t stop to enjoy the trip?
Two conc~pts will be discussed here. One is the 3 point
Balance sys tem, and the
other
is
the concept ot
serendipity. Both concepts are derived trom the book
LHe Balance by Linda and Richard Eyre.
If we look at the areas of self. tamilY and work as
being most important to us. then it tOllows that we Qud
to set priori ties in each ot these araas. These can be
illustrated by using
the
1Il0del ot an
equilateral
triangle.
.
A triangle has a firm base •.which SU;lports the sides and
keeps the trian;le in balance.
It you put i t on any
side. the balance is still maintained.

SEL.l

.-"g-

As each corner of the triangle supports the other sides
and provides balance. so do the areas at our lives.

we develop our sense of self Ind self worth through our
\lark and families.
We work in order to provide support
for families and for selt-fulfillment.
·In falDi11es we are taught
the
importance
achi'evements .nd personal develoPlIlIlnt.

of

work

It we take the time to set priorities around the things
that are most important to us (including ourselves) then
we take ttle first step to puttinq things in balance. We
often put ourselves at the bottom of the list reaUltin;
in frustration in never tlavinq the time for personal
thinqs.

SOtnlCE: Dillcover1n!5 Lite Skills. Vol. v. \l9tl6l . 'l'oro:rt~: YWCA.. P.26-29 •.

Reprinted by perm.1sd.oa.

THEORY BOX continued

'"

Priorities set on a daily basis around self, family and
work will ensure that there is time for things we
choose. The things that we have to do will always be
there. It is easier to cope with them when you know you
are also going to do something that you want to do. See
Balance Planner.
The second concept is that of serendipity. The word was
coined by Sir Horace Walpole in 17501. According to Funk
and Wagnall. serendipity is defined as "The faculty at
happening upon fortuna te discoveries when not in search
ot them".
To encounter serendipi ty llleans that you have a direction
in mind (ie, a goal) and also that you develop an
awareness or: the world around you. This quality, which
can bo developed by anyone, allows you to be able to
"smell the roses" or encounter a wonderful experience
while in pursui e ot something else.
Not only do we need to make things that are important a
priority, but we need to allow flexibility in our daily
routine to seek out or take advantage of moments ot
serendipity. In these things one begins to ateain a
sense ot balance.

REFER TO MANUAL -

Explain the BALANCE PLANNER

and ask

"7

participants to choose three important things to do

tomorrow, one in each of the areas of Family. Work, and Self.
Tell them that these are no.... their priorities for tomorroW'.
Then ask them to complete the TO DO column - things that
~lill

HAVE

to be done.

They are recorded on their Balance Planner after they occur.
They may be replaced I postponed it' an event of serendipity

WHAT IS "SERENDIPIT'l"?

- moments when you digress trom Whatever you are doing,
to see or experience something else.

Often referred to as IITaking time to smell the roses tl •

The important thing to remember is that you make the choice.

REFER TO MANuAL

In the following

situation~,

they are to consider ways of

introducing serendipity.
RE

'1 -

a child comes home from school upset While you are

bUSy doing laundry and housework.

What do you do?

e.g. You stop what you are doing to talk to him, and
are rawarded with a teeling ot closeness.
:RE 12 - You are stuck in traffic and can feel yourselt
9'8ttinq tense. What do you do?
e.q. listen to a special radio proqram: 'study other

22'

people in tb.elr cars: prepare a list for groceries, household

jobs: take a "power break" - a short period in which you
concentrate on relaxing every muscle ..hile. visualizing yourself
in a tranquil location.

REFER TO MANUAL

"Personal prescription"

EXPLAIN

now or later.

that these are to be tilled out individually

If they wish to share their plan with the group

this time, they may do so.

~t

"9

PERSONAL PRESCRIPTION
HEREBY PRESCRIBE FOR MYSELF
THE CHALLENGE OF DOING SOMETHING
. DIFFERENTLY TO BRING

~lORE

BALANCE

OR TO RESTORE BALANCE IN MY LIFE
_
I HILL.

SIG1iATURE

SOURCE: "Dhc:overiD!"Ll!e Skills. 'Vol,' v. (1966). 'toronto: YWCA.
p. 31. Reprlnte4 by permiss.ioD.

(Prior to session, have participants complete two copies of
Time Sheets - one for a typical working day, and one for a
typical weekend day.

If they are not working outside the home,

just complete one.)

TIME MANl\GEMENT
The following material is adapted from Discoverjng Life Skills

Y2.L........Y.. (1986). Toronto: YWCA., p. 168-176; and

~,

p. 95-

100.

Warmup:

Counsellor asks participants to complete the sentence

"If I had more t.i.me on my hands, I would

DISCUSS

..

1) Familiar quotes on time

Time is money
Time flies (Tempus fugit)
No rest for the wicked

Idle hands
Many hands make light work
Don't waste time
stitch in time saVes nine
Life is what happens to you while you're bUsy
making other plans (John Lennon)
There is no time like the present
Time will tell
Time· is a great healer

Time and tide wait for no man

2:::
2) How our culture

and oUr values affect our vi ev :>f
tillls

J)

How we deal with the conflicts between the "should"

messages about how to spend time versus what we would
rather be doing.

BRAINSTORM

dClfinition of Time Kanag8mQnt

A

RECORD ON TELEWRITER

e.g. 1.

Getting everything done in the shortest time
with the most efficiency.

2.

setting lifetime goals and analyzing what you

J.

Selecting the most important task from a

do in relation to those goals.

number of possibilities and doing it in the
best possible way.
4.

cetting control of your life.
(from p. 95,

~)

From these definitions, you may suggest that f1 reflects an
assembly line approach with no selection on the basis of
priorities. The remaining three reflect a better definition of
time management.

DISCUSS: Which one feels right for them?

REFER TO MANUAL - Prior to session, participants shOUld have
completed the two copies of the Time Sheets.

Briefly discuss the types of activities listed.
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REFER TO HANlIAL - Have participants divide the PIE into sections,
allowing bigger sections for those activities that take up
significantly 1IIora time.

QUESTIONS:
1.

What dOllls the time pie say about you? Are there

2.

What areas of the time pie are not receiving as

any surprises?

much attention as you would like?
REFER TO MANUAL

Participants will priorize those activities already
considered, using the priority Activity Sheet in the manual.

PARENTING ACrIVITIES
It is important to encourage participants to develop a
perspective on the priority of parenting activities.

The

~

booklet in the Moborly's Perfect series produced by Health and
Weltare canada and the provincial oepartments of Health in NeW"
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and NeWfoundland
and Labrador has good ideas for maintaining a balanced view of
time organi%ation and child nurturing - that time spent with a
child is always more important than cleaning

the house.

REFER TO MANUAL - Participants can BRAINSTORM and share ideas on

time management; jot them down in manual.
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OISCUSS

how priorizing these roles can minimize role conflict

thereby reducing stress and raising self-esteem.
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THEORY BOX
TIME/LIFE MANACEMENT STRATEGIES
1.

t-legotiating for uninterrupted time ahead of

2.

Assertinq yourself; }>nowing how to say no.

tim~,

3.

Carr-ying around a calendar.

4.

Colour coding different types of activities.
ie, priod ties bright yellow.

5.

Doing daily To Do lists.

6.

Doing priorities first.

7.

Breaking down
tasks
establishing deadlines.

a.

Setting long and short tem goals (including the
dates for review).

9.

Reviewing and r-efining goals once a munth.

into

small

steps

and

10.

R2ading with highlighter for quick r-eview later.

11.

Learning how to skim read.

12.

Handling papers no more than twice.

13.

E'utting important but not urgent reading in a
place designated for later review.

14.

Giving up total responsibility, delegating appropriately.

15.

Rewarding yourself at the end of completed tasks.

16.

Organizing clothes, relevant
before a hectic day.

17.

Taking reading along when visiting doctors or
travelling.

papers

the

night

lB.

Grouping activities, ie, phoning everyone at once.

19.

Visualizing doing your best,
asleep the night. before.

20.

Mentally reviewing what you'll'be 90ing in the day
as you are waking up.

just

as

you

fall

SOURCE: Discov~rin!j LICe Skills.· Vol. V . (1966),
Toronto: YWCA. p. 172-3. Reprinted by permission,

21.

Checking periodically that your activities are
balanced for optimal mental, physical and spiritual
well-being.

22.

finishing jobs completely so you can bring closure
to them.
.

23.

Doing something everyday consistent with your
lifestyle goals and fantasies. lie. making sure
your life is meaningful and purposeful}

24.

Avoiding procrastinating. doing something on a
major project: each day rather than none.

25.

Taking stock pet"iodically of how you are using time
because it is the most precious resour~e you have.

50URCr.~. Discovering LIre Skills, Vol. v. (1986). Toronto:!WCA. p. 113.
~ d by permission.
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DISCUSS

....ith participants the items from the above list that

they find helpful.

REFER TO MANUAL - suggest that they begin a ne.... habit each day -

Use a TO DO list such as the one in the manual

- make a list of the things they need to do each
morning, and place a number beside each one to indicate its order
of priority.
Place a check beside each item as it is finished.

HOMEWORK

Have them try it for a week to see if it helps keep

them on track.

CLOSER:

DISCUSS with participants

1) The fantasy exercise they did in a previous session
in which they made some long-range goals
,2) How the time management skills we've discussed can
help them focus on specific activities needed to work towards

that goal, Le. their career plans.
(See section on Fantasy exercise which includes h01l1e'Work
preparation before participants can engage in this activity)
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REALITIES IN PARENTING

- an extended look at the day-to-day responsibilities of

caring tor a child ",ith special emphasis on the pa:,ent's
impact on the psychological and intellectual development ot
the child.

The Dept. ot Health series Nobody's perfect is a valuable
resource for our participants to help them maintain their

physical and mental health and develop physically and mentally
healthy children.

A number of concepts from these books will be

explored, but material will be altered

it participants have

already been exposed to the series.

The provincial Dept. of Health has g:i.ven us permission to
use their material, but they insist that a pUblic health nurse
actually give the teleconference presentation.

For the purposes of the pilot programme on the Southern
Shore, the session can be conducted by the District Public Health
Nurse, Moira O'Regan Hogan.

She has access to all the resource

materials that are used in the series, and can also provide each
participant with copies of all the booklets.

TOPICS TO CONSIDER
1.

HoW they go about creating a "sate, secure, and loved"

2.

An emphasis on the positive parenting skills they currently

J.

The feelings of babies and children and the influence ot the

environment for their child

have

2J8

parent's behaviour on those feelings
.;.

How these feeings help children grow intellectually,

5.

Specific strategies that benefit their child's intellectual

emotionally and socially

growth and self-concept

GUEST SPEAKER: child psychologist Gary Jeffries who will engclge

the participants in a Fantasy Exercise.

Purpose:

1.To promote understanding of the role they play in

fostering the child',s emotional, intellectual, and physical

development
2. To use this incr.eased awareness of the parent's role
to motivate participants in the selection of and movement towards
a career path.

HOMEWORK: Participants prepare for the fantasy exercise by
pretending'that they could design the perfect child for them.
They are to consider the traits that they would most like to see
in their child.
Relate this activity to buying a new car and choosing
options.
Dr. Jeffries will lead them through the' exercise, having
them consider desirable traits at 2 years, 4 years, 6 years, etc.
The aim is to lead to insights such as the realization that ....hat
they most want for their child is really what they want for
themselves.

OPTIONS for the child psychologist
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1. A discussion on the importance of play

inexpensive

home-made toys)
2. Books for the very young

child

3. How we unconsciously promote sex-stereotyping (could
refer to previous sessions that dealt with the Empowerment
of Women and books such as the Paper Bag princess)
4. How to nurture individual personality differences
5. Tips on how to accommodate these needs in the limited
family time of the single working mom.

DISCUSS: General discussion on the effect of these strategies on
the common barriers faced by teenage mothers when they consider
career planning.

HOMEWORK:

Preview "Wise Choices"

SESSION EIGHT
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Have they viewed "Wise Choices" prior to the session?

WARMUP: Refer to earlier session (13) in whicb advantaqes and
disadvantages of Don-traditional occupations were discussed.

TELECONFERENCE LINXOP planned wi th women from

"Wise Cboices"

video -

Nancy HaWkins, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (food
technologist)
Sadie Sellars, Paris, France (engineer)
Mary Neville, St. John's (auto mechanic, mother)

Some questions to consider:
1. Why did you choose this career path?
2. What are your qualifications? (include here work
experience, education and training)
3. What opportunities have you had since you completed your
training that might have led you to your present position?
4. What do you feel are the advantages for women in holding
a non-traditional job in teI1Ds of salary, opportunities for
advancement, work hours, bene.t'its, job satisfaction?
5. What type of responsibilities are includ&Q. in your job?
6. Do you have to deal with sex stereotyping in your job?
How are you treated by men in your W'ork?
7. What are some aspects of your occupation that you really

like?
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8. What are the areas of your job that pose the most
headaches?
9. Is it a job that accommodates the roles of mother,

person, and homemaker?2
10. How do you personally cope 'With the multiple roles in
your life?
11. Any suggestions for us (teen moms) as we start down the
road on a career plan?

After the discussion with the teleconference participants is
ended, the counsellor spends some time discussing teen mothers'
career development.

DISCUSS developing a networking system which meets their needs
e. g. - sharing telephone numbers and addresses
'- assessing what post-course conununity support would be
useful - e.g. counsellor, teacher, etc.
- assess enthusiasm for a newsletter or some other
mechanism for maintaining contact among participan-cs
- provide a list of resources

SUMMARY

CONcLUDING REMARKS (PARTICIPANTS)
GOODBYES
POST-EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE (preferably to be completed at

"2
their teleconference sites after the last session. It' not

possible, then as soon after that date as is convenient)
Formative evaluation consisted of single index cards
inserted after each session's material which were to be completed

by the participants. These should be submitted along with the

summative evaluation questionnaires.
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APPENDIX G
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NEWFOUNDLAND SCHOOl'"... FOR
425 Topsail Road
St..

THE

DEAF

John' s.

Ifewfoundland
AlE SN7
709 364-1234
Fax: S76~584a

July 29,

un

Or, Norm Garlie
Department. of Education
Hemorial University of Ne .... foundland
E:l1zabet.h Avenue
St. John' s. Newfoundland
Dear Dr. Garlia:
I am wr! t1n9 regarding Hs. Lenora Paddocks ineernsh1p at che
Newfoundland School for the Deaf.

Before commenting on Lenora's internship per se, r would like
to first make meneion of her strength. in deciding to pursue an
internship with our school in tilt'! first instance.

To approach any

internship can be qUite disconcerting, hOI/ever t.o enter a whole neli

arO!a such as deafness takes considerable courage on the part ot a

person.
Lenora started her internship at NSD on April 16, 1991. Due
to time constraints and a desire to offer her a full overView of
pcogramming for the deaf it was decided that she would spend 2
weeks in July at Interpreting Services of th-e Newfoundland Coordinating Council on Deafness focusing on the vocational placement
al!lpect of the service.
Lenora approached her placement with enthusiasm and energy.
She ",as offered the Ol;lpOrtunity to work in as many different
components of the gUidance program as possible. She lias introduced
to the Ilorkings of our school and given information regarding our
day to day operations.
During her first week she sat through a.
teacher inservice which is given to all teachers who Ilork "'1th
hearing impaired children in the regular school program.
IUso
during this time period an attempt was made to make contact I-lieh
a number of ind1vic1ual students who '"/ould benefit from counselling
sessions llith Lenora.
A major concern for Lenora during her i.nternship was to gain
some experience in a group counselling situation.
This was
accommodated through linking Lenora with several post secondari'
hearing impaired students currently enroled at HUN.
Other areas
deal t with during Lenora's internship included career awareness
wit.h individual sc.udents, work with CHOICES and development cf a
peer counselling module for NSD.
During Lenora's int.ernsnip. sne
was ottered the opport.unity to do a number of assessment.s wit.h bot.h
students enroled at NSO and cnildren with hearing impairments in
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the regular school sys'Cem.
She was
also involved in thl!!
documentacion of students tor a workshop held at NSD on Learning
disabilities.
When not direcely involved in tohe program at. NSD.
Lenora spent considerable tilDe reviewing the I1t.eraeure and

becoming more familiar with deafness.
Our1ng Lenora' s internship at. NSO she was able to take part
in two lIIajor workshops being- offered. Or. Ann Powers present.ed on
learninq disabilities and the hearing impaired during Hay and

during the last week at school, Dr. Roger Carver from Gallaudet
University spoke to parents and students about deafness and deaf
culture.
Lenora worked diliqenely at all at the tasks presented. When
9iven a client to work with or information to obtain tram teachers
or students she applied herseH eo the task at hand.
I feel she
qained some insiqhe into the requiremenes of a quidance counsellor
and some of the situations which may present themselves durinq her
career.
I feel that chis internship was beneficial to both Lenora and
NSO and I look forward to workinq with her as a colleaque in the
future.
Sincerely,

,Jl'ck Jardine
Guidance Counsellor
cc

Lenora Paddoc!<
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Newfoundland Co-ordinating Council on Deafness
P. O. Bo~ 912S
St, 1QII,,'s, Nnd.

AlA 2XJ

July 11. 1991

Dr. Norm G~rlie
Faculty of Education
Memorial University
St. John's, Nfld.
AlE 5R9

Dear Dr. Garlie:
Re:

Lenora Paddock

As a requirement of her internship, Lenora spent two
weeks here at the Newfoundl.!lnd Co-ordinating Council On
Deafness (N.C.C.D.l. N.C.C.D. is a non-profit agency which
provides vocational, rehabilitative and interpreting services
to the deaf and hard of hearing adults throughout Newfoundland

and Labrador. In addition, we offer a variety of educational
support services to students attending post-secondary institutions.
Prior to coming to N.e.C.O., Lel10ra spent 11 weeks at the
Newfoundland School for the Deaf. The Newfoundland School for
the Deaf is a residential school for children who are deaf.
Spending time here at N.C.C.D. was a complement to her internship
at the Newfoundland School for the Deaf as the school is only
for students where as M.C.C.D. provides services to adults.
During her 2 weeks here, Lenora gained valuable information
regarding the needs of the deaf adults, such as unemployment and
underemployment, communication difficulties and accessibility
issues, to name a few.
This information was gained through reading material,
discussions with various staff members, questioning and
observation of counselling s itua tions. It was impossible for
Lenora to do a counselling session herself as the majority
of our clients are profoundly deaf and rely on American Sign
Language for communicative purposes. However, she did have
the opportunity to participate through ob::>ervation and fo11owup discussion.

. •. /2

-, It has been o!l pleasure to have LenorCl here.
I found
her to be extremely open-minded and without pre-conceived
notions of people who are deaf. which is a refreshing change.
Prior to her placement, she knew very little about deafness
and its implications. One of her goals during her internship
was to learn as much as she could and I believe she achieved
this.
Although her time here was brief. she made good use
of her time by learning all she could and I am sure what
she learned through this experience will stay with her for
life.
Undoubtably, she will come in contact with other
deaf people both in her future professional and personal
life and when she does I am confident she will be completely
comforto!lble with the situation.
As many times in life,
when we encounter people who are "different" from how we
perceive what is "normal", we are often uncomfortable and
unsure as to whet to say or do.
I em sure her experience
here will benefit her with not only deaf people but people
with other disabilities as well.
In conclusion, I am pleased we could provide this
experience and I am certein Lenore will make e fine addition
to the field of counselling.
S.incerely,

Jeanne Leonard
Vocational Evaluator
JL/lr
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